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1973The Council of Ministers is not a
council, it is a meeting of national
ministers who represent their own
nationalities... lf you ask me whether  I
still maintain the policy of the Mansholt
Plan, I will say no... lf the crisis continues,
the time will soon come when meat
production must be reduced... The idea
that we, the rich, should develop in order
to help the poor, is an error. Page 3.
wffi:,
In the new Convention, we should like
to see provisions which will enable our
trade with Europe to expand on less
restrictive lines than in the past. They
should reflect the political will, which
came to the surface in Kingston, to
work towards a situation in which the
production  of basic goods in developing
countries will be able to emerge from its
present depression,  and attain a more
respectable and more profitable status.
Page 1 6.
lf the negotiations produce the ex-
pected results, we shall have made a
great step forward in cooperation  be-
tween Europe and the A.C.P., because
we shall have reached an agreement
much more complete than the existing
ones-even the Yaound6 Convention.  lt
will be an agreement  taking full account
of the requirements and capabilities of
both sides, and we shall thus be opening
the door to a new approach to the
solution of problems arising in the
Third World. Page 20.
It has been said of Black Africa that
it suffers from "the weakness of being
a continent". Here more than elsewhere,
communications  are a fundamental con-
dition for economic  and social develop-
ment. lt is said the road creates the traffic,
and the same thing can be said about
the railways. Adequate means of com-
munication  are a factor of national unity
within a country, and they are a factor of
proximity between different countries.
Page 30.
This idea of an electronic revolution  in
education was bandied about from Mac
Luhan to Andr6 Malraux. lt  made a
sensation at first; but now, when it is
only half -way through, it  has given
place to the combination of television
and the computer. The audio-visual
element has thus become the decisive
factor. A new tool, the satellite,  has come
to hand through radio and television. Will
it revolutionise  teaching and education in
Africa? Page 71.
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"There is  no point in doing some-
thing if  you have no way of mak-
ing it known". The author of this senti-
ment  is  not generally known  but he 
might  have been  a particularly astute 
politician or a leading journalist. A great 
deal  has  been  and  is  being  done to 
modernise and develop the railways in 
Africa  south  of the  Sahara,  but few 
people know about it and some even 
think  railways  are  an  outdated  form 
of transport. 
Only  15  or  20  years  ago,  people 
were  taking  a  gloomy  view  of  their 
future.  Railways,  it  was  argued,  had 
been  a  good  thing  for  19th  century 
Europe,  but  the  fact  that  they  were 
still being used was due merely to the 
fact  that  they  were  still  there.  For 
Africa, the argument ran, the develop-
ment of road  and air transport would 
make it possible to avoid the need for 
launching  into  heavy  expenditure 
programmes  to  set  up  railway  net-
works which were, in any case, archaic 
and ill-adapted for their purpose. 
The railway density in Africa is very 
low. In this issue,  an  article by Pierre 
Protat,  Director  General  of  France's 
Central  Office  f<;>r  Oversea  Railways 
(O.F.E.R.O.M.)  tells  us  how  Africa's 
one kilometer of line for every 400 sq. 
km  of  territory  compares  with  a 
kilometer for every 9 sq. km in Belgium, 
15 sq.  km in France and 16 sq.  km  in 
Italy. Africa has only 6% of the world's 
railway track, whereas North America 
has 40%, Europe 30%, Asia 12% and 
South America 9 %.  Africa's railways, 
dating  from  the colonial period, were 
originally built  at  minimum  cost  and 
consist of lines to open up the interior, 
based on coastal facilities and designed 
primarily  to  facilitate  trade  with  the 
outside  world.  These  lines  do  not 
constitute railway networks, and even 
the gauges used differed from case to 
case,  so  that it is  difficult to think of 
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connecting them up with one another. 
Their  track  is  old  and  the  carrying 
capacity  is  small,  which  means  that 
these  lines cannot meet the needs of 
present  day  traffic.  In  round  figures, 
the railways carry only 4% of the traffic 
in  West  Africa  and  5%  in  Central 
Africa.  The  competition  of the  roads 
has  everywhere  become  extremely 
active. There is  no railway connection 
across the continent from east to west; 
and  from  north to south the  Cape to 
Cairo  railway,  the  dream  of  Cecil 
Rhodes,  has  come  only  partly  into 
existence,  and  the  old  project  of  a 
railway  across  the  Sahara  has  been 
replaced by a road project from Algiers 
to Gao. 
Yet throughout Africa  south  of the 
Sahara,  and  in  Madagascar,  the  old 
lines with only one exception are still 
in  service  and  are  being  actively 
improved.  Everywhere  the  working 
personnel has been africanised. Every-
where  the  rail  traffic  is  increasing, 
and the importance of the railways is 
recognised  as  a  factor  in  the  great 
forestry  development  and  in  the 
increasing number of expanding mine 
operations. The railways are recognis-
ed  as  having their part to play in  the 
economy  of  regions  through  which 
they pass,  and  as  factors of strength, 
which  help  to  buttress  the  unity  of 
nations.  Important new lines, such  as 
the Trans-Cameroon,  have  come into 
existence; others, such as the Tanzam, 
are  in  course  of  construction;  and 
others,  such  as  the Trans-Gabon,  are 
coming  off  the  drawing  board.  Yet 
another  example  is  in  za·ire,  where 
the biggest of all  the african  projects 
looks  to  the  creation  of  a  national 
railway route across the whole country 
from  Shaba  to  Matadi  and  Banana. 
Other  projects  are  the  extension  of 
the Abidjan-Ouagadougou to Tambao, 
the  300 km  northward  extension  of 
Dahomey-Niger  and  its  connection 
with Nigerian Railways. Already some 
of  the  african  lines  have  become 
international  transport  systems.  This 
is  true  of the  Tanzam,  the  line from 
Addis-Ababa to  Djibouti, from  Pack-
wack on the Albert Nile to Mombasa, 
the  Dakar-Niger  and  the  Abidjan-
Niger. In the same class are the railways 
providing  the offtake for copper,  the 
part  played  at  present  by  Congo-
Ocean as the chief seaward access for 
Chad and the Central African Republic, 
and  the  part  to  be  played  in  the 
future  by the Trans-Cameroon  in  the 
same  region.  In  Africa  the  railways 
have  an  assured  future,  and  it is  no 
exaggeration to say they are enjoying 
a renewal of their youth. 
The economic future of the railway 
in Africa now seems assured.  Besides 
the cold facts and figures, the railways 
will  also  develop  to  play  a  part  in 
human contacts which other forms of 
transport seem  unable to offer: this is 
self-evident  in  any  african  station, 
where the arrival of a train is always a 
busy and  usually cheerful  event. The 
railway is a link and a common contact, 
the  station  a  meeting  place  to  bring 
people and  places out of isolation on 
the human as well as on the economic 
plan. The railway brings life and is for 
many a symbol  of progress.  In  short, 
it  is  a  hope,  and  to  quote  Georges 
Bernanos,  "hope is  a risk that has to 
be taken." • " A crisis threatens humanity anless
the world reacts fast "
Dr. Sicco Mansholt of the Netherlands
was President of the Commission of the
European Communities from 1972-73  and
a Vice-president from 1958-72.
As an agricu lturalist, his vast experience
stretches from working in a Java tea
plantation in the 30s to  launching the
Mansholt Plan and helping form the
common  European agricultural  market.
He was minister of  agriculture  and
fisheries from 1 945-58.
As a Europeanist,  Dr. Mansholt took
part in the negotiations to  form the
Benelux Union, forerunner of the Common
Market, in 1946. Since his retirement from
the C.E.C. presidency last year he has been
indefatigable  in scolding the Community
for its lack of unity and working to unite
European Socialist movements.
BarneyTrench  found Dr. Mansholt, now
66, spreading alarm and despondency
with customary frankness from his coun-
try  house in the rain-swept north of
Holland. His pessimism about the world
food situation, the economic future and
E.E.C. disunity is expressed with  such
energy and spirit - notably in his latest
of your retirement-relative though it
may be-from the E.E.C., do you see
i nternationa  I affairs differently  ?
Fundamentally tro, for I  think the
problems are still the same. We have a
Europe which still does not exisu and
it is increasingly  clear that it is a necessity,
but this is something we have known
for years and years. We have indeed
INTEFIVIEW
book, "La crise" (The crisis) - that its effect is often rather
encouraging than discouraging.
Dr Sicco MANSHOLT
Former President of the Gomrnission
of the European GomrTtunities
made some progress. We have set up
a Common Market, we have created
a  Common Agriculture Policy and a
common commercial  policy, at any rate
to a large degree. On the other hand,
we still have not managed to solve the
great economic,  financial and monetary
problems, or deal with the question of
inflation.  The solutions are always put
off to another day; and even in dealing
with the social problem, we have not
yet really got anywhere.  Now for al
this, it is becoming clearer and clearer
that what we need is a political Europe.
In my view-and it is a view I have held
for years-it is the absence of progress
towards a political Europe which stands
in the way of  the development  of
economic policy, social policy, environ-
ment policy and regional policy.
Organs of government  for Europe do
not at present exist. The Council of
-->
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itself  to  be  impotent.  Indeed  it is  not 
a  council,  but  an  assembly,  a  meeting 
of  national  ministers,  representing  their 
own  nationalities,  which  does  not suc-
ceed  in  producing a joint policy,  except 
when  it  is  forced  to  do  so  on  a  few 
points,  as  in  the case  of the agriculture 
policy. 
This of course results from a divergence 
of  fundamental  views  with  those  who 
do not want a political  Europe,  who do 
not  desire  a  supra-national  Europe,  as 
is  the  case  with  the  French.  Since  the 
days  of General  de  Gaulle,  nothing  has 
changed.  Pompidou  followed  in  the 
steps  of General  de Gaulle without any 
imagination, simply bringing into execu-
tion the gaullist doctrine which consisted 
of  weakening  the  Community  organs, 
and  not adding to their powers.  So  far, 
I  have  seen  no  declaration  by  Giscard 
d'  Estaing  to  suggest  that  he  really 
wants to follow any other policy. There 
is  of  course  a  majority  which  perhaps 
does  not  want  another  policy;  but  I 
recall  that  Giscard  d'Estaing,  when  he 
was Minister of Finance, was a member 
of  General  de  Gaulle's  government, 
and  I  never  heard  him  protest  against 
the  french  policy  in  this  period.  This 
means  that,  in  the  period  concerned, 
he  did  not  resign.  I  regret,  therefore, 
that  I  must  say  that  I  do  not  regard 
considerable progress as  being  possible. 
I well remember the Summit Conferen-
ce in Paris in 1972, when  I was President 
of the Commission. Among the Benelux 
countries,  there  was  an  evident  desire 
for  progress  towards a  political  Europe, 
and they put in a plea for direct parliamen-
tary  elections,  which  was  refused  out-
right  by  Pompidou  who,  incidentally, 
was  supported  by  Willy  Brandt.  Even 
at  this  stage,  it  was  clear  enough  that 
the german reaction  was far from  good. 
Since then,  nothing has  changed-quite 
the  contrary.  My feeling  is  that  Helmut 
Schmidt,  the  new  german  Chancellor, 
takes  a very  negative attitude.  From  the 
first this has  been  his  line regarding the 
Community  organs.  When  he  was 
Finance  Minister,  he  never  gave  them 
any help in getting their work done; and 
often,  in  the  same  capacity,  he  staged 
a  personal  boycott  of  the  Council. 
One way and another, I am  not surprised 
that  negative  attitudes  to  Europe  have 
now spread further. 
4  INTERVIEW- Mansholt 
Dr.  Mansholt  makes  no  claim to 
being a prophet and insists that his 
thinking  is based  on what is prac-
ticable. Nonetheless, the main cur-
rents  of  thought  with  which  his 
name  is  identified-the  "Mansholt 
Plan"  and  "Zero  growth"-call for 
the  long  term  consideration  not 
only  of  the  future  of  european 
agriculture  and  the  consumer 
society,  but  also  of the  future  of 
a  world  economy  which  could  be 
on  the  brink  of  a  serious  crisis 
leading  to a  pitiless confrontation 
between the rich countries and the 
poor. 
think  Helmut  Schmidt  has  not 
yet  discovered  that  the  big  problems 
can  only be  solved  through  a  common 
policy-economic, social, budgetary and 
finance policy-in short, through integra-
tion.  Germany  cannot  do  it  by  herself. 
The  movement  towards  bilateralism  is 
a major step backwards in the construc-
tion of united Europe. 
~  Would  you  remind us  of the  basic 
outline  of the  Mansholt  Plan,  and tell 
us  what has  become  of it?  Would you 
put forward the same plan now? 
On  the  main  issues,  of  course,  there 
has  been  no  change.  The  need  is  still 
there  for  improving  the  farm  structures 
and  the  social  position  of  the  farmers; 
and one could even say that the difficul-
ties today are  largely due to the fact that 
there has been  no execution of the plan, 
which I proposed and which was finally 
adopted  after  a  great  struggle  in  April 
1972. This was my last act as  Commis-
sioner responsible for agriculture, because 
it  was  soon  after  this  that the  Council 
of  Ministers  appointed  me  President  of 
the  Commission.  The  regulations  have 
in fact been adopted. Credits are provided 
for  young  farmers,  so  that  they  can 
improve  their  farms;  subsidies  are  pro-
vided,  more  especially  in  Italy,  to  make 
it possible for elderly farmers to give up 
their  farms  at  the  age  of  55  and  take 
their pensions early,  provided  their land 
is  leased  out to  young  farmers  seeking 
to enlarge their undertaking. All this has 
been adopted in a complex set of regula-
tions;  but  I  must point out that,  except 
perhaps  in  Germany,  nothing  much  has 
been done about it. There is a struggle for 
prices;  and  of course,  higher prices  are 
a necessity if costs are  rising.  You  must 
not think,  however, that there  are  great 
possibilities  in  raising  the  prices.  This 
was noted quite recently in the  Council 
of  Ministers.  In  my  view  it  would  be 
much  better  to  put  more  effort  into 
carrying out this betterment of agriculture, 
perhaps by increasing the direct subsidies 
to  small  farmers  who  benefit  from  the 
increase in prices. 
All  around  me  I  see  that  producers 
are  in difficulties-whether they produce 
meat  or pigmeat,  eggs,  poultry or other 
produce.  Cereal  prices  are  put  up,  but 
I  see  nothing  which  could  improve the 
position  of  the  small  farmers.  They 
are not producers of cereals,  but have to 
buy  them.  I  well  understand  that  sub-
sidies  have to be  given; as  long ago as 
1971,  I  proposed  that  direct  subsidies 
should  be  given  to  small  farmers,  but 
the  Council  of  Ministers  would  have 
none of it. 
~  In  an  interview  with  the  french 
magazine  " Le  Point"  you  warned  of 
a food crisis before the end of  the decade, 
and  suggested,  for  instance,  that  we 
should eat cattle food instead of meat. 
Why do  you think such a food crisis is 
coming,  and why  do  you  think it  will 
be  "unprecedented"  when  starvation 
has been a threat for most nations since 
time immemorial? 
I think all the statistics, all the publica-
tions of the F.A.O., studies by the United 
Nations and  U.N.C.T.A.D., those of the 
World Bank, O.E.C.D. and even the E.E.C. 
itself(1)  take  the view that a food crisis 
is  virtually  inevitable.  This  is  why  this 
major  UN  Conference  is  to  be  held  in 
November 1974. Ever  since  1968, there 
has  been  a  diminution  in  food  supplies 
and  in  the  capacity to feed  the  world's 
population.  What  is  happening  is  that 
the  population  is  growing  rapidly  and 
--+ 
(1)  In  Association  News  No. 27  (Sept.-Oct., 1974) 
we published a dossier on the food crisis which included 
interviews with  Dr.  Boerma,  Director of the F.A.O. and 
Mr. Francisco Aquino, Director of the World Food Pro-
gramme,  besides  an  article by Dr.  Hans-Broder Krohn, 
Director General  for  Development and  Cooperation  in 
the E. E. C.  Commission. Though there were various dif-
ferences in their standpoints on a world food shortage, 
they all  agreed  that a food crisis might arise, but that it 
could be  avoided by proposing a new policy for sharing 
the resources of the world and utilising its techniques, agriculture, the production of food,
cannot keep pace. lt is very difficult to
change this, because increasing agri-
cultural production  is a long-term  matter.
There is of course the "green revolution"
which produced  results here and there,
but which is very difficult to apply on
any great scale. I  am, accordingly.
extremely anxious. Already we are in
the presence  of famine,  and in some parts
of the world mortality is increasingly
very fast. According to a report by the
World Health Organisation, there are
100 million children between 1 and 5
years of age who are mentally deficient
because of a shortage  of proteins in their
diet. Yet there are plenty of vegetable
proteins which can be used for human
food. The only thing is, the rich countries
buy these proteins to produce meat,
and this involves a loss of proteins of
7 to 1, or even 8 to 1, which means that
we are opting for meat production and
letting the rest die of hunger. This is
very serious. lt is my reason for thinking
that if. the crisis continues,  the time is
not far off when it will be necessary to
reduce the production of meat and eggs,
cutting back the transformation of cereals
and proteins into animal proteins,  so
that we can establish a better basis for
feeding the population of the world.
major grain-growing  countries in 1973/
74 seems largely due to a deliberate
cut-back following a glut in previous
years. lntensive grain-growing  has now
started again. Do you not feel this
might also lead to a glut and further
disturbances  in the market, leading to
a pattem of surplus and shortage?
No. There is of course a great need of
cereals and proteins for feeding the
population, but it is not only production
which counts. Famine certainly  exists;
but the decisive point is purchasing
power. Even in the time of the big
surpluses, 5, 8 or 10 years ago, there
was only over-production of cereals
because there were people who could
not pay for them, or even transport them.
In the future, if we do not take measures
for better distribution  of food, associated
" Famine is already with
us now... yet there is
enough vegetable
protein which could be
used to feed the world,
only the rich countries
buy it to produce meat"
with an increase in the purchasing power
of the poorer countries, it is possible
that a moment may still come when such
surpluses  will appear in the market, even
though there is no real excess.
"Zero Growth",  you called for a halt
in  the rich countries' scramble for
material well-being. As the author of
the Mansholt Plan, you called for a
massive cut-back in European  farming
in the interests of rationalisation.  To
ask the predictable question: how can
reducing the output of the biggest
producers help the world food shortage?
I have never proposed any massive
reduction in the agricultural production
of Europe. What I proposed was a reduc-
tion in the number of farmers, which is
quite a different thing. There are too
many small farmers with unduly small
individual production. As a result, it
is not possible for them to earn a fair
income,  and they live in social conditions
which are the worst in the whole
o
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is happening in the rest of the world.
In  general, we must Produce more,
because the world needs more. Here I
must add, that I have made a mistake,
for if you are going to ask me if I still
maintain this policy, I  am extremely
hesitant and I answer no. We have got
to be very prudent. This great stimulus
we have given to meat production cannot
be maintained in the light of present
circumstances.  lt  is not all that easy
to look into the future; and with the
example  of the "butter mountain" before
us, we have begun to seek short-term
solutions, which are found to be valid
on the longer-term.
ces of "Zero Growth" for the countries
of the Third World, who need to trade
on an increasing  scale with the richer
countries as a condition of their own
development?
"Zeto Growth"  is what I proposed for
the wealthy countries,  and the wealthy
people of the world, and naturally not
for the poor countries,  which cover the
greater part of the earth's surface and
have two-thirds of the world's popula-
tion. These countries  necessarily  need
a material growth in their production,
which might be reflected  in an income
growth of at least 5o/o Per annum. I
believe it should be possible to devise
an international  programme  for a further
1%o annual increase in the incomes of
the wealthy countries, and 5o/o in the
poor countries.  Even with a programme
on these lines, which would result in
a  considerable  fall  in  our  material
production growth, the nominal  gaP
between the per capita incomes in rich
and poor countries would still grow
wider. I think such a programme would
be realistic; but I nevertheless have the
feeling that there will be no vote to
support 5% and, if there is no change
in the economic and social programmes
of our own countries,  our own growth
will go beyond the 1 % schedule, except
and unless we are faced with some type
of material  crisis.
.  We must acknowledge that with our
capitalistic system of  production and
trade, and our thrusting of this system
into the poorer countries, we are making
great difficultres for them, and turnrng
their social life upside down. lt has been
noted, that in countries such as India and
Brazil, with the introduction of various
highly rational industries, which do not
employ many people and operate hyper-
modern  technologies ill-adapted to the
needs of the poorer countries, only about
15% of the population get the real benef it,
while the great masses remain in  a
deplorable state. lt is fair to say that
60% of the population gets no benefit
your view, what is the best way in which
eurcpean aid should be aPPlied?
ln my view, the European Development
Fund should be so applied that the great
mass of the population  gets the benefit,
and this is already being done for the
infrastructure,  irrigation and agricultural
development.  We must channel  our
aid in rationalising agriculture, so that
it can, first and foremost, provide  food
for the native population. I  am very
hesitant to say I agree with the financing
"l can see aroLtnd ne here that the meat, pork, eggs and Stoultry prctducers have
rlifficulties. Cereal prices are gtoirtc,l up. BLtt I can see noll)in91  that could intprove
the small f arnters' situatiort" .
from technical progress.  There is, there-
fore, a flaw in the slogan bY which we
wealthy nations must push ahead with
our own development, because of the
need for feeding the poorer nations.
Fund emphasises  the industrialisation  of
the Associated countries, though some
observers suggest that an industrial
revolution can only happen if it comes
after an  " agricultural revolution" .  ln
of agricultural  export industries. I  do
not mean to say there should be no
exports; but the real target is the popula-
tion itself. We should also develop
an industrial system, aimed principally
at producing what the country needs
for its infrastructure, its housing, its
housing, its clothing and its food. ln
short, I should like to see the E.D.F.
investments channelled increasingly  to
the benefit of the great mass of the
Interview  by
B. TRENCH
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WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE AT BUCHAREST 
Are there too many people in the vvorld? 
by Stanley JOHNSON (*) 
The World Population  Conference which met in 
Bucharest  (Rumania)  in  August 1974 brought no 
precise answer to the two fundamental questions, 
namely: are there or are there not too many people 
on our planet? And if so,  should their number be 
limited? Perhaps the problem is  less  a question of 
number  than  of  the  distribution  of  room  and 
resources  and  of the  destruction  of the  environ-
ment.  Stanley Johnson explains the main  lines of 
the World  Population  Plan  of Action drawn up at 
Bucharest. 
There  have  been  World  Population 
conferences before-in Geneva  in  1925, 
Rome in 1954 and Belgrade in 1965. But 
these  were  specialist  gatherings,  where 
demographers,  sociologists,  economists 
and  development  planners  met  and 
exchanged  views  in  a  private  capacity. 
Bucharest,  1974,  by  contrast,  was 
an  affair  of governments. The  so-called 
"international community" was involved. 
The World Population  Conference  1974 
must  rate  as  a  remarkable  achievement 
if for no  other reason  than the fact that 
136  countries  decided  to  come  to 
Bucharest  to  talk  frankly  and  openly 
about a subject which for years  govern-
ments have preferred to avoid: namely the 
explosive growth of the world's popula-
tion, its causes and consequences. 
The culmination of 
a process (  1  ) 
The  Bucharest  conference  was  the 
culmination of a process which has over 
the  last  decade  brought the  problem of 
population  to  the  centre  of  the  world 
stage. That process in the early days often 
depended on the dedication of individuals 
with  or  without  institutional  backing. 
Eminent  demographers,  like  A.  Sauvy, 
Frank Notestein, Ansley Coale and David 
Glass  helped  establish  the  facts  of  the 
population  situation  and  bodies  like 
(*)  Head  of  division  "Prevention  of pollution  and 
nuissances"  at  the  Commission of European  Commu-
nities  (Brussels). 
( 1)  Editor's  subtitles. 
the UN and the World Bank were quick 
to  grasp  the  implications  for  economic 
and social  development.  Philanthropists 
like  John  D.  Rockefeller  3rd,  and  the 
Rockefeller  and  Ford  Foundation  (with 
men  like  David Bell and Oscar Harkavy) 
moved  ahead  with  technical  assistance 
programmes at a time when government 
aid  was still  not  being  committed  on  a 
massive scale. 
After 1966, when  the  United  Nations 
adopted  a  historic  resolution  urging  aid 
for  population  and  family  planning 
through  the  United  Nations  agencies, 
the picture changed. The work of bodies 
like the International Planned Parenthood 
Federation,  under  the  leadership  of 
Julia  Henderson  and  of the  Population 
Council,  under  Bernard  Berelson,  re-
mained crucially important, but the focus 
of the  effort  shifted.  In  1967  a  United 
Nations Fund for Population was set  up 
and,  in  1969, the resources  of the fund 
were greatly expanded and  it was given 
new  dynamic  leadership  with  the  ap-
pointment  as  its  Executive  Director  of 
Mr. Rafael  Salas. 
Today, the  United  Nations Population 
Fund  is  the  largest  multilateral  source 
of  aid  in  the  population  field-coordi-
nating and  supporting the efforts of the 
other UN agencies like W.H.O., UNESCO 
and  F.A.O.,  as  well  as  providing  large-
scale grants direct to governments. 
If the Conference was the culmination 
of one process, it was also the beginning 
of  another,  namely  an  international 
commitment to  look at the  problems of 
population  in  all  their  complexity  and 
to take appropriate action. 
The agenda of the Conference included 
the following  substantive  items:  Recent 
population  trends  and  future  prospects; 
relations  between  population  change 
and  economic  and  social  development; 
relations  between  population,  resources 
and  environment;  population  and  the 
family;  and  the  World  Population  Plan 
of Action (W.P.P.A.). 
The W.P.P.A.: 
a  guideline more than 
a  blueprint 
The  most  important  item  on  this 
agenda,  without  doubt,  was  the  World 
Population  Plan  of  Action.  Now  that 
it has  been  adopted  by the Conference, 
the W.P.P.A. will take its place alongside 
other  major  UN  documents,  such  as 
the  Declaration  on  Human  Rights,  the 
International  Development  Strategy,  the 
Declaration  on  the  Human  Environment 
and  the  Declaration  and  Programme  of 
Action  on  the  Establishment  of  a  New 
International Economic Order. Of course, 
there  will  always  be  those  who  doubt 
the  efficacy  of these  generalized  state-
ments  of  good  intentions.  The  words 
"Plan" and  "Action",  it could  be  main-
tained,  ought to  imply a  clearly  defined 
movement towards clearly defined goals. 
It must be admitted that the final version 
the  W.P.P.A.  lacks  this  kind  of  clarity. 
It is  more of a guideline than a blueprint. 
The Plan of Action contains recommen-
dations  and  statements  of  principles 
on  population and socio-economic poli-
cies,  promotion  of the status of women, 
-+ 
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the family, improvement  of health ser-
vices, urbanization, internal and inter-
national migration,  research and educa-
tion.
Among these are:
- 
Countries which consider their birth
rates "detrimental to  their national
purposes"  are invited to consider "setting
quantitative goals and implementing
policies that may lead to the attainment
of such goals bY 1985".
-  lf the birth rate in developing  coun-
tries as a whole is to be reduced from
the present 38 per thousand to 30 per
thousand  by 1985, "substantial  national
efforts" supported  by adequate inter-
national assistance would be required.
- 
The mortality level, particularly among
children, in all regions should be reduced
to the maximum  extent-with  the goal
of a world average life expectation of
62 years by 1985 and 74 bY 2000
, (requiring by the end of the century an
increase of 11 years for Latin America,
17 years for Asia and 28 years for Africa).
The Plan "recognizes the varietY of
national goals with regard to fertility
and does not recommend  any family-size
norm". At the same time it recommends
that countries should:
- 
"encourage  appropriate  education
concerning responsible  parenthood  and
make avaitable to persons who so desire
advice and means of achieving it";
"resPect and ensure, regardless  of
their over-all demographic  goals, the
right of persons to determine, in a free,
informed  and responsible manner, the
number and spacing of their children";
- 
"systematically  and  periodically
'assess their population problems and
needs' so as to  Promote  informed,
rational and dynamic decision-making
in matters of population and develop-
ment".
The calculation was made in  the
W.P.P.A. that, if  governments  which
have population  growth objectives-
whether to increase, decrease or maintain
present rates-were  successful  in achiev-
ing these objectives,  population growth
in the less developed countries would
decline from the present annual rate
of 2.4 per cent to about 2.O per cent by
1985, would remain largely unchanged
at less than 0.9 Per cent in the more
developed countries, and would, there-
fore, decline in the world as a whole from
2.0 per cent to about 1.7 Per cent.
Since a 1.7 per cent annual PoPula-
tion  growth rate, would still'  on
a world basis, result in a further
doubling of population in 41 Years,
it can be seen that at the moment there
is a very long waY to go indeed.
One of the problems here is the
phenomenon of  "demograPhic in-
ertia". Even if countries which have
population policies and programmes
implement  them successfully, and even
if other countries-perhaps  as a result
of the World Population Conference-
adopt such policies and programmes,
decline in fertility levels in these countries
will not be fully reflected in declines
in population growth rates until some
decades later. For less developed coun-
tries, even if replacement  levels of fer-
tility-approximately  2 children per com-
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pleted family-had been achieved in
1970 and maintained thereafter, their
total population would still grow from
a 1970 total of 2.5 billion to about
4.4 billion before it  would stabilize
during the second half of the twenty-
first century. Under these circumstances,
the population  of the world as a whole
would grow from 3.6 billion to 5.8 billion.
The challenge that is before govern-
ments now, as theY contemplate the
results of this Conference,  is to make
sure that the resources are available,
both nationally  and internationally, to
put this Plan of Action into effect. And
by resources is meant not just the com-
mitment of money but also the commit-
ment of will at every level-political,
intellectual and technical.
Demography
and developed countries
The papers that were before the Con-
ference made it abundantly clear that
--->
(see page l5)
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The Third World in fragments 
by Pierre MOUSSA (*) 
On  May 28,  1974  Pierre  Moussa  gave  a  lecture 
under  the  title  "The  Third  World  in  fragments" 
under the sponsorship  of the  French  Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce in Brussels. This remarkable 
lecture took its theme from recent events, and is a 
reflection on  the state of the world today and the 
prospects for the Third World as  a result of events 
and tendencies since the end of 1973, and continuing 
into 1974. 
Many  expressions  have  been  coined 
to  describe  those  countries  which  are 
characterised  by  under-industrialisation 
and  lack  of resources.  They  have  been 
called  "underdeveloped  countries"  and 
"developing  countries";  and  20  years 
ago,  I  suggested  "proletarian  nations". 
The  expression  which  has  had  most 
success  is,  beyond all  doubt,  "the Third 
World",  which  was  I  believe  due  to 
Alfred  Sauvy.  With  the  capitalist  West 
and  the  communist  East,  the  collection 
of  southern  countries  is  a  third  group, 
a  third  party,  in  other  words  the  Third 
World. 
To  call  them  a  "world",  implies  a 
certain unity; and this the Third World has 
never  really  possessed,  though  it  has 
tended that  way  by  efforts  which  have 
at times been  spectacular.  With modern 
industry,  capital  and technological  pro-
gress  concentrated predominantly in the 
temperate  zone  of  the  northern  hemi-
sphere,  it  became  natural  to  think  of 
the other countries as forming a southern 
group, which was comparatively homo-
geneous,  at  least  in  its  present  poverty 
and  the  sombre  prospects  one  could 
foresee  for  their  future.  The  countries 
concerned  are  those  located  south  of 
(")  Pierre  Moussa  is  a  former  pupi I  of the  Ecole 
Normale Superieure and holds degrees in literature and 
the political sciences. He is an  lnspecteur des Finances 
and,  as  a senior french  civil  servant, took part  in  the 
negotiations for the Treaty of Rome, more especially in 
drawin~ up  the  provisions  for  the  Association  in  its 
first form.  He  is  now  a  Director-General  Manager of 
the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, and  Chairman of 
Cofimer  (Compagnie financiere  pour !'outre-mer).  Up 
to 1971, his lectures at the lnstitut d'Etudes Politiques 
in Paris,  where he  was Professor of developing coun-
tries'  economics,  were  keenly followed  by successive 
generations  of students.  Mr.  Moussa  has  published 
four  studies  on developing countries:  "The Economic 
chances  of  the  Franco-African  Community";  "The 
Proletarian  Nations";  "The  Economy  of  the  Franc 
Area";  and  "The  United  States  and  the  Proletarian 
Nations". 
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the  northern  temperate  zone,  in  the 
sub-tropical,  tropical  and  equatorial 
zones  of  the  northern  hemisphere  and 
in a large part of the southern hemisphere. 
This was the position during the fifties, 
and to a  large  extent also  in  the sixties. 
Two classes of fact, however, set changes 
in  motion: 
0  In  the  middle  sixties  a  number  of 
countries  (if  I  may  use  Rostow's 
aeronautical  metaphor)  succeeded  in 
"getting off the ground". These included 
countries  such  as  Mexico,  Brazil  and 
Hong Kong. 
6  The  rise  m  prices  of  raw  materials, 
beginning  in  1970,  but  more  especially 
since  1972,  and  still  more  with  the  oil 
price changes towards the end  of 1973. 
Between these  two phenomena  there 
is  a  considerable  difference.  The  fact 
that part of the Third World was able to 
get off the ground was in  large measure 
foreseen,  expected  and  desired  by  the 
West.  The only people taken by surprise 
were those who follow a line of thought, 
which  is  quite  widespread  and  not 
always  disinterested,  to  the  effect  that 
under-development  is  endemic  and  in-
evitable.  In  general  it served to confirm 
forecasts  and  analyses  which  had  been 
made  in  the  West  by  a  number  of 
individuals  and  institutions,  fulfilling 
the hopes they had entertained, crowning 
with success the economic development 
strategies  they  had  helped  to  inspire 
and  which  had,  in  most  cases,  the 
support  of  a  policy  of  financial  and 
commercial aid. 
The  other  phenomenon  is  entirely 
different. It consisted of the raw material 
boom  and  what  may  well  be  called 
the  revolution  near  the  end  of  1973. 
The  West,  to  say  the  least,  had  neither 
desired it nor even regarded it as probable. 
In  the  splitting  up  of  the  Third  World 
which  is  now  happening,  this  second 
phenomenon  is  playing  a  part  which 
is  both  more  important and  much  more 
novel than the former. I shall accordingly 
devote  the  first  part  of  this  lecture  to 
reflections  about  this  revolution.  In 
the second  part  I  shall  sketch  a  picture 
of the Third World  in the fourth quarter 
of  the  20th  century.  In  conclusion  I 
shall  deduce  various  suggestions  for  a 
western policy towards the Third World. 
Reflections on the 
revolution towards 
the end  of 1973 (1) 
It  is  now quite  usual  to compare  the 
underdeveloped  and  poorer  countries 
with the less favoured classes in society. 
The  expression  "proletarian  nations" 
was  aimed  to  suggest this  comparison. 
Going  back to the 19th century,  it was 
by  joint action-the trade  union  move-
ment-that  the  poorer  social  classes 
succeeded  in  overcoming  the  iron  law 
that  wages  could  not  rise  above  the 
minimum  for  survival.  The  proletarian 
nations  are  also  aware  of  an  iron  law 
which  holds  them  at  the  subsistence 
minimum  by  giving  them  in  exchange 
for  the  raw  materials  they  supply  to 
industrial  countries  a  reward  which 
diminishes  in  terms  of  its  purchasing 
power.  The  realities,  of  course,  are  not 
exactly  in  line  with  this,  and  the  idea 
that  the  terms  of  trade  are  continually 
moving against the less  industrial coun-
tries is  an  excessive simplification. What 
really  matters,  however,  is  the  intensity 
of  the  feelings  about  it  in  the  Third 
(1)  Editor's sub-titles. World  and the scope for it as  a slogan. 
Little  by  little  the  proletarian  nations 
have  come  to  understand  that,  against 
this  second  iron  law  also,  their  only 
salvation  must  lie  in  joint action.  Some 
years  have  passed  since  the  algerian 
prophet,  Franz  Fanon,  aspired  to  see  a 
"raw materials strike". 
This  is  the  strike  which  hit  us  six 
months ago.  It was concerned  with  oil, 
the most essential of all natural resources. 
It  matters  little  that,  as  with  many 
revolutionary upheavals, the prime mov-
ers  were  not  extremists,  but  conserva-
tively  minded  nations;  or  that  this 
historic blow at the West was struck by 
countries which are friends of the West, 
whereas  those  most  hostile  to  it  did 
not  interrupt  their  supplies.  Nor  does 
it  greatly  matter  that  the  occasion  for 
these  events  was  a  war  set  in  motion 
by a State of moderate tendencies against 
the  advice,  and  despite the  opposition, 
of a  progressive  neighbour;  or that the 
objective  of  this  economic  blow  was 
not in  itself-at any rate  at the outset-
mainly  economic,  but  territorial  and 
religious-not  for  the  redistribution  of 
the  earth's  material  resources,  but  for 
Jerusalem.  None  of  these  paradoxes 
alter the fact that this crisis was the first 
major trial of economic strength between 
north and south, and that it was desired 
and organised by the south. 
It has very considerable consequences 
in  the  distribution  of the  riches  of the 
earth.  If  we  take  as  a  group  the  arab 
countries  with  a  high  oil  production-
Saudi  Arabia,  Kuwait,  the  Emirates 
and  Libya-we  find  that  their  total  oil 
income  in  1969,  only  five  years  ago, 
was  $3.5  billion,  or  $320  per  head. 
In 1974 this same  revenue  is  $50.5 
bi  Ilion, or $ 4 000 per head.  In  other 
words  the  total  per  capita  income, 
from the present year onwards, amounts 
to 4 000 dollars and  is  thus of the same 
order as  that of the European  Economic 
Community.  For  some  of  the  arab 
countries  in  question,  the  figure  is 
materially  higher,  amounting  in  Kuwait 
to  $8 000  and  in  Abu  Dhabi  to  over 
$36 000. 
This situation  in  contemporary history 
is  something  astonishingly  new.  The 
industrial  revolution  and  its  conse-
quences  had  given  the  countries  of 
european  origin  a  definite  advance  on 
the  others.  Between  them  and  the  rest 
of the world there  was a big  gap under 
five  heads;  for  they  had  the  biggest 
national  product  per  head,  they  had 
the  most  abundant  supplies  of  capital, 
the  most  advanced  technology,  the 
most  complete  and  efficient  range  of 
industry and the greatest military power. 
Their  position  looked  impregnable,  for 
each of the five advantages strengthened 
the other four.  Bigger incomes per head 
made  for  accumulations  of  capital; 
more  capital  made  for  investment  and 
thus  for  more  industry;  and  industry 
set  up technological advances and thus 
made  for  bigger  incomes;  and  there 
there could be no military power without 
industrial  power,  abundant  capital  and 
advanced  technology.  Long  before  the 
industrial  age  there  had  often  been 
great inequalities between various coun-
tries,  but  there  had  not  been  identical 
gaps  under  all  these  five  heads.  The 
strongest  nation  was  not  necessarily 
the  most  advanced  in  technology,  nor 
was  it always the one  where  standards 
of living  were  highest.  The  interdepen-
dence  of these  five  factors  is  probably 
one  of  the  characteristics  of  the  past 
century. 
During  the  past  quarter  century,  of 
course,  the  supremacy of the  West  has 
been  challenged  by  Russia,  but  this 
is  a challenge from a branch  of its own 
tree.  In  any  case  the  group  of  western 
nations  has  remained  equal  leader  on 
the military side  and  uncontested  leader 
in  the  four-fold  field  of  income  per 
head,  accumulated  capital,  industrial 
power and advanced technology. 
What  has  now  happend  makes  a 
profound  change  in  the  position,  at 
any rate  under two of these four criteria. 
In  income  per  head  the  richest  of  the 
western  nations  are  being  caught  up 
by  a  group  of  oil  countries.  Moreover, 
the  sudden  increase  in  these  incomes 
obviously makes for substantial accumu-
lations  of  capital.  Allowing  for  imports 
of  goods  and  services,  the  income 
becoming  available  for  investment  can 
be  estimated  as  running  into  tens  of 
billion  dollars  annually,  and  the  total 
for the next 12 years should undoubtedly 
reach  $ 300  billion.  It  is  an  illustration 
of the  scale  involved,  that  such  a  sum 
would enable these  countries spreading 
out  their  purchases  over  the  1  2  years 
concerned,  to  acquire  a  third  of  all 
the  shares  of all  the  companies  quoted 
in  the  stockmarkets  of  New  York, 
London, Paris and  Frankfurt combined. 
The  West  has  thus  been  caught  up 
by  the  U.S.S.R.  on  the  military  side, 
and  by  a  number  of  arab  countries  in 
the  income  per  head;  and  these  arab 
countries  are  likely to  become  progres-
sively  a  predominant  source  of  capital 
exports. The West, therefore, only retains 
its  advance  in  two  of the five  fields  in 
which  it  has  hitherto  been  the  leader. 
These  are,  technology and  industry. 
What  I  have  said  so  far  is  connected 
with  oil,  but  most  other  raw  materials 
had  shown  very  marked  rises,  even 
before  the  events  in  the  autumn  of 
1973. Between the middle of 1972 and 
the  end  of  the  summer  of  1973,  the 
Reuter  index of raw material  prices  had 
almost  doubled.  The  oil  drama  seemed 
to  give  a  new  impetus to  the  boom  in 
other  raw  materials.  In  six  months  the 
price  of  phosphates  rose  4-fold,  and 
it  is  quite  clear  that  this  sudden  rise 
was a  direct result  of the oil  revolution. 
It  was  set  in  motion  by  Morocco, 
apparently after digesting the experience 
of the arab oil-producing countries. 
In  the  winter  of  1973-74  there  was 
a  temptation  to  believe  we  were  at 
the  beginning  of  a  new  era  marked 
by  considerably  and  lastingly  higher 
raw  material  prices,  in  which  a  large 
part  of the  Third  World  would  be  in  a 
position  more  or  less  comparable  with 
that of some of the arab countries. 
This is  going too far.  The dependence 
of  the  West  on  outside  sources  is  at 
its  highest  for  oil,  and  materially  less 
for other raw materials. 
There  are  several  reasons  for  this. 
In the first  place  energy is  a vital factor 
for  the  whole  industrial  economy;  and 
many  of the  oil  products  coming  from 
the Third World are  much less  essential. 
This  is  the  case,  more  especially,  for 
many  of  the  vegetable  products  it 
exports.  The  principal  foodstuffs  for 
human  use  come  in  the  main  not from 
the Third  World,  but from  the  industrial 
countries  themselves,  especially  from 
the United States. 
Secondly, there are few raw mate-
rials  the  control  of  which  is  so 
largely concentrated in the hands of 
~ 
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mineral  products,  for example,  the  only 
ones that need be mentioned are bauxite, 
tin and phosphates. 
Thirdly, oil has the benefit of a market 
in which, for quite a long time to come, 
no other source of energy can challenge 
it.  The  West,  incidentally,  built  up  this 
monopoly  with  its  own  hands,  by 
keeping the prices of petroleum prod-
ucts so low over  a  long  period  of 
years, that the end of the coal age 
was  precipitated  and  the  birth  of 
the  nuclear  age  was  delayed.  For 
other  raw  materials,  the  substitution 
possibilities  are  much  more  favourable. 
Other factors to be borne in mind include 
the  strategic  stockpiles  which  in  some 
cases,  such  as  tin,  play  a  decisive  part 
in  the  market;  and  for  some  minerals 
there  is  the market threat of known  ore 
deposits  at  present  uneconomic  but 
which  might  well  be  brought  into 
production  under the stimulus of higher 
prices.  Moreover, oil  is  a product which 
when  consumed  disappears  for  good, 
whereas  metals  can  be  recycled,  and 
we are  still  far from  making  full  use  of 
the  recovery  of  waste  and  scrap  as 
a  source  of  supply,  which  could  be 
pushed much further in case of necessity. 
For  all  these  reasons  the  principal 
other raw materials are  in  a  much  more 
vulnerable  position  than  oil;  and  the 
recent  boom  in  their prices,  spectacular 
though  it  has  been  in  some  cases,  may 
well  be  less  durable.  This  of  course 
depends  on  economic  conditions  in 
industrial  countries.  The  rise  in  raw 
material  prices  since  the  beginning  of 
the  seventies  (including,  if  we  think 
back,  the  oil  boom)  is  largely  a  by-
product-subject to  a  slight  time  lag-
of  the  rapid  expansion  enjoyed  by  the 
economies of the West during the sixties. 
The  proletarian  nations which  do  not 
possess  big  oil  reserves  of  their  own 
can  look  forward  to  little  potential 
enrichment from  most of their other raw 
materials;  but  they  are  subject  to  real 
impoverishment as  consumers  of petro-
leum products. The Third World's imports 
of oil  in  1970 cost  it  $2.3  billion,  and 
in  1974,  allowing  for  some  growth  in 
the  quantities  involved, the correspond-
ing  figure  will  be  around  $ 5  billion. 
By  1980,  the  cost  will  have  risen  to 
$20-$25  billion,  so  that  it  will  be  the 
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heavier by some $20 billion than it was 
10 years  earlier.  This means that solely 
through their oil requirements, the 
countries  of the  Third World  will 
have an  additional  charge on their 
economies  equal  to  double  the 
amount  of  the  annual  public  aid 
they now receive. 
Oil is not the only heading under which 
the  cost  of  imports  has  shown  a  con-
siderable  rise.  Additions  to  it  must 
include  the  imports  of  foodstuffs  and 
fertilizers.  It  thus  becomes  clear  that 
recent  events,  though  they  have  made 
some proletarian  nations extremely  rich, 
have  served  only  to  accentuate  the 
poverty of others. 
The Third World 1975-2 000 
Under  the  influence  of these  factors, 
what we have known as the Third World 
has  split  into several segments mark-
edly  different  from  one  another.  I 
would  remind  you  that,  if  we  count 
China  as  a Third World country, we are 
talking  about  2.8  billion  people,  or 
almost  three  quarters  of  all  humanity. 
It  is  worth  trying  to  see  what  these 
different  segments  of the  dismembered 
Third  World  will  look  like  in  the  final 
quarter of the 20th century. 
The first group consists of the opulent 
nations,  comprising  the  proletarian 
nations  in  which,  owing  to  their  oil, 
the income per head  has  risen  to a very 
high  level.  These  are  the  Emirates  of 
the  Persian  Gulf,  Kuwait,  Saudi  Arabia, 
Libya,  and  including  also  Venezuela. 
This  group  has  only a  small  population 
of  about  25m  people,  which  is  by  no 
means  a  chance  matter.  It  is  not  only 
because  the  income  per  head  would 
obviously be  smaller  if there  were  more 
inhabitants.  It  is  also  because  a  nation 
with  a  small  population  has  to  import 
only small quantities of food and equip-
ment,  and  can  thus take  a  more  serene 
attitude in  contemplating an  interruption 
in  its  exports  of  raw  products.  Insofar 
as  such  a  country  does  not  spend  the 
income  from  its  raw  material  but 
accumulates  it  in  the  form  of  capital, 
it is  more apt than other countries to be 
annoyed  at  the  idea  of  squandering 
reserves  which  are  not  inexhaustible 
in  exchange for dollars  which  are  con-
tinually  diminishing  in  value.  Thus 
the  small  population  of  the  countries 
concerned served to facilitate the action 
they took in 1973. The population of this 
group  of  opulent  nations  is  barely  1 % 
of that of the Third World as  a whole. 
After  the  opulent  nations  come  the 
emergent nations, consisting of those 
which are  just overcoming their poverty 
and  their  state  of  under-development. 
They  fall  into  two  classes.  The  first 
are  small  countries  which  have  scored 
isolated  successes,  which  may  have 
been  due  to  comparative  abundance 
of  natural  resources,  to  a  geographical 
location  particularly  good  for  trading 
or  for  tourist  development,  to  external 
aid  on  a  specially  generous  scale  by 
comparison  with  the  small  population, 
or to the quality of the population itself, 
or  perhaps  to  several  of  these  factors 
operating  at  once.  Such  cases  include 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Lebanon, Gabon, 
Panama  and  a  number  of  islands  and 
island  groups  off  Central  America  and 
Polynesia  and  Melanesia.  All  these 
countries taken together have a popula-
tion  of  around  15m. They  are  islands 
of  comparative  prosperity  and  their 
income  per  head  is  not  far  short  of 
$1  000,  in  some  cases  appreciably 
higher. 
The  other type  of emergent  nation  is 
much  more  important.  It  consists  of 
countries  which  we  can  see  to  be  in 
a  state  of  vigorous  development  and 
which enjoy a combination of favourable 
factors  connected  with  their  size,  big 
reserves  of  raw  materials  known  or 
presumed,  a  sufficient  population  for 
industrial  development  based  on  abun-
dance  of  manpower  and  an  adequate 
domestic  consumers'  market,  coupled 
with a well-defined national conscious-
ness  and  aspirations.  Iran  is  a  case  in 
point.  It  is  less  opulent  than  some  of 
its arab  neighbours,  but its  oil  revenues 
give  it  resources  for  speeding  up  its 
development.  Today  it  is  a  country 
with  a  population  of  some  30m, 
and  is  on  the fringe  of classification  as 
under-developed. Within 10 or 12 years 
it  will  doubtless  be  a  country of 45  or 
50 m inhabitants with a per capita income 
of between  $1  500 and  $ 2 000,  highly 
industrialised  and,  if  it  continues  on 
its  present  lines,  very  powerfully armed. 
Another  instance  is  Brazil,  with  its 
-+ population of 100 million, its growth-rate 
on  the  japanese  scale,  the  enormous 
foreign  investments  which  have  been 
carried  out  in  its  territory,  its  huge 
reserves  of virgin  country,  its  wealth  of 
natural  resources,  all  of which combine 
to  make  it  one  of the  great  economic, 
and probably military, empires of tomor-
row. 
In the same  category fall a  number of 
countries of smaller size,  but with char-
acteristics  in  some  degree  similar.  They 
include  Colombia,  Algeria,  Iraq  and 
Malaysia,  and  perhaps  also  some  of 
the  countries  of  Black  Africa,  such  as 
the  Ivory  Coast.  Another  country 
ranking  as  emergent  is  Mexico,  with 
its 60  million  inhabitants.  It has  already 
got some way along the road of develop-
ment,  but is  less  abundant in  its  natural 
resources than Iran or Brazil. 
In  this  connection,  too,  I  think  I 
should mention two countries  in  which 
the income per head is still very moderate, 
but which have assets which may enable 
them  to  qualify  for  this  group.  These 
are  Nigeria  with  a  population  of  60 
million  and  an  oil  production  rising 
towards  100m  tons;  and  Indonesia 
with its  population of 130 million, most 
of whom  are  well  able  to  comply  with 
the disciplines  of industrial development 
and  which  controls  a  great  variety  of 
extremely  promising  natural  resources. 
For  the  same  reason,  China  must  be 
considered  in  the  same  category  if 
indeed  its  present  strength,  especially 
in  the  military  field,  still  qualify  for 
ranking it as a country of the Third World. 
In this group of emergent nations I 
have included alike, the countries which 
have  already  been  successful  in  getting 
off the  ground,  and  others  which  have 
good  chances  of  success  in  the  early 
future.  Between them they  have  a  total 
population  of  1 400  million  (including 
over  800  million  in  China)  or  half 
the  population  of  the  Third  World  as 
formerly defined. 
The third category consists of nations 
which  are  still  proletarian.  These 
are  the  countries  where  the  income 
per  head  is  low-under  $300  and  in 
some  cases  $100  or  less-and  where 
the expectation  of rapid  growth  is  poor 
in the present condition of their popula-
tion,  their  availabilities of raw  materials 
and their national  consciousness.  These 
countries  cover  a  total  population 
of some 1 400 million, so that they 
are in reality the other half of the 
former Third World. 
The  condition  of these  1 400  million 
people  is  far  from  uniform.  Taken  as 
a  whole,  they  are  all  poor,  but a  large 
proportion  of  them  are  destitute.  Any 
description  of  this  destitute  section 
must  approach  both  from  the  geo-
graphical and from the social angle. 
Geographically  the  poorest  part  of 
the  Third  World  appears  distinctly  as 
a  horizontal  strip  across  the  globe, 
covering  the  whole  of  the  sahel  zone 
in  Africa,  continuing  through  Ethiopia 
and  beyond  the  Indian  Ocean  to cover 
practically  the  whole  of  the  Indian 
sub-continent.  The  total  population  is 
about  900  million.  These  countries 
have  very  few  natural  resources;  some 
of  them  have  been  sorely  afflicted  by 
far-reaching  climatic  changes;  they  are 
inhabited  by people  who seem  to  have 
little real  interest  in  economic develop-
ment; all of them have been dramatically 
affected  by  the  4-fold  rise  in  the  price 
of  oil.  Moreover,  at  any  rate  through 
a  large  part  of  the  group,  there  is  an 
uncontrolled  growth  in  population;  and 
in  India  the  population  growth  has  run 
well ahead of the economic growth. 
Moreover,  the  proletarian  nations  are 
almost all marked by a serious inequality 
in  the  distribution  of  incomes  between 
the  different  social  classes.  This  is 
by far the most marked  in  the industrial 
countries  where  there  is  least  equality; 
and in September 1973 it was denounced 
by  Mr.  McNamara  in  the  following 
terms:  "In the forty developing countries 
on  which  we  have  statistical  data,  the 
20% of the  population  at the  wealthier 
end receives 55% of the national income, 
while the 20% at the poorer end receive 
only  5%.  The  inequality  is  crying  out 
loud". 
The  section  of  the  Third  World  that 
most  deserves  our compassion  consists 
of the  least favoured social strata  in  the 
disinherited  group  of  countries  which 
runs  from  the  Sahel  to the  Indian  sub-
continent. This  is  the  hard  core  of des-
titution among the proletarian nations. 
Suggestions for 
a western policy towards 
the Third World 
The  Third  World,  as  we  have  seen, 
is  no  longer  a  unit.  The  policy  of  the 
West towards  it,  if it is  to  be  effective, 
will need to be diversified. 
In  dealing  with  the  opulent  nations, 
it is the interest and the duty of western 
countries to match their own technology 
and industrial experience with the abun-
dant capital  becoming available through 
the  big  revenues  derived  from  oil. 
Such  a  match  may  bring  out  industrial 
units  in  these  countries  themselves, 
especially  capital-intensive  industries  in 
which  manpower requirements are  low. 
It  may  also  lead  to  the  execution  of 
projects  outside  their  own  frontiers, 
either  in  other  sub-industrial  countries 
or  in  the  western  countries themselves. 
The technical assistance of the West may 
also  take  a  purely  financial  form, 
channelling  the  available  capital  into 
the acquisition  of wealth  which  existed 
beforehand,  whether  in  the  form  of 
property  or  of  a  mobile  character,  in 
conditions  which  will  be  economically 
and  politically  acceptable  to  the  coun-
tries  where  this  wealth  is  located,  and 
into  investment  on  a  very  short  term 
basis  which,  at  any  rate  for  the  time 
being,  seems  to  be  the favourite  outlet 
for  those  who  own  the  capital.  In  the 
latter case  it is  up to the western Asso-
ciates to see that these big floating balan-
ces  of  liquidity  do  not  set  up  undue 
disorder in the foreign exchange markets, 
and that no undue depreciation  in  their 
value  becomes  a  pretext  for  further 
acts of economic violence. 
At the  other end,  with  a  view to the 
hard  core  of  destitution  among  the 
proletarian nations, western policy should 
again  be  reconsidered.  It is  clear  in  the 
first instance that the countries concerned 
are  scarcely  in  a  position  to  carry  a 
burden  of debt,  even  if the  lending  be 
at  philanthropic  rates.  In  dealing  with 
these countries it seems  highly desirable 
that the  technique  of grants  should  be 
revived  and  should  replace  the  practice 
of loans.  A  much  larger  part  of this aid 
should  be  devoted  to  increasing  the 
productivity  of  subsistence  agriculture, 
providing it with water, credit, knowhow 
and  quicker  agrarian  reforms.  Up  to 
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rate  in  relative  terms-has  been  given 
to the industrial sector and to the public 
services,  the growth  in  which  has  been 
mainly to  the  benefit  of  urban  popula-
tions  which,  for  the  most  part,  were 
already  the  best  off.  Other  priority 
objectives for external aid include setting 
up  food  reserves  to  make  it  easier  to 
deal  with  climatic  vicissitudes  and 
technical  and  financial  assistance  in 
population planning. 
Action  on  these  lines  is  useful  for 
development purposes, but development 
is  not  the  main  objective.  It  must  be 
frankly  admitted  that  for  these  peoples 
the  problem  of  the  moment  is  not  of 
growth,  but  of  survival;  and  though 
part of the Third World  is now in 
a  position  to  think  in  terms  of 
economic  improvement,  there  is 
another part which  has to think in 
terms  of  avoiding  collapse.  The 
West  can  help  by giving  priority to the 
types  of intervention  I  have  mentioned. 
There is  yet another way in  which these 
people  can  be  helped.  They  face  the 
threat of famine and world food reserves 
are  very  short.  If  another  bad  year  in 
these  countries  should  coincide  with 
a  dry year  in  North  America,  there  is  a 
risk  of tragic  disaster.  Would  it  not  be 
possible  for  the  well-fed  peoples  of 
the West to moderate,  however slightly, 
their  unbridled  consumption  of  meat 
which, as  we all  know, is  a most extra-
vagant form  of feeding  and  a  waste  of 
calories  and  proteins.  Is  it  right,  at  a 
time when the world is short of fertilizers, 
that 45% of those produced in the United 
States  should  be  used  for  maize,  and 
therefore  for  the  raising  of  fatstock? 
The risk of a shortage of energy products 
is  very  serious;  and  the  key  to  this  is 
in  the  hands  of  the  arab  world.  What, 
however, is such a danger by comparison 
with a shortage of cereals?  And for this 
it is  the West which holds the key,  with 
all  that  this  implies  in  terms  of  power 
and of responsibility. 
Between  the  opulent  nations  and 
the hard  core of destitution, there is the 
big group of emergent nations, to which 
must be added the comparatively devel-
oped  section  of  nations  which  are  still 
proletarian.  It is  in  this section  that the 
West  can  usefully  continue  making 
loans  rather  than  grants;  and  it  is  here 
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that  the  objective  is  indeed  growth 
rather  than  mere  survival.  It  is  a  sector 
which  can  be  progressively  brought 
within the zone of prosperity which has 
hitherto  consisted  of  the  West  itself 
and which, God willing, will so continue 
in  the future.  In  all  the countries where 
the  political  philosophy  does  not  posi-
tively  exclude  the  participation  in  pro-
duction  of  pnvately  owned  capital, 
this  may  become  a  zone  of  expansion 
for  that  highly  efficient  instrument  of 
economic  progress,  privately  owned 
industry.  The  research  of  industrial 
groups  for  better  cost  conditions  is 
leading  them  increasingly  to  consider 
setting  up  undertakings  in  these  coun-
tries,  both for the sake of the expanding 
local  market  and  to  take  advantage  of 
the  comparatively  low  cost  of  local 
manpower.  Passing  beyond  the  old 
approach  by way of "subsitution indus-
tries"  and  "processing  industries",  we 
have  for  some  years  been  witnessing 
a  large  scale  transfer  of  industrial 
development  into  such  areas  as  the 
Mediterranean  and  South  East  Asia. 
In  this  field,  too,  the  West  has  got  to 
revise  its  ideas,  and  it  must  no  longer 
dream,  except  in  special  cases,  of  the 
possibility  of  industrial  units  located 
in  emergent  nations,  but  wholly  or 
mainly  owned  by  foreign  groups.  A 
large  part-often  the  full  majority-of 
the ownership  must be  in  the  hands  of 
local  nationals;  and  for  the  assurances 
formerly  anchored  in  financial  control, 
the  quest  must  range  rather  in  supply 
and  delivery  contracts  and  technical 
cooperation,  and  in  the  objective  soli-
darity  generated  by  the  manufacture 
and  the  market  being  made  organically 
complementary. 
The events  I  have  recapitulated,  with 
their culmination  late  in  1973 and  early 
in  1974, are  not limited  in  their  effects 
to  changing  the  forms  of  western  aid 
to the Third World. Running deeper than 
this may be  an  unexpressed transforma-
tion in the western concept of the world's 
economy.  It  is  this  which  I  should  like 
to mention by way of conclusion. 
In the first place, men of authority and 
good faith have admitted that the former 
prices  for  raw  materials,  especially  oil, 
were  not fair  prices.  Though  they were 
not  able  to  give  an  exact  definition  of 
fair  prices,  they had  a  confused  feeling 
that the ability to accept such  increases, 
and in  most cases without any reduction 
of the big fiscal imposts laid on petroleum 
products  by  the  western  countries, 
implied  in  itself that the previous  prices 
were  illegitimate;  and  though  they 
frowned on some of the excesses com-
mitted towards the end  of 1973 by the 
oil-producing  countries,  they  never-
theless  felt  some  guilt for the  situation 
which had existed previously. 
There is  more to it than this. Even from 
the  purely  economic  standpoint,  the 
West  became  aware  that  it  had  acted 
very  unreasonably  in  its  handling  of  a 
wasting  asset  by  maintaining  selling 
prices based on amazingly advantageous 
production  costs  without  taking  any 
account whatever of the cost of replace-
ment,  and  thus  organising  a  positive 
waste  of  the  resources.  Real  progress 
may  derive  from  this  reflection  if  it 
brings  home to the  western  nations the 
principle  of  a  concerted  approach 
by consuming and producing coun-
tries  and  the  idea  of  a  reasonable,  if 
not fully rational, organisation of markets 
for  the  principal  raw  materials,  even 
though  the  producing  countries  were 
to take the view that their own turn has 
come and,  as  they quite naturally might, 
refuse  for the time being to take part in 
the  concertation  suggested.  As  Claude 
Cheysson  has  said:  "It  would  be  a 
dreadful  thing  if,  on  our sudden  awak-
ening  to  the  magnitude  of  the  raw 
materials  problem,  we  should  only  be 
ready to discuss it with countries which 
have a stranglehold upon us". 
Looking  further  into  the  question, 
the  shortage  of  oil  voluntarily  inflicted 
on the West and the fear that this shortage 
might  grow  dramatically  worse  fore-
shadowed  a  longer-term  prospect  of 
scarcity  in  the  available  supplies  of 
various  raw  materials.  The  result  was 
a  strong  consciousness  that  natural 
resources  are  limited  and  precious, 
and  that  their  consumption  must  be 
adjusted  to  the  dictates  of  prudence. 
For  more  than  a  century  the  industrial 
current  has  given  us  to  believe  that 
human  ingenuity  and  enterprise  were 
all-important  and  that  all  the  rest  will 
follow  as  a  matter  of course.  We  have 
been  acting  as  if  natural  resources 
were  unquestionable  and  inexhaustible, 
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were  of  secondary  importance  and 
could  be  squandered.  Today  we  are 
again  becoming  conscious of the phys-
iocratic conception of nature, the feeling 
that  it  is  a  positive  and  fundamental 
asset from which our wealth  must flow, 
and the requirements of which we must 
respect  and  accommodate.  For  some 
years  everything  has  been  leading  the 
West back to this fundamental  concep-
tion  of  nature.  Phenomena  such  as 
the  hippy  movement  and  the  zero 
growth  philosophy  are  imperfect  but 
significant  expressions  of  the  trend, 
and  the  ecological  movement  is  on  the 
same  lines.  The  oil  drama  in  1973  all 
but took  our thinkers  at  their  word  by 
bringing  upon  us  the  conditions  of 
"zero  growth"  whether  we  liked  it  or 
not.  The  incredible  runaway  prices  for 
various raw materials,  and  a  world food 
situation  dramatically under strain,  gave 
us serious pause and produced a reaction 
against  unrestrained  industrialism  and 
the civilisation of waste. Today mankind 
is  better  disposed  to  treat  nature  with 
respect  and  this  may  well  modify  the 
relationship  between  the  West  and  the 
under-industrialised  world, for the  latter 
is  both  a  valuable  reserve  of  natural 
resources  and  also  a  world  rich  in 
unspoiled spaces,  unpolluted beauty and 
ecological virginity. 
In  the  longer term  these  factors  may 
be  matters  of  even  greater  importance 
to  the  Third  Word-even  in  economic 
terms-than their reserves  of raw  mate-
rials. •  P.  MOUSSA 
World population conference 
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population problems are just as important 
for  the  so-called  developed  countries 
of  Europe  and  North  America  as  for 
the  so-called  developing  countries  of 
Asia,  Africa  and  Latin  America.  Let  me 
give two examples: 
As the report of the Amsterdam Sym-
posium  on  Population  and  Human 
Rights  reminded  us,  the  1968  Inter-
national  Conference  on  Human  Rights 
stressed that couples have a basic human 
right  to  decide  freely  and  responsibly 
on  the  number  and  spacing  of  their 
children,  and  also  a  right  to  adequate 
education and information in this respect. 
Yet,  in  many  developed  countries  (in-
cluding  the  E.E.C.  countries)  that  right 
is far from being respected. 
Again,  the  report  of  the  Stockholm 
Symposium made it clear that the three 
variables-Population,  Resources  and 
Environment-were  closely  interrelated. 
The developed countries  have to recog-
nize,  as  they  have  not  yet  recognized, 
that though in terms of crude population 
growth  rates  they  may  find  themselves 
at the low end of the scale, there may be 
other qualitative problems no less impor-
tant than  a  rapid  rise  in  total  numbers. 
The report of the Stockholm Symposium 
stressed  the effect on  resources  and  on 
the environment of demographic factors 
taken  in  conjunction  with  levels  of 
living,  style  of  living,  geographical 
distribution and technology itself. 
These  are  just  two  examples-there 
are  many more-of the  need  for devel-
oped  countries  such  as  those  of  the 
E.E.C.  to  take  the  recommendations  of 
this  Conference  to  heart  in  their  own 
internal policy decisions. The Community 
is  engaged at the moment in an  exercise 
of  long-term  thinking-the  so-called 
Europe  + 30 project-in which popula-
tion  is  one  of  the  important  factors  to 
be  considered.  But this is  only a begin-
ning. 
An ever-increasing 
assistance 
On  an  international  scale,  as  the 
Conference  recognized,  the  need  is  for 
the  developed  countries  to  make  ever-
increasing  assistance  available  so  as 
to enable the goals of the World Popula-
tion Plan of Action to be achieved. 
Now that the  whole aid policy of the 
Community  is  under  review,  we  may 
reasonably  assume  that  assistance  for 
population activities-in the broad sense 
that  these  are  defined  in  the  Plan  of 
Action-will  necessarily  emerge  as  one 
of the new Community priorities. 
The  Plan  of Action  stresses  the  need 
for  this  aid  to  be  "in  accordance  with 
the national priorities of receiving coun-
tries" and that it be  properly coordinated 
through  the  mechanism  of  the  inter-
national  agencies.  Fortunately  the  ap-
propriate  conduit  is  already  there.  Over 
the last five or six years the UN Popula-
tion  Fund-U.N.F.P.A.-has  over  and 
again  demonstrated  its  capacity  to 
coordinate a multitude of different types 
and sources of aid, while still respecting 
"the  national  priorities  of  receiving 
countries".  What  matters  now,  surely, 
is  that  all  governments  should  on  this 
occasion  demonstrate  their  renewed 
confidence  in  this  unique  multilateral 
institution  which  they  have  themselves 
created. •  S.  JOHNSON 
U.N.F.P.A. Contributions to 
Population Programmes by 
by Geographic Area, 1973 
Africa .  .  .  . 
Middle East 
Mediterranean 
Asia and Far  East 
Latin  America  &  Carib-
bean ... 
Europe  .  . 
Interregional 
Global 
u.s.$ 
5 936 075 
2 007 951 
2 240 386 
15 604 838 
6 656 491 
220 348 
12 088 668 
5 186 041 
49 940 798 
From: 1973 Report  on  the  United  Nations  Fund  for 
Population Activities. 
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E. Frank FRANCIS, Ambassador of Jamaica: 
''An agree111ent vvhich provides 
a  basis for a  real 
and effective develop111ent 
in all our countries'' 
In  the  Europe-A.C.P.  discussions the meeting of 
Ministers at Kingston was the point of no  return. 
Now that these  negotiations are coming  into the 
final straight, two people in leading positions in the 
A.C.P.  countries tell  us  of the  importance of the 
future  Convention  for  the  signatory  countries. 
These are E.  Frank Francis, Ambassador of Jamaica, 
whose  account  is  given  below;  and  Seydou  Djim 
Sylla, Executive Secretary of the group of African, 
Caribbean and Pacific countries (see page 20}. 
..,.  After the A.C.P.  (Africa,  Caribbean, 
Pacific states)  ministerial conference  in 
Kingston  on July 25-26,  what are  your 
current impressions  of the  latest phase 
of the negotiations? 
- In  order  to  answer  that  question  I 
think  that  I  should  first  explain  how  I 
saw  the  purpose  of  the  conference  in 
Kingston.  As  you  know the  progress  in 
the  negotiations  prior  to  Kingston  had 
been  rather  slow.  They  had  been  slow 
for a number of reasons,  but one of the 
major reasons,  and  I think that this had 
been  accepted  by  all  the  negotiating 
partners, was that both sets of negotiators 
had  largely  reached  the  limit  of  their 
respective  mandates  and  were  still  not 
close  enough  on  a  number of points in 
the negotiations to say that conclusions 
had  been  reached  as  agreed.  Conse-
quently what was needed was a meeting 
at  political  level  for  these  points to  be 
examined  on  a  political  basis,  with  a 
view to providing a new set of mandates 
for  the  negotiators  on  both  sides.  I 
would say that, from that point of view, 
the  Kingston  meeting  was  successful 
because it did provide us  and the Com-
munity  negotiators  with  the  new  man-
dates that we need,  and at this moment 
in  time  the  negotiators  in  Brussels  are 
poised to carry forward the negotiations. 
I  believe  that  with  the  decisions  of 
Kingston  behind  us  we should  now  be 
able to conclude the  negotiations satis-
factorily. 
..,.  The  Nine  and the  A.C.P.  managed 
to reach agreement on a certain number 
of questions  at  the  Kingston  meeting. 
With  regard  to  the  trade  exchange 
system, what will the future convention's 
position be regarding G  .A.  T. T.? 
- I assume,  Mr. Pagni, by this question 
you mean the much talked about subject 
of  reciprocity.  I  think that  I  can  safely 
say  that  question  is  now  behind  us. 
As  you  know,  I  am  sure,  the  ministers 
in  Kingston  agreed  that  there  should 
be  no  reciprocal  commitment  on  the 
part  of  the  A.C.P.  States  within  the 
context of these negotiations, and within 
the  convention  that  will  derive  from 
them,  and  therefore  as  I  say  we  can 
safely  regard  this  question  as  settled 
and put out of the way. 
..,.  Agreement  has  also  been  reached 
on  the  stabilisation  of  export  receipts 
for A.C.P.  products  entering  the  E.E.C. 
market. In rea/terms, will  A.C.P. farmers-
who  naturally  provide  more  exports 
than manufacturers-benefit from  a  no-
ticeable change in their situation? 
- On  this  question,  the  decision  that 
was reached was an  extremely important 
one.  But I think it is important for us to 
recognise that it was a political decision 
and that a great deal  of detailed work is 
left  for  us  to  do  in  Brussels.  I  believe 
that  with  the  sort  of  political  will  that 
is  reflected  in  the  Kingston  decisions  it 
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will  be  possible  for  us  to work out the 
sort  of  details  which  can  make  the 
arrangement  that  we  all  hope  for  a 
satisfactory  and  effective  one.  And 
against  that  background  I  think  that 
the  answer  to  your  question  is  "yes": 
A.C.P.  farmers  could  benefit  from  a 
significant change in their situation. 
..,.  The  access  to  the  european market 
for sugar is of particular importance for 
A.C.P.  producers,  with  the  Common-
wealth  Sugar  Agreement  expiring  on 
January 31,  1975.  The  ministers of the 
Nine postponed discussing the question 
at  Kingston,  although  the  Commission 
proposed  that  the  Community  should 
import 1.4 m.  tons of sugar in any year, 
as  from  the  signature  of the  new con-
vention,  at  an  average  reference  price 
of about 210  U.A.  (£ 81)  a  ton.  What 
is your reaction to this? 
- The  first thing  I  would say  is  that it 
is  true that sugar  was  not discussed  in 
Kingston as  a substantive matter.  It was 
always  acknowledged  that there would 
not  be  detailed  negotiations  on  sugar 
in  Kingston.  I  think  that  the  important 
thing on sugar in  Kingston  was that the 
Community Ministers acknowledged cer-
tain  facts.  They  acknowledged  for  in-
stance  the  fact  of the  1 .4  million  tons 
having a history of access to Community 
markets  and  they  acknowledged  that 
a  commitment  existed  for  this  trade  to 
continue. It was agreed by the ministers 
~ in Kingston that the negotiators in Brussels would
initiate discussions  on the sugar question, and these
discussions will start shortly.  As you say, the Commission
(this is just referring to your comment about various
Commission proposals) has always acknowledged the
commitment, the obligation to provide continuing  access
for the 1.4 million tons. I must say that I don't recollect
at the moment the average price ol 210 U.A. that you
mention, but the Community has made various proposals
over the last several months about the pricing arrange-
ments which should be worked out for sugar. But all
of this, as I say, is up for discussion in a series of talks
which are due to start very soon.
Europe is about a million tons per year. Despite this,
the price of sugar on the world market is still fairly high
because of the cost of refining. Shouldn't  the A.C.P.'s
sugar policy be-as with bauxite in Jamaica-recon-
sidered to allow for the entire manufacturing process
to be organized  on the spot?
-  | think in trying to answer this question I must first
of all disagree with one of the premises in the question.
You indicate that the price of sugar on the world market
is high because of the cost of refining. Now the fact is
that the refining costs are a relatively small element  in
the present very high price for sugar on the world markets.
In order to try and answer this question, I hope that you
will allow me to spread myself a little. I think the first
thing to bear in mind is that the great
majority of sugar exported throughout
the world is exported under one or
another kind of special arrangement
with contract prices and so on. The
Commonwealth Sugar Agreement
is perhaps the best known example,
but there are other special arrangements
under which for example  a large number
of countries have sold sugar to the
United States; and there are also special
arrangements covering the export of
sugar to the Soviet Union. What we
call the free world market for sugar is
the trade in that part of export sugar
which falls outside  these special arrange-
ments. In other words, the so-called
world market, although it is used as a
reference price by a large number of
people  and is in fact a very useful baro-
meter, does not actually cover the largest
part of the export trade in sugar. What
has happened on the world market
today is that there has emerged over
the last couple of years at any rate, a
shortage of sugar, and it is this shortage
which has forced the prices in the world
market to this tremendously  high level.
And of course the other factor which has
aggravated the situation is the inflated
prices for a number of other products,
E. Frank Francis
" Regarding  sugor, the importarft  thing i.v that at Kingston the Community
Mirristars  recof:nised certain facts" .
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during the last year or 18 months espe-
cially, which has increased production
costs dramatically  and has put pressure
on producers to seek higher prices for
sugar.
So I think it is against that background
that I would like to answer  your question
whether A.C.P. policy should be re-
considered to allow the entire manu-
facturing process to be organised on the
spot, that is in the producing countries.
The answer to that is clearly yes, because
a part of the development strategy for
all countries is to try and add as much
value to the raw material as possible in
the producing country. But I would say
that in the case of sugar this is one of
the lower priorities at this particular time.
Now before I finish my answer to
this question I wonder if you would
also permit me to say a brief word about
bauxite, since you introduced it as a
comparison with the sugar situation.
There is, of course, an important
difference between  bauxite and sugar.
In the case of sugar we have a raw
material, namely raw sugar, which is
traded as between buyers and sellers
and a price can therefore be established
for it under contract arrangements  or
in the free market. In the case of bauxite
this is not so: bauxite is a raw material
which is only used by the people who are
taking it several processes further to the
metal stage. And it is only at the metal
stage that you have what can be regarded
as a real trade as between buyers and
sellers. This is an important distinction
to recognise. As I am sure you know,
the Jamaican Government  has recently
taken certain initiatives on bauxite to
try and deal with this peculiarity  among
others.
On the pricing question, we told the
aluminium corporations  who use our
bauxite that the system by which we
formerly derived revenue from these
exports needed to be put on a more
equitable and a more rational  basis.
Clearly it could not be regarded as
equitable that the payments which
Jamaica received for its bauxite  should
amount to some 2o/o of the price of the
resulting metal. Equally clearly it could
not be regarded as rational that the
payments which Jamaica  received from
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E. Frank Francis interviewed by Lucien Pagni.
" IJctIcr ittJttrnttttioil  ntu.t' lt'ud Io Ite||t't' tutttar.tltttt,Iitt1 "
In a way also I suppose that the individual
A.C.P. countries have a responsibility
of their own to try and bring information
about their countries to the attention of
the public in Europe.  But I am sure you
will understand me when I say that an
aspect of the spreading  of information
which I believe in a sense is even more
important  now is the need to inform the
public of A.C.P. countries about each
other, because in a way all of our coun-
tries tend to  know more about the
metropolitan countries-this  is because
of history and so on-than they tend
to know about each other. I feel that
one important aspect of these negotia-
tions is the fact that this knowledge  has
started to grow, or perhaps I should say
that the need for this knowledge  has
started to be recognised. Therefore  my
feeling is that one of the things I would
like to see come from the totality of
what we are going through in Brussels
now is some means of ensuring that
there is a greater flow of information
among the A.C.P. countries.
The second thing I would say, and
this now comes more directly to the
question you asked, is that I am not
sure that this needs to be, or ought to
be, written into the new convention
that we are working towards. I believe
that the convention, the existence of
the convention will provide the sort
of indication of a political will that we
should know more about each other.
But the means of doing it do not neces-
sarily have to  be written into the
convention itself. I think that inevitably
there will be greater cooperation between
the A.C.P. countries when these negotia-
tions are completed, on a much broader
basis perhaps than they have necessarily
been during the negotiations,  and this
cooperation will  inevitably include a
greater flow of information between  us.
I don't know whether that answers
your question as fully as you had hoped.
What I am really trying to indicate  is
that I agree completely  that this greater
flow of information is necessary in all
directions  but it has to be a much more
live sort of arrangement  than can be
written into the convention.
I think there is perhaps one other
thing I could saY, and that is that in
the previous conventions-Yaound6  and
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its bauxite should in substantial  part
depend on the profits which multi-
national corporations make in  their
Jamaican  operations. These were some
of the elements in the situation which
we sought to deal with. And so in
essence, what we did on pricing was to
work out and propose to the companies
a formula which would give a Price,
at which we could sell bauxite, based
on the price ruling for aluminium.
I mention this to try to emphasize  the
distinction between sugar and bauxite
in the context of your question.
from public health laws or shipping
regulations unfavourable to developing
countries. I think there is also a lack of
public support both in Europe and in
the A.C.P. countries  which is important.
The Commission has recently set up an
information service called  " Feature Ser-
vices" to provide the public in Europe
with more information on its activities.
The A.C.P. Sfafes have, it is true, The
Association News, but there is still a
lot to be done in this field' Shouldn't
the new convention include  arrange-
ments for informing  the general public
so that cooperation between  Europe
and the A.C.P. could really lead to
extensive and better knowledge of our
economic, social and cultural problems?
-  In this question, Mr. Pagni, You
have really asked several questions.
First of all I think I detect a desire to say
that there is a lot of new information
that needs to be brought to the attention
of the public both in Europe and in the
A.C.P. countries in order to  improve
understanding  of each others situations
and attitudes and so on. I agree with
that proposition entirely. My own per-
sonal feeling is that if  people don't
know factually how other people live
and how other people think and the
sort of things that effect their attitudes,
then they cannot understand the actions
of people in other countries. Therefore
this improvement in information  can lead
to an improvement in understanding'
Now having said that, let me go on
to say two things: first of all, I agree
that Europe needs to know more, that
is the public in Europe needs to know
more about other countries and in this
case of course I am talking particularly
about A.C.P. countries. And the activities
you refer to, the new activities of the
Commission, should help in this regard.
---J
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Interview  Frank FrancisArusha  for  example-there  have  been 
institutional  arrangements  including  a 
parliamentary  conference,  and  the  pur-
pose of this, as  I understand it, has been 
in  part  at  any  rate  to  provide  for  this 
contact  between  people,  between  the 
various  partners  of the convention  and, 
inevitably  the  intention  behind  this 
must  be  to  influence  public  opinion 
in  the  countries  concerned.  As  I  think 
yoll probably know, there has been some 
hesitation  on  the  part  of  many  A.C.P. 
countries about this parliamentary asso-
ciation,  not because  any  of thepartners 
disagree that there is  a need to influence 
public  opinion,  but  rather  because  the 
feeling  is  that the parliamentary form  of 
institution  does  not  necessarily  provide 
the  best  means  of  influencing  public 
opinion  in the context  in  which we are 
discussing it. 
There  has  been  talk,  for  instance, 
about  an  assembly  in  which  parlia-
mentarians  may  be  represented  but  in 
which  other  sectors  of  society  in  the 
various  countries  would  be  represented 
as well-trade unionists, business people, 
educationists  and  so  on.  So  I  think  it 
if fair  to  say  that  in  a  sense  the  point 
that  you  raise  in  your  question  will 
come  up  for  consideration  when  the 
institutional arrangements are  being dis-
cussed.  But  that  is  true  only  in  one 
sense.  The sense  in  which  I first started 
talking  about this  is  something that we 
will probably have to deal with separately. 
~  Three  months  before  the  Yaounde 
Convention,  the Arusha Agreement and 
the  Commonwealth  Sugar  Agreement 
expire,  and bearing  in  mind what  was 
said at the ministers' meeting in Kingston, 
what ideally would you like to see in the 
convention  for  cooperation  between 
Europe  and  the  A.C.P.  to  which  the 
present negotiations are leading? 
- What I would like to see  in  the con-
vention are  provisions which will enable 
our trade with Europe  to flow in  a more 
unrestricted  manner  than  it  has  in  the 
past.  This  involves  satisfactory  solution 
of a  number of detailed  problems  such 
as  rules  of  origin  and  other  restrictive 
mechanisms.  I  would  like  to see  provi-
-)--
(see page 24) 
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JAMAICA 
In  our  issue  No.  20-July-
August 1973-we published in the 
News  an  article  by  Mr.  Frank 
Francis  about economic  and  poli-
tical life in Jamaica. Between 1969 
and  1973 the GNP has risen from 
91 6.0  m  to  1 487.7  m  jamaican 
dollars (*). As in  all  the A.C.P. the 
economy of Jamaica  is  essentially 
agricultural;  but  the  tempo  of 
industrialisation is quickening with 
the development of new resources 
(bauxite) and the advantages arising 
through  CARl FTA  (the  Free  Trade 
Association  embracing  11  coun-
tries in the same region). Jamaica is 
a  big  producer  of  sugar,  a  large 
part of which is sold in Great Britain 
under  the  Commonwealth  Sugar 
Agreement,  which  comes  to  an 
end  on  January  31,  1975.  As  in 
most other A.C.P.  countries,  how-
ever,  problems  arise  in  Jamaica 
regarding  the  unemployment  of 
young people. 
Politically  Jamaica  is  a  par-
liamentary  democracy  under  a 
system  not unlike the english. The 
Prime  Minister,  Mr.  Michael  Man-
ley,  head  of the  Peoples'  National 
Party ( P  N  P)  has been at the head of 
the  country since  March  2,  1972, 
following his  party's victory in  the 
election held on February 29. 
An  outstanding  speech  by  Mr. 
Manley  was  a  feature  of  the 
conference  in  Kingston  on  July 
25-26 this year, when the ministers 
of  the  Nine  met  those  of  the 
A.C.P. countries. 
The  jamaican  Constitution  guar-
antees the rights of the opposition 
and-which  is  probably  unique 
among modern constitutions-gives 
it the  right of scrutiny and  partici-
pation  in  appointments for certain 
high  offices  of State,  such  as  the 
Public  Prosecutor, the President of 
the Court of Appeal and others. 
The  present  leader  of  the  op-
position is  Mr. Hugh Shearer, head 
of the Jamaica Labour Party. 
Jamaica  has  a  flourishing  press 
which  enjoys  a  high  degree  of 
freedom. There are several  morning 
and evening papers, each of which 
has  a  circulation  of  over  60 000 
copies.  There  are  several  weeklies 
printed in runs of 75 000 copies and 
a Sunday paper (84 000 copies). 
Jamaica  has  a  population  of 
about  2  million,  and  has  been 
independent since August 6,  1962. 
It  is  a  member  of  the  Common-
wealth,  with  Queen  Elizabeth  II 
represented by a Governor-General, 
and has played an  active part in the 
negotiations  with  the  European 
Community since their inception in 
the summer of 1973.  • 
(*)  $ J 1  =  $US 1.1 0.  Source: National Accounts Aggregate, 1969-73. 
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"We are reaching
a Gonvention
much more corTlplete
than the existing
agreements"
Seydou Diirn SYLLA(.)
At the beginning of this year Seydou Sylla (see photo) was unani-
mously elected head of the Secretariat of the 44 A.C.P. countries
negotiating with the Community after working for many years as
Secretary General of the A.A.S.M.  Coordinating Council in Brussels and
co-Secretary of the Council of Association.
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charge from 18 to  35  countries.
I presume  this adds to your work and
to your responsibilities.  How does this
important Secretariat operate, and what
do you think of your iob?
-  As you soy, the african group for
negotiation with the E.E.C. is made up
of 35 countries and also includes
Equatorial Guinea, which is not one of
them but which has intimated to us
that it wants to sign the agreement we
are currently negotiating at the appro-
priate time. The Secretariat is an ad hoc
organisation which has the job of
assisting the organs of negotiation on
the african side. lt is not solely concerned
with the interests of the african group,
for it was extended from the outset to
include the Caribbean  and the Pacific
groups. lt is therefore working for all
the 44 countries in negotiation  with the
E.E.C.
Our task, of course, is somewhat
different from what I handled at the
A.A.S.M.'level during the eight previous
years, but it is not unlike the work which
fell on us during the Yaound6 negotia-
tions. Our instructions come from the
Committee of A.C.P. ambassadors and
plenipotentiaries, or from the Committee
(')  E--"-*  Secretary of the negotiating  group for
the E.E.C. discussions.
officers; and on this basis we prepare
documents  to introduce the discussion,
both at expert and at ambassador  level.
In addition we provide the A.C.P.
negotiatory organs with the documenta-
tion needed to appreciate the problems
under discussion.  We keep the minutes
of the A.C.P. meetings and those of
meetings of the plenary negotiating
Committee, when our ambassadors or
experts have discussions with counter-
parts in the E.E.C. Commission negotiat-
ing on behalf of the Community. lt is
also our task to prepare the reports of
the Committee of A.C.P. ambassadors
and plenipotentiaries for the attention
of the A.C.P. Council of  Ministers,
which has held regular quarterly  meetings
since the negotiations  began. In the
early stages our work was extremely
difficult, because we had no access in
Brussels to the economic and statistical
documentation on all the countries
concerned  which, in practice, cover three
continents-Africa,  the Caribbean and
the Pacific. We are now much better
equipped to provide the support  needed
by the organs of negotiation.
The Secretariat itself has a managing
body consisting of myself as executive
secretary, and Mr. Mamouya, who is of
tanzanian origin, as assistant executive
secretary.  In addition there is a technical
staff, which includes a lawyer and an
accountant-administrator,  who is  in
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lnterview  svllacharge of the material side of the Secre-
tariat  and  of the  negotiation;  and  there 
is  an  economic team  which  shares  the 
work of preparing the technical studies on 
questions  relating  to  customs,  tariffs, 
quotas,  problems  of  trade  promotion, 
industrial  cooperation,  the  joint  agri-
culture  policy  and  economic  financial 
and  technical  cooperation.  In  addition, 
of course,  we have a staff of secretaries 
and technicians who help us  in  carrying 
out our task. 
.....  You  naturally played an active part 
in preparing the recent ministerial Con-
ference  at Kingston,  Jamaica  at  which 
you yourself were present. Many observ-
ers  think this Conference put a  decisive 
political  drive  into  the  negotiations 
which have been in progress in Brussels 
for  nearly  a  year.  What  do  you  think 
about this? 
- I  take  the  same  view.  After  nine 
months of negotiation, we considered  it 
necessary  to  appeal  to the  ministers  to 
settle  a  number of problems which  had 
evident political  implications. The  E.E.C. 
Commission, which handles the negotia-
tions on  behalf of the  Community,  had 
a  mandate  which we considered  some-
what too vague and lacking in  precision; 
and the Commission, which is essentially 
a technical organ, was not able to provide 
solutions  for  a  number  of  problems. 
These  included  the  general  trading 
system,  the  amount  of  the  aid,  the 
problem of export receipts and industrial 
cooperation.  We  accordingly  made  our 
own  diagnosis  of  the  problems  which 
could be solved only at suitable political 
levels,  and  asked  for  an  audience  of 
Mr.  Sauvagnargues, the  French  Foreign 
Minister  and  current  Chairman  of  the 
E.E.C.  Council  of  Ministers.  He  duly 
received  the  Committee  of  the  A.C.P. 
Ministers in  Paris and we had a broadly-
based  discussion  of  the  position.  The 
conclusion on both sides was practically 
identical, to the effect that the Kingston 
meeting  must  necessarily  be  held,  but 
that the  work of the  ministers  must  be 
limited  to  the  problems  I  have  just 
mentioned,  which  called  for the  defini-
tion  of  political  standpoints  on  both 
sides,  so  that  the  negotiators  and  the 
experts  could  go ahead  in  working  out 
practical  solutions  for  the  resulting 
problems. 
The  Kingston  meeting  was a  success 
because  there  was  a  political  will  to 
reach solutions on the range of questions 
discussed,  within  the  time  schedule 
which  had  been  laid  down  for  us,  so 
that  the  world  could  really  believe  in 
the  Community  and  in  the  willingness 
of  the  A.C.P.  countries  to  cooperate. 
Today  our  position  is  considerably 
clarified  and  we  are  able  to  say  that, 
in  the  days  which  lie  ahead,  we  shall 
be  able to  make  very  rapid  progress  on 
the  technical  side,  so  that  we  can  in 
fact  meet  the  deadline.  The  important 
thing  is  that the  position  was  clarified 
at the ministerial level, so that the A.C.P. 
are  persuaded of the desire of the Euro-
peans to reach  an  agreement with them 
and  are  aware  of  the  special  position 
currently  prevailing  in  Europe  through 
economic  difficulties,  of  which  both 
sides  are  fully  conscious.  This  was  a 
type  of  confrontation  which  made  it 
possible to assess  how far  our partners 
would  be  able  to  go  in  matters  which 
called  for  the  adoption  of  a  political 
attitude. In this effort of comprehension, 
too, the A.C.P.  went some way to allow 
for the matters  of concern to the Com-
munity,  so  that  it  was  possible  at 
Kingston  to  reach  unanimous  con-
clusions, which it will be for the negotia-
tors  to  implement  during  the  next 
couple of months. 
.....  The  public  has  understood  that 
joint  approaches  were  determined  re-
garding the trading system and industrial 
cooperation, and also for the setting up 
of  a  stabilisation  system  for  basic 
products  exported  to  the  Community 
by the A.C.P.  On  the  latter point there 
are  still various  details of application to 
be  worked  out,  including  the  list  of 
products  which  will  have  the  benefit 
of the  arrangements  contemplated and 
the definition of their criteria of  eligibility. 
Are you optimistic about this? 
- As  I  have  told  you,  optimism  is  the 
order  of  the  day.  The  ministers  have 
signified their wish to reach  a coopera-
tion agreement between Europe and the 
A.C.P.;  and  we  consider  that  the  lines 
of approach worked out in full agreement 
between  the  E.E.C.  ministers  and  the 
A.C.P.  ministers  will  enable the techni-
cians  and  the  ambassadors  to  decide 
on  practical  solutions  within  a  matter 
of days. 
On the problem of stabilising the export 
receipts  for  products  exported  to  the 
Community  by the  A.C.P.,  the  lines  of 
the  directive  are  much  more  definite 
because  a  number  of  the  criteria  have 
already  been  laid  down.  The  chief  of 
these  is  the  principle  of  automatic 
access to the proposed Exports Receipts 
Equalisation Fund for any country which 
finds itself in difficulties under this head, 
whether through  a  fall  in  world  prices 
or through a production setback resulting 
from  bad  weather  or  other  adverse 
conditions.  I  also  think  it  has  already 
been  agreed  that  the  factors  to  be 
taken into consideration for the granting 
of  equalisation  aid  should  differ  from 
case  to  case  so  as  to  take  account  of 
the individual  situation  of the countries 
concerned.  These  differ  considerably; 
some  countries  depend  upon  a  single 
crop  while  others,  though  only  a  few, 
export  a  little  of  almost  everything. 
There  are  some  countries  which  have 
a seaboard and others landlocked in the 
interior;  there  are  countries  which  have 
substantial  reserves  of  oil  and  other 
minerals,  while others  figure  on  the  list 
of  the  25  most  backward  countries. 
For  our  part  we  do  not think  we  shall 
be  able to compile  a first  and  final  list; 
but, as was stated at Kingston, we intend 
to  examine  a  number  of  problems  in 
working  groups,  so  as  to determine the 
parameters  we  shall  need  to  apply  in 
facing  situations  depending  on  the 
specific problems of an  individual coun-
try or relating to any individual product. 
We think a working party will very soon 
be  set  up  to  examine  the  special  case 
of  sugar,  and  another  on  the  position 
of basic products for which the marketing 
problems  are  virtually  identical,  as  is 
the  case  with  coffee  and  cocoa;  that 
the  problem  of  oil-bearing  materials 
will  be  the  subject  of  separate  exam-
ination;  and  that  there  will  also  be 
discussions  centred  on  bananas  and 
secondary  tropical  fruit.  After  these 
exchanges  of views  with  the  Commis-
sion,  we believe we shall  arrive  at a list 
of  products,  the  length  of  which  will 
depend  on  the  nature  of the  problems 
arising  in  the  countries  concerned.  In 
my  view,  this  work  is  practicable,  and 
I  believe  the  A.C.P.  countries  who 
consider they  have  problems  under the 
revenue equalisation heading are already 
in possession of adequately prepared case 
material.  At  the  secretariat  level  it  will 
~ 
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tions,  so  that  the  proposals  made  to 
the  Commission  can  be  definite  and 
practical. 
_..  Is  it  accepted that  the  special  aid 
granted will not be repayable? 
- There's  the  problem;  this  is  one  of 
the  questions  on  which  no  definite 
decision  was  taken.  At  Kingston  we 
thought  we  understood  that  the  Com-
munity wanted the aid to be in principle 
repayable;  but the  words  "in  principle" 
suggest  that  repayment  would  not  be 
called  for  in  the  case  of  the  countries 
least  advantageously  placed,  or  for 
aid given to dea I with specific situations 
of  special  difficulty.  To  put  it  frankly, 
the A.C.P.  view is  that aid  of this  kind, 
which  is  provided  to  help  in  facing 
difficulties arising from trade fluctuations, 
ought to be  in  the form of grants.  Here, 
too,  I  think  the  discussions  will  be 
continued  with  a  view  to  seeing  how 
far it is  possible for the A.C.P. objectives 
to be attained. 
_..  The  A.C.P.  memorandum on indus-
trial  cooperation  aroused  considerable 
interest  on  the  european  side,  and  it 
was agreed that this problem should be 
dealt  with  in  a separate  chapter in  the 
forthcoming  agreement.  In  this  connec-
tion  are  you  not  concerned about  the 
scanty powers available  to  the  govern-
ments  of liberally  constituted european 
countries  for  directing  the  activities  of 
private firms? 
- I  expect  you  appreciate  that  the 
A.C.P.  memorandum  was  based  on  the 
experiences  we  have  had  under  the 
Yaounde  Convention.  If  you  look  at 
the  Yaounde  document,  you  will  see 
that there is  provision for all the arrange-
ments  for  encouraging  industrial  plan-
ning,  feasibility  studies  and  the  setting 
up  of  industries  in  our  countries.  We 
soon  saw,  however,  that this  is  a  field 
in which we had to go beyond the public 
sector,  because  we  are  dealing  with 
capitalist  countries  in  a  field  in  which 
the  private  sector  predominates.  This 
is  why  we  put the  accent  on  the  idea 
of cooperation in  industry.  By our think-
ing  this  should  be  a  method of setting 
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up  contact  between  the  promoters  of 
industry  in  our  own  countries  and  the 
established industrialists of Europe.  This 
should  enable  the  latter  to  obtain  a 
cognisance  of  our  problems  and  thus 
a better understanding of what we have 
to  offer  them;  and  for  ourselves,  it 
would  be  an  opportunity  through  our 
acquaintance with european industrialists 
to  arrive  at  a  better  appreciation  of our 
own chances of industrial  development. 
The  cooperation  would  of  course  be 
under the auspices  of governments and 
the  Commission;  but  for  the  reasons  I 
have  stated,  we  think  it  would  be  of 
more  interest  to  private  operators  in 
the  Community  and  in  the  A.C.P.,  and 
that through it we shall  be  able to work 
together  in  finding  solutions  to  the 
problem  of  real  industrialisation  in  our 
countries.  Moreover, we gave  priority of 
our  own  accord  to  proposals  for  local 
processing  of  our  export  products;  and 
in  my  belief  this  is  the  field  in  which 
african  and  private  european  interests 
are  most apt to dovetail. 
It is  no  secret that private  interests  in 
Europe  have  already felt the turn  of the 
wind.  Three  months  ago  I  was  invited 
to  Rotterdam  by  the  Club  of  Seven, 
which is the club formed by associations 
of businessmen  working in Africa.  I was 
asked  to  give  a  talk  on  this  occasion, 
and  I think I was very  well  understood, 
for  I  have  just received  another request 
from the club which is  anxious to stage 
a  meeting  on  September  26-27  with 
representatives  of  the  A.C.P.,  for  the 
express  purpose  of seeing  in  what way 
european  private  business  can  apply its 
own dynamic qualities to the objectives 
we laid down in our memorandum. You 
will agree we have grounds for optimism, 
for  european  business  has  taken  the 
bait  and  seems  extremely  interested  in 
our initiative.  I think this is  the way we 
shall be able to settle the problems about 
which  there  have  been  misunderstand-
ings,  arrive  at  systems  of  cooperation 
and  mutual  understanding  and  reach 
joint solutions to  problems  which  have 
arisen in Europe for the private business-
man,  and  in  our  countries  for  govern-
ments.  The  sponsorship  for  these  two 
days  of working contact is  entirely that 
of these  seven  associations  from  seven 
individual  Community  countries;  and 
I think that in  the course of them, aided 
by the presence  of some of our ambas-
sadors, we shall get a better understand-
ing  of the  matters  of  most  concern  to 
governments  and  the  Commission,  and 
the desiderata for european businessmen 
who  are  specially  interested  in  the 
industrialisation of our countries. 
;~  Maybe  the  "News"  could give  an 
account  of  such  meetings  and  their 
results? 
- Yes, My friend Max Claus, coordinator 
in  Brussels  for  the  Seven  Club,  shares 
my  opinion  that  after  the  meeting  on 
September  26-27  we  shall  be  able  to 
give  you  more  information.  I  see  no 
reason  why  this  meeting  should  not 
lead  to full agreement.  Our interests are 
closely  connected  as  regards  local 
processing  on  a  progressive  basis  of 
the  products  we  have  so  far  been 
exporting  unprocessed  into  the  Com-
munity,  using  for  the  purpose  the 
techniques,  the  technologies  and  the 
important markets  to  which  these  con-
cerns have access. 
~  Does this not imply some degree of 
transfer into Africa of  productive capacity 
by the european industrialists? 
- Yes,  but  you  know  all  this  kind  of 
thing  is  a  matter  of give  and  take.  For 
us  Africans,  it is a good thing that some 
of the european  industries should  bring 
their  investments  into  our  territories; 
and  they  themselves  in  their  european 
background are being stifled by problems 
of manpower, energy and  other factors, 
perhaps  even  by problems  of  pollution. 
Africa  is  enormous  and,  for  the  time 
being, we have absolutely no experience 
of  the  pollution  problems  which  are 
so  acute in  Europe. There is  yet another 
factor  which  is  even  more  important. 
This is the extension of the world market. 
This  is  a  dynamic  factor  and  we think 
we ought to have industries which could 
benefit from supplying the new require-
ments  thus  created.  It  is  not  merely  a 
question  of  telling  the  Europeans  to 
close  up  their  factories  and  bring  their 
investments  to  us;  but  of  telling  them 
that  we  can  and  should  take  part  in 
meeting the ever increasing requirements 
of the world market. were not settled at Kingston-sugar  and
the amount of the f uture European
Development  Fund. Could you give
a brief account of the attitudes to these?
- 
From our point of view, I do not
think the sugar problem is a real one.
We have always said that the problem
of export receipts-and this is what it
amounts to-will  have to be settled on
an overall basis; and once the general
principles have been laid down, we shall
consider specific solutions for specific
products, such as sugar. The factors  to
be taken into consideration  in the case
of sugar are clearly different  from those
affecting products such as coffee, cocoa,
palm oil or groundnut oil. For this
reason we do not think Kingston was
the right place for seeking an immediate
solution to the sugar problem. Moreover,
we are well aware that the Europeans,
in view of the commitments some of
them have taken, are anxious to find
a solution to this problem. Here again
we are conscious that at the european
level this is the problem of the moment.
Some of the Europeans thought this
should have been handled at Kingston,
others consider the sugar problem would
have to be settled in the wider context
of the Community sugar policy. Con-
sequently we think the moment for
this has come only now that we have
an outline of the plan for the equalisation
of export receipts. As I said just now,
for sugar and for other products,  we
shall be setting up specialist working
parties to study the sugar problem and
other problems; and in any case a solution
will be found before the end of the
negotiations,  since it must be covered
in the future convention.
On the question of the amount of aid,
there were two schools of thought  and
two  different conceptions. The first
conception  was that of the A.C.P., who
considered  that at Kingston the moment
had come to determine the amount to
be put into the financial aid envelope.
The second conception was the european
one, based on the Yaound6 experience,
which holds that the aid problem is the
last subject to be settled and that this
should take place at 4 o'clock in the
morning just before the agreement is
due to  be initialled. The discussion
seems  nevertheless to have been set in
motion, for we ourselves put on the
table a note of the criteria we should
like to see applied in fixing the amount
of the aid. We went so far as to quantify
the aid at a  f igure of around U.A.
8 000 m., resulting from the application
of the criteria we had suggested.  From
the Community  side, too, we were told
the Community was busily studying an
extremely  bulky file about this; but the
lobby information which came to  us
unofficially  at Kingston produced a figure
which is much more interesting  than
that put forward by the Commission,
which was between U.A. 2 500 m.
and 3 500 m. The figures we  heard
mentioned are closer to  the higher
figure. We believe that in this case, too,
with the backing of a very strong political
impulsion,  we shall succeed at the next
ministerial meeting in fixing a reasonable
figure for the E.D.F.
the A.C.P., announced  that they had
proposed Lom6, the capital of  Togo,
for the signature of the forthcoming
agrcement. lt is contemplated that the
preliminary initialling of the agreement
take place within the next few months.
Do you think this is realistic?
" Together we
wanted to take the
first step, by organ-
ising a stabilisation
system for export
receipts. This was a
first step towards
a more complete
system, which will
need to be
on a world scale ".
- 
As I have told you, we are very keen
to get the whole matter settled before
the end of the year, and our ambassadors
committee is to meet at the level of its
officers on September 9 and in plenary
session on September 16. Today the
Secretariat  put proposals before the
officers, suggesting a reorganisation  of
our working methods, to take account
of the conclusions reached at Kingston
and the objective to have the agreement
initialled before the end of this year.
For this purpose it proposed a working
timetable.  We are reasonably optimistic
and believe that the Community  will
have no motive for failing to follow the
quicker tempo we are seeking to put
into the negotiation  and which, inciden-
tally, will not be unlike the tempo we
sought to secure for the negotiation in
its earlier phases, but which the Com-
mission was not able to follow. We
believe that the Commission,  strength-
ened now by the Kingston conclusions,
will be in a position to keep pace, so
that we shall certainly be able to reach
an agreement before the end of this
year. As I said at the beginning of our
talk, the Community will have to accept
the challenge if it wants to keep its
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promises and if  it  wants people to
believe in it. I therefore do not think
there is any reason why the agreement
should not be reached as indicated by
Mr. Babacar  86.
right to say we are heading for a new
pattern in relationships  between indus-
trial countries and developing countries?
- 
| think that if the negotiations produce
the expected results we shall have made
a great step forward. This is because we
shall have reached an agreement much
more complete than the existing ones-
even the Yaound6 Convention. lt will
be an agreement taking full account of
the requirements and capabilities of
both sides, and we shall thus be opening
the door to a new approach to these
solution of  problems arising in  the
Third World.  There are two new problems
-stabilisation  and industrial coopera-
tion-which, with their solution em-
bodied  in the cooperation  with the A.C.P.,
will by themselves infuse a new vigour
into the search for solutions undertaken
during the past 20 years by the United
Nations and its specialist agencies.
On the stabilisation  question, we put
forward proposals to the Community
based on a full system of negotiated
prices. The Community  acknowledged
the soundness of our request, but we
ourselves agreed that it would not be
able, as at present constituted, to deal
, single-handed with so difficult a problem
as the deterioration of the terms of trade.
Thus, they recognise that our requests
were legitimate, and we took into con-
sideration the special position in which
they were placed; and together we
desired to take the first step by organising
a stabilisation system for export receipts.
This was a first step towards a more
complete  system which will need to be
on a world basis. Clearly enough  the
partners in the Association will work
together to fulfil as soon as possible
the wishes and legitimate  aspirations of
developing countries, such as those
which we ourselves put on the negotiat-
ing table. On the one side there will
be 44 countries; in  reality, when it
comes to the signature, there will be 45,
because we must not forget Equatorial
Guinea. The number will be still larger
when we bring in  the  Netherlands
Antilles and the Comores, which are
very shortly to  become independent
and will then de facto be added to the
list. I should also mention our other
african brothers who, like  Guinea-
Bissau, became independent  during our
negotiation,  or who are likely to become
independent  before the agreement  is
signed, as is the case with Mozambique
and Angola. Our hope is that in any
case they will come and join us, as
Mauritius did when she joined the
original 19. When this has happened we
shall be a much stronger world group
and the better able to secure a full
understanding of development problems,
and call for solutions which take into
account the interests of the developing
countries  as well as those of the coun-
tries already developed. I
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sions for real industrial  cooperation,
which I  have not specifically talked
about, but which we in the A.C.P.
countries think is a new feature of the
arrangements, which will enable a new
element in  the relationship between
A.C.P. countries and Europe to  be
created. I would like to see more satis-
factory arrangements for the use of the
development aid funds which Europe
provides, and naturally I  would like
to see a very substantial  increase in the
amount of these funds. And then I
would like to see a set of arrangements
under the general heading of  export
earnings which reflect the political will
which seemed evident in Kingston  and
which can lead eventually to a situation
where the production of primary com-
modities in developing countries emerges
from its present depressing state and
attains a status of both greater respect-
ability and greater profitability.
Overall, I would like to see an agree-
ment which provides a basis on which
we can plan real and effective develop-
ment in all our countries, an agreement
which recognises a  new and more
enlightened relationship between  a group
of developed and developing countries
and is capable of showing that economic
cooperation between them can  be
mutually rewarding.  t
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lnterview  SvllaUvve Holtz, tells the "News" 
''If  development policy is to be anti-imperialistic 
it must support 
the struggle for suppressing 
colonial syste111s, race discrin1ination 
and foreign do111ination '' 
Uwe Holtz is a young socialist (born in 1944} and 
since  1972  has  been  a  member of the  Bundestag 
(the  Lower  House  of  the  Federal  German  Par-
liament}, where he is chairman of the parliamentary 
Committee for Economic Affairs and  Cooperation. 
In the Council of Europe at Strasbourg, he sits as a 
deputy  member of the  Consultative  Assembly.  In 
March 1974 he took part in the raw materials confer-
ence in New York. 
Mr. Holtz is a doctor of letters in the University of 
Kiel, where he holds an appointment as assistant in 
contemporary history. He is  particularly interested 
in  regional  cooperation  agreements,  such  as  the 
Yaounde  Convention  and  the  forthcoming  agree-
ment between the A.C.P.  and  the European  Com-
munity.  He thinks, however, that development aid 
should be increasingly handled on a world basis. 
•  Mr. Holtz, would you briefly describe 
your general philosophy about a  policy 
for  economic  development  aid  to  the 
Third  World,  and the  form  you  think it 
should take? 
- A  general  philosophy  about  devel-
oping  countries  cannot  be  summarised 
in  a  few  sentences.  But  I  can  tell  you 
about some of the fundamental  aspects 
of our cooperation policy. 
The  objective of the second  develop-
ment  decade,  as  I  understand  it,  was 
to bring the world a fairer economic and 
social  order,  which would provide well-
balanced  encouragement  for  the  social 
and  economic  progress  of  developing 
countries  and  a  system  of  association 
on  a  world  scale.  Underdevelopment 
comes  both  from  within  and  from 
without. In the widest sense  I regard the 
struggle  against it as  a struggle against 
a  world  economic  commercial  and 
monetary  system  which  sets  up  dis-
crimination  against  the  Third  World. 
Second, it is  getting public development 
aid  which will be  more effective,  better, 
more  extensive  and  a  generator  of 
freedom that I call  the real  development 
policy.  I  am  well  aware  that  in  public 
development  aid,  this  stricter  policy 
plays only a secondary part in the attempt 
to improve the unhappy lot of developing 
countries;  and  for  this  reason,  the  aid 
has  to be  effectively tailored  to specific 
requirements. 
It is  my opinion that any development 
policy,  if  it  is  really  anti-imperialistic, 
must do  everything  possible  to support 
the struggle for getting rid of all colonia I 
systems, racial discrimination and foreign 
domination,  alike  on  the  political,  the 
financial  and  the  material  sides.  I  think 
we  should  avoid  interference  in  the 
internal  affairs of the developing coun-
tries,  which means that we should con-
sider  how they  look at things.  The  aid, 
however,  has  to  be  selective;  and  the 
biggest  effort  should  be  deployed  for 
countries  in  which  political  and  social 
forces  are  working  towards  progressive 
reforms,  and  the  aid  itself  should  be 
guided  by the process  of emancipation. 
Development  policy  should  contribute 
to securing a more equitable distribution 
of wealth, and should not be  channelled 
to  the  advantage  of  the  privileged 
classes or reactionary governments. 
In  addition,  public  development  aid 
should  provide  support  for  the  less 
developed  countries  and  also  those 
which have been  most severely affected 
by  the  energy  crisis.  The  condition  for 
economic  and  social  progress  is  a 
vigorous  and  effective  struggle  against 
the  poverty of peoples,  aimed  to satisfy 
minimum  human  requirements.  Devel-
oping  countries  which  are  poor or very 
poor, should not be helped with repayable 
loans, but with subsidies; and the sector 
priorities  should  give  the  main  support 
to small  farmers,  and  help  in  setting  up 
a  system  of  vocational  training  and 
education  adapted  to  the  local  back-
ground. Foreign and other private invest-
ment should be  guided and  encouraged 
by the  developing  countries themselves 
in  accordance with their own objectives 
and their own priorities. 
For multi-national companies the main 
aim  should  not  be  to  dismantle  their 
international  structure,  but  rather  to 
control  their  activities  and  oblige  them 
to serve the ends of economic and social 
progress,  both  in  industrial  countries 
and  in  developing  countries.  Direct 
contributions by way of public aid should 
be  increased  up to the target  figure  of 
0.7 %.  In  my view, public aid  should  be 
so  designed  as  to  encourage  changes 
both  in  the  social-economic  field  and 
in  the  technological.  For  example,  it 
should  encourage  reforms  in  the  dis-
tribution of incomes;  and  it should  help 
towards  the  development  of  the  right 
techniques. 
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Cooperation,  Dr.  Eppler,  said  in  an 
interview  with  the  "News"  last  May, 
that  the  german  contribution  to  the 
economic progress of developing coun-
tries  ought  to  be  doubled  by  1978, 
increasing to about DM 6 016 m. 
Has  the  commitment  of  Bonn  to 
the  battle  against  underdevelopment 
undergone  any  change  as  a  result  of 
the  political  "pragmatism"  of the  new 
Chancellor,  Mr.  Helmut  Schmidt,  the 
difficulties  in  deciding  the  scale  of the 
effort  to  be made  by the  Nine,  or  the 
departure  of Mr.  Erhard Eppler  from  the 
government? 
- I should emphasise at the outset that 
it  is  always  difficult  to  lay  down very 
precise  plans.  It  always  happens  that 
there are structural changes to be accom-
modated.  A  current  example  is  the 
disruption  of  international  trading  con-
ditions  through  the  joint  action  taken 
by  the  O.P.E.C.  countries  (Organisation 
of Petroleum Exporting Countries). When 
you  ask  whether  german  policy  to 
developing  countries  has  changed,  my 
answer is  categorically no.  The fact that 
Mr. Schmidt has  passed to the headship 
of the  government  has  made  no  direct 
change in our policy towards developing 
countries.  As  I  said  just now, there  are 
two approaches to development policy. 
The principles underlying development 
aid  are  often  contradictory.  It  is  for  us 
to decide for ourselves whether the need 
principle is compatible with the selectivity 
principle;  and  also,  whether  it  accords 
with the principle under which we seek 
to  further  our  own  interests  since,  in 
my view, the bilateral  interests of devel-
oping  and  developed  countries  are  the 
same.  Their  ecological  interests,  the 
humanitarian,  political  and  economic 
interests  are  all  the  same.  On  the  other 
hand,  the  industrial  countries  are  apt, 
for  example,  to  be  interested  in  raw 
materials;  and  I  should  say,  that  public 
development  aid  should  not  be  limited 
solely to  procuring  us  our raw  material 
supplies.  As  politicians,  therefore,  our 
action  in  the  development  field  should 
be  undertaken with extreme prudence. 
...  There  is  an increasir1g  tendency for 
all aid policy to non-industrial countries 
to  be put on a world basis.  Personally I 
see  in  this  a  major  advantage,  since  it 
will  make  opinion  in  countries  with 
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wasteful economies  increasingly  aware 
of the  position  elsewhere in  the  world, 
and this should certainly have an impor-
tant  effect  on  international  relations 
during  the  eighties.  I  also  see  in  it 
various  disadvantages.  The  aid  tends 
to be diluted, and the organs of decision 
are  apt  to  be  ineffective  and  have 
inadequate  powers,  since  their  world 
scope gives them a more political aspect 
than  is  contained in  conventions  such 
as  Yaounde  or  the  Commonwealth 
Sugar  Agreement  which  have  already 
proved  their  worth.  What  do  you  feel 
about this? 
- Personally, I do not like the reference 
to  countries  with  a  wasteful  economy. 
I agree that among the developed coun-
tries there are some where the behaviour 
of  certain  social  classes  gives  the 
impression  of  wastefulness.  I  must, 
however,  insist  that,  at  the  level  of the 
great  mass  of  the  population,  there  is 
an  identity of interest between industrial 
and developing countries. 
There  can  be  two  approaches  to 
putting  aid  on  a  world  scale.  First,  the 
European Community could progressively 
extend its aid to all developing countries; 
and  I  hope  that  all  the  countries  of 
Europe  will  agree  to  a  policy  on  these 
lines.  Second,  the  aid  could  be  made 
multilateral,  provided  the  developing 
countries  are  able  to  participate  in 
decisions  concerning  themselves,  and 
have the right of vote in the international 
organisation;  and  provided  these  orga-
nisations are  governed  by the principles 
to  which  I  referred  at  the  beginning  of 
this interview. 
P..  The  second  development  decade 
will soon be coming to  an  end, and its 
results have not been particularly brilliant. 
Few  countries  have  reached  the  target 
figure  of  0.7%  of  the  G  .N.P.  which 
U.N.O.  had postulated as  the public aid 
contribution.  Do  you  not  think  that, 
when all is said and done, a world policy 
in  such  a  matter  commits  everybody 
and therefore commits nobody; and there 
might be less expense and more certainty 
of  results  in  contractual  "regional" 
structures  associated  with  international 
finance organisations, and in coordinated 
bilateral cooperation policies? 
- There are two sides to all these ideas. 
Your  concept  may  be  more  sure  of 
results-but  what  sort  of  results?  Will 
it  not  stabilise  spheres  of  influence, 
prolong  the  system  of  imperialism  and 
the  neo-colonialism  of  industrial  coun-
tries  in  the  A.C.P.  And  will  it  be  less 
expensive?  The  financial  question  is 
always  a  delicate  one,  and  technical 
assistance undoubtedly costs  more than 
financial  aid.  Perhaps  it  would  be 
preferable  to  think  in  terms  of  other 
finance programmes. In Federal Germany 
our  approach  is  to  ask  the  potential 
beneficiary  countries  what  they  them-
selves  want for their  development  pur-
poses,  and  on  this  basis  we  provide 
finance.  For  the  time  being  the  main 
part  of  our  intervention  is  connected 
with the different branches of agriculture. 
As  between  the  criteria  of  certainty, 
cheapness and other standards of judge-
ment, our choice has to be  circumspect. 
~  You  spoke  just  now  about  the 
imperialistic  character  of  the  aid.  As 
everybody  understands,  some  of  the 
development  contributions  have  their 
ulterior motives.  On  the other hand, the 
regional organisations  provide  a margin 
of safety as a result of  their neutrality and 
effectiveness, and this is  recognised by 
the developing countries; whereas world 
organisations-even the  United Nations 
Development  Programme  (U.N.D.P.)-
do  not  offer  the  same  advantages  in 
safety and effectiveness. 
- There is  no difficulty about assessing 
the effectiveness of world organisations. 
Take,  for  example,  the  World  Bank, 
which is  itself quite effective. 
~  The  advantages  of a  world system, 
nevertheless, are not altogether apparent. 
- Yes  they are;  there  are  many advan-
tages in such an  aid  policy. An example 
can  be  seen  in  the world  raw  materials 
conference  held  in  New  York  in  April-
May,  1974.  It  was  noted  in  New York 
that there was likely to be  a big change 
in  the  present  balance  of forces  acting 
in  favour  of  developing  countries.  For 
the  first  time  the  arab  oil-producing 
countries no  longer stand  out by them-
selves  as  an  advance  guard.  In  a world 
conception  of  development  aid,  the 
group of 77 (there are more of them now) 
will  have  more  responsibility  and  will 
be  able to take  an  effective  part  in  the 
making  of  decisions  in  which  they  are 
concerned.  At  present,  however,  the 
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destination  of european aid is decided
solely by the Brussels organisation, that
is to say, by the industrial countries
themselves. The risk of a division of
the Third World is even greater. A world
policy in my view is a chance for securing
unity and agreement among developing
countries. You spoke of  the A.C.P.
countries;  but what is actually happening
here is a division into groups of the
underdeveloped  countries. What are
you going to do about the others-about
India, Latin America and lndonesia?
It can easily be understood that some
of the A.C.P. prefer to be organised  with
Europe, so that inside this organisation
their position  is one of privilege. Never-
theless, I think it is to the interest of
the Third World to form a single bloc in
their dealings with our industrial coun-
tries.
homogeneous in its interests, whereas a
world group rs necessarily quite the
rcverse. An  international cooperation
policy sponsored  by U.N.O. or any other
world institution, has very little chance
of success. For example, in UNCTAD lll,
or even during the last rcw materials
crisis, the chance of an underdeveloped
country making  its voice heard depended
on whether it  was or was not an oil
producer.
- 
Yes I know that the production  of
raw materials and the types produced
set up differences  between developing
countries.  The fact remains, all the same,
that the countries of the Third World, if
they want to bridge the gap between
themselves and the industrial countries,
must necessarily have a common front
in looking for the solutions. This is
what Boum6dienne attempted  to do in
New York. lt is true, too, that UNCTAD
has not produced the results expected
of it. This is why it is just as well to be a
realist and a  pragmatist. I  therefore
approve the present attitude of  the
A.C.P. countries and shall make some
remarks about it.
Assembly of the Council of Europe, yotr
suggested the extension of generalised
non-reciprocal tariff preferences to all
the products of developing  countries.
Nevertheless,  in the present state of the
international trading system under the
rules of G.A.T.T., the lobbies sef up by
the big multinational firms, and the lack
of technical equipment in  developing
countries, will still be a factor against
the latter in the terms of trade. Ought not
the customs measures  to be accompanied
by international  means  of payment, such
as special drawing rights (S.D.R.) which
would enable them to  obtain the
machinery  they need for their industrial
equipment  without having to run undue
risks from the disequilibrium  in  their
payments balances?
-  S.D.R.s are certainly a  possible
solution for the deterioration in the terms
of  trade. N evertheless, this solution
brings in a serious risk-that of still more
galloping inflation. I think we should
consider other methods for dealing with
the loss of income by the countries of
the Third World. I am thinking  in particular
of paying remunerative prices for the
commodities  these countries produce.
A day must come when fairer prices are
offered for exported raw materials,  so
as to reduce the excessive  gap between
the prices of raw materials produced in
developing countries and those of manu-
factured goods coming essentially from
industrial countries.  One can imagine
solutions which would be very easy,
but it is not so simple to discover them.
in the C.D.U.lC.S.U. party, thinks we
ought to  "stop the immigration  of
workers into Europe and go ahead with
policies of development  cooperation".
This point of view is shared by most
people in  responsible positions with
regard to development aid policy, in-
cluding Claude  Cheysson,  member of
the E.E.C. Commission  and Jan Pronk,
the Netherlands Minister for Cooperation.
According to  them, the halt to  the
immigration of foreign workers would
have to be accompanied by the transfer
to the developing countries of some of
the industries associated  with the raw
materials. Erhard Eppler, in particular,
said he was sorry there was not yet a
structural Community policy about the
transfer of these industrial sectors  to
the non-industrial  countries. Have you
any suggestions to offer?
-  There is a serious conflict between
commercial  policy and development
policy. Development policy can be
liberal and progressive,  as is perhaps
the case in some of the countries of
Central and Northern Europe; but despite
this, the same countries practice an
economic and commercial policy on
traditional and conservative  lines. This
brings me back to what I said about
this at the beginning of our talk. There
is indeed a development policy in the
restricted sense, and a  development
policy in the wider sense. The latter
covers the whole system of  world
economic, commercial and monetary
organisation which works to the dis-
advantage  of the Third World. lt is in
this that we should seek to  make
structural changes. Erhard Eppler, for
whom I have great admiration, is perfectly
right in saying that there is not yet any
structural policy in this field. In my view
development  policy should cover the
general structural policy and the general
distribution policy.
It would be possible to think in terms
of an economic policy based on capitalist
companies  and the principle of  the
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location. This  means that insofar as  the 
developing countries had  areas  enjoying 
such  advantages,  they  should  be  able 
to  benefit from  the  free  play  of  market 
forces  and  set  up  industries,  such  as 
textiles,  leather  and  footwear.  This  also 
implies  that  in  your  countries  your 
activities should extend from the simple 
production of raw materials to their local 
processing;  and  that  firms  in  West 
Germany should set  up a consortium to 
mine  the  copper  in  Za"ire  and  put  it 
directly  into  process  there.  This  would, 
for example,  lead  to  your creating  new 
jobs  and  it  would  also  improve  your 
balance of payments through the export 
of semi-finished  products  which  would 
make  it  possible  for you  to  buy further 
capital  goods.  This  would  be  a  better 
development  aid  than  being  in  a  hurry 
to  hit  the  target  aid  figure  of  0.7%  of 
the  G.N.P.  If  you  were  to  set  such  a 
policy  into  operation,  you  could  do 
without the $500 m.  credit from  Federal 
Germany.  In  this field  a  number of first 
steps  have  already  been  taken.  This  is 
the  case  with  Algeria,  where  a  joint 
project  for  mining  uranium  is  under 
consideration  between  the  Federal  Re-
public  and  the  Algerian  Republic.  This 
is  a  field  in  which  there  are  certainly 
possibilities. 
The  transfer  of  industries  to  the 
Third  World  is  an  approach  to securing 
a  more  equitable  international  division 
of labour. For the time being this division 
of labour still runs on the traditional lines, 
by  which  I  mean  that  it  falls  into  the 
imperialist  pattern.  Federal  Germany 
trades  with  the  Third  World,  and  85% 
of  the  goods  it  buys  are  mineral  and 
vegetable raw materials.  We also  export 
to  the  Third  World  and  95%  of  these 
exports  consist  of manufactured  goods. 
This  is  trade  in  the  old  pattern,  which 
has  been  dominant  for  the  past  1 00 
years.  Something  has  got  to  change; 
and  if there is  to be  a change, we need, 
in  just the same way as  the Third World 
needs,  the  support  of  the  majority  of 
the  population,  the  industrial  workers 
and  the office workers  in  Germany  and 
the  other  countries.  We  have  got  to 
explain the position to our wage-earners, 
and  we  must  be  able  to  rely  on  an 
understanding  attitude,  both  from  them 
and  from  their  union  organisations.  We 
shall have to see to it that the plan does 
not result  in  a  loss  of jobs  in  our own 
countries;  for  if  it  did,  the  population 
would  refuse  to  cooperate  in  such  a 
policy.  This  means  that  the  only  way 
of  putting  the  proposed  policy  into 
execution, is  for our action to be agreed 
and  concerted  with  the  unions and  the 
wage-earners.  It  may  of  course  set  up 
disequilibria  in  some  cases,  and  this 
may  mean  under-employment  or  un-
employment  in  Federal  Germany.  The 
risk, however, is not great. If, for example, 
we  were  to  send  out  to  developing 
countries our firms in the textile, footwear, 
timber,  leather  and  other  industries,  we 
should-according to the World Econom-
ic  Institute  at  Kiel-be  losing  between 
200 000  and  400 000  jobs  between 
now  and  1980.  On  the  other  hand, 
we  have  in  the  Federal  Republic  no 
less  than  2.5 m.  foreign  wage-earners. 
It is  quite clear that if measures on these 
lines  were  to  be  slowly  and  cautiously 
applied,  we  could  perfectly  well  avoid 
there being any resulting unemployment. 
At the same  time we can  perfectly well 
transfer the jobs themselves  into under-
developed  countries,  which  includes 
countries  such  as  Turkey,  Yugoslavia 
and  the  arab  countries.  This  would 
mean  that  we  should  not  be  forcing 
foreign  workers  to  leave  their  own 
countries and cultural backgrounds, and 
the  general  environment  in  which  they 
were  brought up,  for the sake  of living 
in  a  germanic  world  which,  to them,  is 
altogether foreign.  There  are  thus  quite 
a  number  of  problems  for  which,  in 
the longer term, we could seek solutions. 
IJIJio- In  general,  Dr.  Holtz,  now  that  a 
new and enlarged cooperation agreement 
is a  near prospect, how do  you see  the 
relations  between  Europe  of the  Nine 
and the A.C.P.  countries (Africa,  Carib-
bean, Pacific)? 
- I  am  certainly  glad  that  the  Nine 
countries  of  the  European  Community 
have come to an agreement on a number 
of principles which will benefit the Third 
World,  such  as  that  of  non-reciprocity; 
that  they  have  agreed  to  offer  the 
countries  concerned  wider  possibilities 
of cooperation and participation-which 
seems  to  me  very  necessary-and  that 
they  expect  to  open  up  their  markets. 
I hope there will really be more generosity 
about the products known as  "sensitive" 
and  "semi-sensitive".  And  I  hope  the 
quotas will be  increased, so  that a better 
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balance  can  be  set  up  between  the 
different  countries.  So  far  this  has  not 
been  possible;  for if a  quota for  import 
into France, for example, were to be used 
up  it  could  not  be  taken  over  by,  say, 
Italy.  There  are  other  improvements  in 
the same field for which we can reason-
ably hope. In this I see a great possibility 
for  cooperation  between  the  industrial 
countries  and  those  which  are  less 
industrialised;  and  it  is  a  possibility, 
the effect of which will be to pass from 
the  stage  of  confrontation  to  that  of 
real  cooperation. 
Of course  we  must  not  lose  sight of 
the fact that the European Community is 
becoming  one  of  the  most  powerful 
economic  units  in  the  world,  and  that 
it  will  be  strengthening  its  position.  It 
could of course  happen that this would 
lead  to  our  gaining  customers,  markets 
and  even  exclusive markets,  particularly 
in  the  african  countries,  the  Caribbean 
and the Pacific; and that through bilateral 
treaties,  we  might  build  up  a  leading 
position  giving  us  a  kind  of hegemony. 
On  these  lines  Mr. Johann Galtung  has 
declared  that a  european  imperialism  is 
now  coming  into  existence;  and  that 
the nations of Europe are  setting out to 
do  collectively  just  what,  in  the  past, 
they  did  individually.  We  have  got  to 
get  rid  of  the  dangers  of  economic, 
political, military and cultural imperialism; 
and  in  this  connection  the  phrase 
"real  association"  is  very  much  in  its 
place. I hope we shall succeed in working 
in  a  spirit  of genuine  cooperation  with 
the  countries  of  Africa,  the  Caribbean 
and the Pacific. 
IJIJio- Are you optimistic? 
I  am  a  moderate  optimist,  by which 
I mean that you must sometimes let your 
optimism  be  thrust  upon  you.  Usually 
cooperation  is  only  possible  if  there  is 
first  a  confrontation.  There  must  often 
be  pressure  before you can  really  begin 
to  feel  optimistic.  In  this  case,  if there 
had  been  no  pressure,  the  industrial 
countries  would  not  feel  like  making 
big  concessions.  This  became  quite 
clear  in  the  preliminary  talks  with  the 
43 or 44 countries of Africa,  the  Carib-
bean  and  the  Pacific.  These  countries, 
however,  made  a  common  cause  and 
spoke  with  one  voice;  as  a  result,  we 
were  more  willing  to  arrive  at  real 
cooperation. ~ 
You  said  at  the  beginning  that  I  am 
a  young  socialist.  My  starting  point 
is that it is  necessary to arrive at a more 
equitable  world  economic  regime;  but 
I am  fully aware that it is not possible to 
revolutionise  the  world  overnight.  The 
process takes time.  During the interview, 
too,  I  said  development  policy  is 
primarily  a  general  structural  policy, 
aimed at more equity, more solidarity and 
more  liberty.  When  I  remember  how 
difficult  it  was  and  remains  to  set  up 
a  well-balanced  political  structure  in 
Federal  Germany,  and  how  difficult 
it is to operate a well-balanced political 
structure  in  the  European  Community-
from Scotland to Southern Italy, in some 
regions  of  France  and  also  in  Federal 
Germany  itself-1  can  conceive  how 
difficult  it  is  going  to  be  to  reach  a 
structural  policy  on  the  world  scale 
which  will  take  long  years  to  produce 
and will call for difficult decisions. 
In  addition,  as  everybody  knows,  a 
better  balanced  structural  policy  must 
mean  that you  have  to  take  something 
from  somebody  to  secure  a  more 
equitable  distribution-in  other  words, 
you have to take it from somebody to give 
to somebody else.  This implies, too, that 
in  some degree  we may have to forego 
an  increase  in  our  own  prosperity.  We 
cannot  continue  enriching  ourselves  as 
we have done hitherto; and this of course 
must  raise  opposition  in  some quarters. 
To do this we need to have an enlightened 
development  policy.  It  can,  in  my 
opinion,  be  summarised  by saying,  that 
we must in  the first instance  have joint 
interests  in  ecological,  humanitarian, 
economic  and  political  matters;  and 
secondly,  our  main  interest  consists  in 
operating an  active pol icy which will be 
a  guarantee  of  peace  by  the  natural 
elimination  of  social  injustice.  This 
policy for providing a guarantee of peace 
is based on three separate aspects. There 
must be  a  policy of peace  between the 
nations  of the  West-for  example,  be-
tween Germany and France, the reconcil-
iation  between  whom  is  an  outstanding 
example; there must be  a policy of peace 
with the eastern  countries;  and the third 
pillar  is  a  policy  of peace  towards the 
Third  World.  This  is  my  conception 
of an  active  policy  to  guarantee  peace 
and secure progress on the world scale. • 
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FIRST EUROPEAN TOURIST EXHIBITION 
In  the  Associated  countries  in  Africa  the 
tourist  business  made  a  hesitant  beginning 
a few years ago, but it is now gathering pace. 
Governments  have  been  faced  with  a 
growing  demand,  and  have  taken  steps  to 
increase  the  accommodation  and  capacity. 
This is particularly true in the Ivory Coast and 
Senegal,  where  the  new  facilities  include 
holiday villages.  In  many  of the  Associated 
countries tourist development is given priority 
among  the  other  economic  activities,  and 
investment codes provide various advantages 
for private investors. 
The  E.E.C.  Commission  appreciates  the 
interest  of the  Associated  countries  in  the 
development  of  the  tourist  trade  in  Africa 
and  recognises  that  it  raises  a  number  of 
problems for the countries concerned.  It has 
accordingly taken  a number of measures for 
the promotion in Europe of the tourist 
business in the A.A.S.M. 
Some  of these  are  aimed  at  the  profes-
sionals  in  the tourist trade  and  others  have 
their target  in  the  wider public.  In  the first 
instance these have  included the discussion 
meetings on tourist facilities, organised  with 
Commission  support  at  Marseilles  in  1970, 
at Yaounde two years later and in Paris in May 
1974.  Secondly,  they  include  A.A.S.M. 
participation in specialised tourist exhibitions, 
the organisation  of tourist stands  as  part of 
the  African  Fortnight  in  Brussels  in  Sep-
tember  1973,  and  the  showing  of  tourist 
films on the occasions when the Community 
programme brings the Associated countries to 
exhibit in international trade fairs. 
In  the  present  year  the  Brussels  Holiday 
Tourism  and  Leisure  Exhibition  was  the 
occasion  for  the first  european  exhibition 
of african tourism. The  E.E.C.  Associates 
taking part were Cameroon, the Ivory Coast, 
Gabon, Mali, Niger and Senegal. 
Financial  help  was  provided  for  their 
participation by the belgian government and 
from  the  European  Development  Fund,  and 
technical assistance was given by the E.E.C. 
Commission.  The  A.A.S.M.  stands  covered 
an  area  of  1 500  sq. m.  In  addition  to  the 
exhibition  of  african  arts  and  crafts,  the 
exhibition included the showing of films and 
coloured slides of tourist interest; and visitors 
were  thus  able  "to  make  a  mini  tour  of 
Associated Africa" in which they got a taste 
of the african atmosphere, and to which they 
were  welcomed  with  smiles  by  the  african 
tourist  authorities  and  hostesses  who  had 
come over specially from Africa to take part 
in the promotion programme. 
The  Associated  countries  have  a  big 
tourist  potential  in  natural  resources  of 
various  kinds,  and  can  offer facilities  to  all 
sorts of visitors for all  sorts of visits, broadly 
classified  as  seaside  (or lake-side)  holidays, 
business  visits  and  up-country  trips.  The 
seaside  holidays, too, can  be combined with 
tours  covering  several  countries.  For  a  real 
success  in  the  tourist  business,  however, 
as was pointed out in an  inaugural speech by 
M.  Guy  Cudell,  then  belgian  Minister  for 
Development  and  Cooperation,  "it  is  not 
enough  to  present  Africa  as  our  holiday 
destination, but the whole package of tourism 
in  Africa  must be  put forward attractively in 
a form to satisfy all comers". 
The exhibition provided an  opportunity for 
those  in  charge  of  the  various  stands  to 
strengthen  the  contacts  they  had  already 
made  with  various  companies  and  travel 
agencies, with a view to organising tours or 
preparing the ground for organising them. 
The  Ivory Coast,  which is  seen  to be  very 
far advanced in the tourist field, was able to 
show prospectuses  and  photo-panels of its 
hotel  chains  and  holiday villages  which,  in 
the  past  few  years,  have  gone  beyond  the 
neighbourhood of the capital and are found in 
profusion  around  other  resorts  such  as 
Assouinde or Assinie. 
Mali offered visitors a taste of the cola nut, 
inviting  them  to  admire  its  landscapes  and 
the  work  of  its  artists.  Niger,  cooperating 
with a belgian firm,  is  offering a new facility 
to young visitors under 30, appealing to their 
sense of adventure in a "bush tour" along the 
valley  of the river  Niger.  Cameroon  displays 
the  immense  variety  of the country  and  its 
forms of culture, from the forests in the south 
to the volcanic piles of the Kapsiki.  Senegal, 
another  country  where  tourist  facilities  are 
very  advanced,  has the benefit of not being 
unduly far from  Europe and  caters  for every 
known  type  of  visitor.  Gabon  promises 
"'holidays  with  a  difference",  with  hunting 
and fishing as the chief attractions. 
There was an  extremely good press recep-
tion for this first  appearance  of the african 
countries  in  the  belgian  holiday  exhibition, 
and it was the subject of interesting articles. 
On  the  other  hand,  though  the  tourist 
trade  may  be  a  source  of  wealth,  it  also 
raises  a  number  of  problems.  These  were 
discussed  in  the  seminar  for  professionals, 
held  in  Brussels  during  the  exhibition.  The 
problems dealt with included: 
- hotel investments in Africa; 
- the desire for travel and information; 
- problems of airline companies; 
- relations  between  official  bodies,  airline 
companies, mass media and embassies; 
- an  experimental discovery tour offered by 
the  belgian  organisation  "Caravanes  de  Ia 
Jeunesse". • 
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The railways of Af rica
It  has been said of  Black I  Africa that it suffers from
"the weakness of being a con-
tinent". Here more than else-
where communications are a
f undamental condition  for
economic and social develoP-
ment. lt the road creates the
traffic, the same can be said
about the railways. Adequate
means of communication  are a
factor of national unity within
a country, and they are a factor
of proximity between different
countries, which is sPeciallY
desirable when those countries
have frontiers in common. In
dimension, for  examPle, the
United States is a continent;
and this  continent,  PeoPled
from so many sources, might
well have failed to become a
nation had not the far-west and
the  eastern seaboard  been
linked long ago with the rest
of the country by a well-devel-
oped system of  communica-
tions, by land, by water and
air and by telecommunication.
As in the case of telecommu-
nications ("News" No.26-
Jufy/August 1974) the A.C.P.
in general and Africa in Partic-
ular are somewhat behindhand
in their railway infrastructure.
Most of the railway lines were
built in the colonial Period as
simple extensions of the ocean
highways, carrying them to the
main centres which Produce
the raw materials for the in-
dustries of metroPolitan  coun-
tries. The position here is not
unlike what it is in telecommu-
nications, about which an en-
quiry in 1968 on the facilities in
42 countries showed that out
of 832 telephone  connections,
between one african countrY
and another-even those next
door to one another-380 had
still to be routed through Eu-
rope. Between the  French-
speaking and the English-sPeak-
ing countries of Africa, railwaY
connections  do not at Present
exist at  all. The colonising
powers were out to  further
their own interests, and the
railways they built converged
upon the seaports, from which
the exports were shipped. The
idea of building real national
systems, or  frequent  cross-
frontier connections did not
enter into their calculations.
At  present, nevertheless,
progress is under way, espe-
cially since most of the A.C.P.
countries are now masters of
their own destinies. Those who
govern the different countries
are keenly aware of the vital
importance of  communica-
tions in their internal, regional
and inter-african relationships.
There is already a project in
hand for a road across Africa,
and work is in  progress in
setting up great railwaY sYs-
tems to strengthen the links
between the different coun-
tries. The new trans-Cameroon
railway is now finished, cover-
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African  railwaYsing 621 km between Yaound6
and itsterminus  at Ngaound6r6,
with provision for a possible
branch into the Central African
Republic and a road extension
to  Chad. Another example is
the Tanzam (Tanzania-Zambia
railway), the longest in Africa,
which is to  be 1 860 km in
length to link Dar-es-Salaam
with Kapiri Mposhi. These are
only two examples of the rail-
way construction and impro-
vement projects currently in
progress in Africa. They are a
clear indication of the interest
attaching, especially in present
economic conditions, to a form
of transport which consumes
only about a fifth of the energy
needed for road transport for
the same tonnage. Our Dossier
in  this  issue is  accordingly
devoted to the railway systems
of ACP countries; but in so
wide a field it cannot claim to
be exhaustive.
This  length of  railway includes
1 466 km of mining railways, which are
open for public service either not at all
or only in specific conditions.
All the railway networks south of the
Sahara are operated by State admin-
istrations, but their character is industrial
and they are financially  independent.
Apart from five of the mine railways
built on the standard gauge of 1.435 m
(4 ft  8.5 inches), practically all  the
(')  Director General of the (french) Office Central  des
Chemins de fer d'Outre-Mer (OFEROM),  Paris.
(1) Bissau  is no longer  the capital of Guinea. Madina
Do Boe is now the seat of the new republic's  institutions.
african systems south of the Sahara were
built either on the normal metre gauge
(39.37 in.) or the english version of
3 ft. 6 in. (1.067 m) (2).
The english 3 ft. 6 gauge predominates
(46 786 km). There are 12744km of
normal metre-gauge line and 2138 km of
narrow gauge lines between  60 and
95 cm (23.6 and 37.3 in.).
--->
(2) ln fact the first two lines in the southern  part of
Africa were laid on the standard  gauge of 4tt 8% in.
These were from Cape Town ro Wellington (1857-60)
and between Durban and the Point  about the same date.
The decision to change  to the 3ft 6 gauge  came in 1872,
when it became  necessary to extend  the railway into
the interior across difficult  mountain territory.
Railway systerTrs
south of the Sahara
ACH IEVEMENTS AND PROSPECTS
by Pierre PROTAT (.)
Africa covers a total area of 30.3 m.sq. km, to serve which it  has
75 842 km of railway line. The area of the territory south of the Sahara
is af most24.6 m.sq.km,  and the length of its railway lines is 62 816 km
in af f . These lines are to be found in 25 countries-Mauritania, Senegal,
Mali, Guinea, Liberia, Ghana, the lvory Coast, Upper Volta, Togo,
Dahomey, Nigeria, Cameroon, Congo, Zaire, Sudan, Ethiopia,  Uganda,
Kenya, Tanzania, zambia, Angola, Mozambique, swaziland, Botswana
and the South African Republic. There are nine countries which have no
railway-Niger,  Chad, Rwanda, Burundi, the Central African Republic,
Somalia,  Gambia, Guinea-Bissau  (1) and Equatorial Guinea. Last of all
Sierra Leone is replacing its State-owned  railway by a road.
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Africa were built at the beginning of the present century. the
undertaking dating back to the concluding third of the previous
century, both in the northern and in the southern  part of the
continent  (3). They were built in the dependant territories  of
european countries,  which applied the same techniques and
measurements  as they had used in metropolitan  territory.  This
explains, in particular, the difference in gauges.  The choice of
the english gauge for the systems in territories under the admin-
istration of Portugal and Belgium may seem surprising. lt was
due to the strong british influence in the african regions in
question,  exercised  through dynamic personalities such as
Cecil Rhodes and contractors such as Pauling.
The comparatively  recent date of the african systems accounts
for the use of the metric gauge. This was introduced in Europe
in about 1960-70, when the need arose for connecting  up with
the principal system, but keeping  the investment at a minimum.
Contractors,  such as Decauville foresaw a valuable market and
designed  highly suitable material at series-production  prices.
Throughout the african continent  the need of the time was the
quick provision  of penetration  routes for military  and administra-
tive purposes,  as well as for economic  development, and here
again the investment had to be kept as low as possible.
Moreover,  the metre gauge had track-holding  advantages,
which reduced the necessary volume of earthshifting  and the
dimensions of the bridges, so that it was a first-class answer to
the problem.
The colonial  railway systems  naturally followed the fortunes
of the colonising  powers and underwent the consequences of
world events. Within three decades came the First World War,
the slump in the thirties and the Second  World War; and these,
coupled with the after effects of decolonisation, led to the
interruption of construction and improvements  in progress,
changes  in long-term  programmes  and in some cases, a certain
lack of interest in railway construction. This helps to explain the
low railway density  in Africa, wherethere is only one kilometre  of
line to every 400 sq. km of territory.
The figure of course is far below what is to be found in
Europe,  ranging from 1 km of track for every 9 sq' km in
Belgium, for every 15 sq. km in France and 16 sq. km in ltaly.
The structure, technical development and traffic of the
railway systems in the maghreb  countries and Egypt in the
north of Africa, and the South African Republic  in the south (4),
are more akin to those of South America (especially Brazil and
Argentina)  than to those of the other african countries. In what
follows, therefore, no further reference will be made to these
systems, apart from the remark that their development was
particularly rapid in the period 1960-73.
Satisf actory resu lts
It was only in 1930 and the following  years that the railway
systems south of the Sahara, from Mauritania to Zambia, were
brought into a state which, though by no means final, was at
least sufficient for serving an active economic system. This
(3) The earliest  projects date back to the law of April 8, 1857 for Algeria,  and 1854
for the Cape line.
,  (4) ln 1972 the systems  in the Maghreb  carried almost 26 m. passengers and
31.5 m. tons of goods.  Those of South  Africa carried over 565 m. passengers and
117.8 tons of goods.
was, for example, the time when the Senegal and Mali systems
-the 
former Dakar-Niger line-reached  their present stage, and
the same applied in Guinea. The railway link between Abidjan
and Ouagadougou  was still unfinished,  as was that between
Brazzaville  and the Atlantic. The east african and nigerian
systems  had practically  reached their present capacity. Already
the operating results were running ahead of the estimates upon
which the construction and improvement decisions had been
based. In Senegal, for example, the railway system in 1885, the
year after its inauguration, carried 26 458 tons of goods traffic,
which had risen to 67 492 tons by 1895 and amounted in 1909
to no less than 306 646 tons. In Nigeria, too, the railway had
reached three quarters of its present development by 1927,
when there were 257O track km (against 3 505 today) and it
carried 2.8 m. passengers and 989 500 tons of goods.
The really important economic  expansion was launched
between 1950 and 1960, after which it went ahead very rapidly.
Both in Zaire and in East Africa, however,  there were difficulties
following the accession to independence. These produced  d
falf -off in the railway traffic, and in Zaire there was between
1 960 and 1 963 a good deal of serious destruction on the Katanga
and Great Lakes systems. Several important  bridges were de-
stroyed,  including those over the Lualaba at Kamina and
Kongolo. By 1965 the work of restoration was practically
finished. The Katanga and Great Lakes systems, the concession
for which was originally given to private companies reserving
a shareholding for the State of the Congo, are to be taken over
by the Zaire government  in accordance with the terms of the
concessions.
Annexed to this article are various figures showing the
increase in the numbers of locomotives  and rolling stock and
the growth in traffic. At this point, too, it is worth recording one
of the outstanding sets of growth figures among the african
railways. This relates to the R.A.N. (the Abidjan-Niger Railway
Administration):
1 957 1 959 1 961 1 963 1965
Passengers,  number (th.)
Passengers-km  (th.)
Goods: tons (th.)
ton-km  (th.)
801
93 900
415
139 223
1 408
195218
503
1 90 644
1 835
324 211
753
338 362
1 880
373824
698
329 958
2354
506 642
716
331 753
1 967 1 969 1971 1972 1973 (a)
Passengers,  number (th.)
Passenger-km (th.)
Goods: tons (th.)
ton-km (th.)
2236
478823
691
325 233
2 478
2 477
774
3 939
2 631
700 923
801
448 413
2 595
777 539
872
480 068
2828
883110
952
553 543
(a) Estimate.
U p-to-date railways
Many people have a tendency to think of the african railways
as much the same as the little european systems of purely local
interest. This probably springs from the fact that the gauge is
"narrow" and from memories  of pictures in pre-war geography
textbooks.  There is in fact nothing backward in gauges of a
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Railways south of the Sahata
(see page 33)Renaat vAN ELSLANDE, Belgian Minister
for Foreign Affairs and Gooperation
" The forthcorTl i ng ag reerTlent
with the A.C.P.
will be rrlarked by its nevn dirrlensions,
both geographical and in its scope"
Renaat Van Elslande states the aims and methods
of Belgium's cooperation policy in this exclusive
interview, and stresses the  innovations to  be
contained in the forthcoming agreement with the
A.C.P.
Mr. Van Elslande comes from East Flanders. He is
a Doctor of Law and holds a degree in political and
sociaf science. ln 1949, at the age of 32, he was
elected to the Belgian Chamber, where he is still a
Deputy as a member of the Christian Democratic
Party (Christelijke Volkspartij, or CVP). His election
was the first step in a brilliant political career. He
has been Minister-Under Secretary of State for
Cultural Affairs (1960-61), Assistant Minister for
National Education and Culture (1961-65), Minister
for European Affairs and Minister for Netherlands
Culture (1966-68) and Minister for the lnterior
(1s72-73).
This is part of the series of interviews we have
published this year with the ministers responsible
for  cooperation policy in the countries of  the
European  Community, to which the ministers for
Italy, Federal Germany, the Netherlands and France
have already contributed.
developing  countries amounted to over
B F. 9 650 million(1), or 0.61 of the G.N.P.
ln | 972 the corresponding  figure was
0.55o/o. Do you think the target of
0.70o/o will soon be reached?
The figure of 0.70 Yo. was the target
of a five year plan, on which we em-
barked in 1971. The year 1975 will be
the final year of this plan.
The 1971 schedules put Belgium's
public aid in 1975 at BF. 13 894 million,
out of 
. a total G.N.P. of BF. 1 932 000
ffila"tgi.n  Fr"nc = o.o2 U.A.
million. The appropriation actually pro-
posed by the government for 1975 is
BF. 14359 million, or BF. 500 million
more than was laid down in the S-year
schedule. lt exceeds the figure in the
1974 budget by BF. 2591 million, or
22o/o; but even So, the O.7O% target
will not have been reached. This is
because we could not foresee the
increase in the G.N.P. in 1973 and
1974. The result is that the belgian
contribution  in 1975 will be 0.620/o
of the G.N.P., or 2 points above the
provision in 1974.
ln the coming yeat, therefore, we
shall be able to provide aid on a bigger
scale. This is an indication of the govern-
ment's wish to honour Belgium's under-
taking in regard to increasing the public
aid programmes on the same scale as
the G.N.P.
and to Rwanda and Burundi. /s this
practice to continue, or is the aid to be
in some degree redistributed?
It has always been envisaged that
the increase in the resources  made
available should be partly applied bilat-
eraffy over a wider geographical  area,
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multi-lateral aid. 
One  effect  of the  increase  in  our  aid 
in  1975 will  therefore  be  an  extension 
of  the  list  of  recipient  countries.  Apart 
from  the  17  countries  at  present  con-
cerned, the aid bill will extend to a short 
list of additional  countries.  In  this con-
nexion  the  government  is  thinking  of 
Tanzania,  Zambia  and  Surinam  among 
others. As regards the choice of coopera-
tion  activities,  the  programme  will  not 
only  be  concerned,  as  it  has  been 
hitherto, with the priorities of the coun-
tries  in  question,  but  also  with  the 
possibility of improving living conditions 
at the lower end of the income scale. 
In  regard  to  za·ire,  more  especially, 
this  implies  a  certain  reorientation.  In 
1974  we  reduced  our  aid  in  those 
sectors  in  which  our  presence  was  no 
longer  necessary.  This  was  particularly 
true in  the teaching sector,  in which an 
adequate number of qualified instructors 
is  available  to  replace  our  technicians. 
In  1974-75  the  number  was  reduced 
by  100,  without  any  prejudice  to  the 
structure of the country. 
Regarding  Rwanda  and  Burundi,  I 
think  we  should  remember  that  both 
are  in  the  category  of  developing 
countries  to  which  the  United  Nations 
assigns first priority. 
.....  Another feature  of public aid is the 
high proportion  of grants  or  donations, 
which  account  for  86%  of  the  total. 
Do  you  think  it  likely  this  proportion 
will be maintained in future? 
I think it is  clear the Belgian  Govern-
ment  will  continue  on  these  lines,  and 
urge their generalisation as a fundamental 
feature of development aid. 
.....  You recently told the belgian Senate 
that "government aid should go beyond 
the project stage, and include the execu-
tion of programmes worked out in  close 
cooperation  with  the  countries  con-
cerned".  How  do  things  now stand in 
this respect? 
I  presume,  from  your  question,  that 
you  would  like to  see  priority  given  to 
integrated  development  projects,  in  line 
with  the  priorities  proposed  by  the 
countries concerned. 
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This  fits  in  with  my  intentions,  and 
the last meeting of the Mixed Committee 
on our bilateral aid to  Tunisia,  Rwanda, 
Burundi  and  Senegal  is  a  confirmation 
of  my  policy.  The  projects  concerned, 
and  for which  a special  agreement was 
reached, cover both financial and material 
aid  and  sending  experts  and  training 
counterpart  personnel  to  carry  on  with 
the project. 
.....  Very  recently,  the  negotJatJOns  for 
a  new Association Agreement between 
the  E.E.C.  and the  44 A.C.P.  countries 
included  an  important  ministeriel con-
ference  which  was  held  at  Kingston, 
Jamaica. Many observers have expressed 
the  view  that  the  conference  gave  the 
negotiations a decisive political impetus. 
What do you think about this? 
The  Kingston  conference  certainly 
supplied  the  impetus  needed  for  the 
effective  and  realistic  continuation  of 
the negotiations between the Community 
and the countries of Africa, the Caribbean 
and the Pacific. 
It  became  possible  to  work out JOint 
approaches  to  the  main  problems.  By 
these  I  mean  the  trading  system,  the 
stabilisation  of  export  receipts  and 
industrial  cooperation.  There  was  also 
a first exchange of views on the amount 
of the financial aid. 
The  acceptance of the principles thus 
laid  down  will  make  it  possible  to 
continue  the  negotiations.  Since  the 
end  of  the  summer  holiday  period 
they  have  indeed  been  resumed  at  a 
greater pace, so that the agreements can 
be  finalised  before the  end  of the year. 
.....  Apart  from  the  trading  system  and 
industrial cooperation, the general public 
was  impressed  by  the  joint  approach 
worked out to the question of  introducing 
a  system  of  stabilising  revenue  from 
basic  products  exported  to  the  Com-
munity  by  the  A.C.P.  Some  of  the 
practical  measures  for  implementing 
this  have  still  to  be  worked out,  more 
especially  the  list  of  products  to  be 
covered and the definition of the criteria 
of eligibility.  Are  you  optimistic  about 
this? 
On  the  question  of  introducing  a 
system  of stabilisation for A.C.P.  export 
receipts,  I  think one  can  be  reasonably 
optimistic.  The  joint  will  to  bring  such 
machinery  into  effect  was  very  clearly 
expressed,  and  work  is  being  actively 
pushed forward to determine the imple-
mentation arrangements. 
Specific  proposals  have  been  made 
on  both  sides  regarding  the  list  of 
products in respect of which this system 
shall  be  available.  It  should  not  be 
impossible  to  reach  agreement  within 
a reasonable time. 
Moreover, the Community has already 
stated its intention of taking into account, 
inter alia: 
- fluctuations in the total export receipts 
of the applicant country; 
- world market price fluctuations affect-
ing  the  exports  to countries outside the 
Community; 
- the  level  of  development  in  the 
applicant country  and  any special  diffi-
culty  arising  through  its  geographical 
location. 
.....  The  A.C.P.  memorandum on indus-
trial  cooperation attracted much interest 
on the european side, and it was agreed 
that the problem should be covered by 
a  separate  chapter in  the  future  agree-
ment. In  this connexion, when it comes 
to  rechannelling  the  activity  of private 
firms,  have  you  any  apprehensions 
regarding the scanty powers of govern-
ments  in  european  countries  in  which 
the economy is in  greater or less degree 
liberal? 
The  industrial  cooperation  envisaged 
includes  a  number  of  methods  and 
forms  of  action,  calculated  to  promote 
industrial  development  in  Associated 
countries,  without  necessarily  requiring 
any  re-channelling  of  the  activity  of 
private firms. 
The lines of action include, for example: 
- finance  for  industry  and  industrial 
infrastructure; 
- special  measures  to  help  small  and 
medium-scale undertakings; 
- training schemes for staff workers and 
other  personnel  in  the  industries  of the 
A.C.P.; 
- information  to  the  A.C.P.  on  tech-
nological questions; 
- setting up organisations for industrial 
cooperation and for industrial information 
and promotion. On  the other hand,  as  far as  some of 
the claims made by the A. C. P.  regarding 
the  adjustment  of  industrial  structures 
in  the  Community  are  concerned,  it  is 
quite clear that a very close and realistic 
examination  will  have  to  be  made  of 
the possibilities which exist in  this field 
to ascertain how far any effective action 
can be contemplated. 
....  There  are  two  problems  not  yet 
settled-sugar  and  the  amount  of the 
next European Development Fund.  What 
compromises do  you think are  possible? 
The  two  problems  you  mention  are 
likely  to  be  the  most  difficult to  settle 
during the final stage of the negotiation. 
As  regards  sugar,  the  Commonwealth 
countries  and  Great  Britain  have,  since 
the beginning of the fifties, been operating 
the  Commonwealth  Sugar  Agreement, 
by which Great Britain imports a definite 
quantity of sugar each  year  (an  average 
of 1 400 000 tons)  at  prices determined 
by  agreement  between  the  contracting 
parties. 
The  A.C.P.  sugar  producing  countries 
now request that more substantial  price 
and  quantity guarentees  be  given  them 
by  the  enlarged  Community,  as  from 
January  1,  1975,  when  the  Common-
wealth  Sugar  Agreement  comes  to  an 
end. 
The  Community  undertaking  is  laid 
down  in  Protocol  22  of  the  Treaty  of 
Adhesion.  It  is  "to  pay  due  regard  to 
safeguarding  the  interests  of  all  Asso-
ciated  countries the  economy of which 
depends to a considerable extent on the 
export  of  basic  products,  especially 
sugar".  It  is  in  this  context  that  the 
Community  has  made  offers  which 
would  have  the  effect  of  setting  up  a 
system of sugar imports from the A.C.P. 
countries.  These  countries,  however, 
consider the offers insufficient. 
I should add that the Community is  at 
present considering whether it would be 
desirable to amend the existing organisa-
tion of the Community sugar market. The 
problem  is  extremely complex,  and  you 
will understand that it is difficult to make 
any  forecast  of  possible  compromise 
solutions. 
In  the  same  way,  the  amount  of the 
development fund for the next five years 
is  a  matter  for  negotiations  which  are 
necessarily tricky,  since the  Community 
views  and  those  of the  A.C.P.  are  still 
some  way  apart.  All  I  can  say  is,  that 
we  shall  have  to  find  a  golden  mean 
somewhere  between  3 000  and  8 000 
million  units of account.  In  the  present 
state of the negotiations, nobody can yet 
say where the compromise will lie. 
....  The  A.C.P.  countries,  according  to 
their spokesman,  Mr.  Babacar Ba,  were 
proposing  the  future  agreement should 
be signed at Lome, the capital of Togo. 
Before this, it was thought possible the 
agreement would be initialled within the 
next few  months.  Do  you think  this  is 
a real possibility? 
I can make no more than a brief reply. 
As I have said, there are still a number of 
quite complicated questions to be settled, 
and it is  not at all certain that acceptable 
solutions  can  be  found  to  all  of  them 
during  the  next  few  days.  Yet  I  think 
the  effort  which  has  been  made to  put 
some life into the negotiations may make 
it  possible  for  the  agreement  to  be 
initialled before many months are out. 
....  Lastly,  Mr.  Van  Elslande,  do  you 
think it is fair to say we are on our way to 
"a  new pattern of relationships between 
industrial countries and developing coun-
tries"? 
Indeed  I think the Association we are 
about to set up can be regarded as a new 
pattern. 
It will be marked by its new dimensions, 
both geographical and in  its scope. 
A large  number of countries  in  Africa, 
the  Caribbean  and  the  Pacific  will  be 
entering  into  relationships  with  the 
enlarged  Community,  which  comprises 
the major part of Western  Europe. These 
relationships  will  go  very  considerably 
beyond trade, or even financial coopera-
tion. 
As  we  have  already  seen,  the  forth-
coming Association  will  cover new and 
important fields, such as the stabilisation 
of  export  receipts  and  industrial  and 
commercial cooperation. 
I  am  convinced  the  Association  will 
bring  an  active  contribution  to  the 
economic development of the Associated 
countries.  It  is  not  only  a  question  of 
stronger  links  between  these  countries 
and the Community; but it is also certain 
the Association will make it much easier 
for the constituent developing countries 
to cooperate with one another. • 
Interview by 
Alain LACROIX 
E.E.C.-A.C.P. 
NEGOCIATIONS 
The  good  results  of  the  ministerial 
meeting at Kingston have given renewed 
vigour  to  the  negotiations.  Five  mixed 
committees  have  been  set  up,  dealing 
respectively  with  trade,  financial  and 
technical  cooperation,  industrial  co-
operation, stabilisation of export receipts 
and  agricultural  produce. The first meet-
ings were held late in September. 
The  Council  of  the  European  Com-
munities,  at  its  meeting  on  October 15, 
1974, approved an additional negotiating 
mandate to cover the institutions of the 
new  Association  and  a  letter  to  the 
European Investment Bank regarding the 
amount  it  may  be  able  to  contribute 
from  its  own  resources  towards  the 
financial  cooperation  programme.  The 
Commission  representative  gave  the 
Council  an  account  of the  progress  of 
the  negotiation  with  the  A.C.P.,  and 
the  prospects  for  its  continuation,  with 
special  reference  to  the  timetable  now 
laid  down.  The  Council  reiterated  its 
determination  to  complete  the  negotia-
tions  in  accordance  with the timetable; 
and  it  was  agreed  that  its  President 
should  contact  the  President  of  the 
A.C.P.  group,  with  a  view to  a  further 
ministerial  conference  to  be  held  in 
Brussels during November. 
The  work  of  the  Council  was  con-
centrated  on  various  problems  arising 
in  regard  to  the  stabilisation  of  A.C.P. 
export  receipts,  on  which  decisions  of 
principle were reached  at the ministerial 
Conference at Kingston. 
Negotiations relating to the global 
mediterranean approach 
Following  last  month's  agreement on 
the  new  negotiating  directives  to  the 
Commission,  in  regard  to  the  global 
mediterranean  approach,  a  first  round 
of  negotiations  has  already  been  held 
with  Malta  and  with  Israel.  Those  with 
Morocco and Tunisia are to be resumed 
on,  respectively,  October  24-25  and 
October 29-30. Those  with  Algeria  and 
Spain are to follow in  November. 
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on industrial 
cooperation 
The  Seven  Club,  compnsrng  seven 
private organisations  in  European  Com-
munity countries concerned in economic 
relationships  with  Africa,  invited  the 
african  negotiators for the A.C.P.  group 
to an  exchange of views on October 1  0. 
The subject was the A.C.P. memorandum 
on cooperation with european industries, 
submitted  by  the  negotiators  to  the 
ministerial  Conference  at  Kingston, 
Jamaica,  last  July.  A  communique 
issued  by  A.I.A.T.  (the  International 
Association  for  Economic  Development 
and  Technical  Aid)  indicates  that  the 
ambassadors  or  charges  d'affaires  of 
many  african  countries  have  recently 
discussed  with  the  Seven  Club  the 
contribution  private  interests  may make 
to this industrial cooperation. 
Mr.  Lippens,  the  Chairman  of  the 
belgian  group  "CEDIOM"  (Centre  pour 
I'Etude et  le  Developpement des  lnves-
tissements  Outre-Mer)  called  attention 
to the offer made by this group to put the 
african knowledge and  experience of its 
members at the disposal of the institutions 
of the future  Association.  On  behalf of 
the  European  Commission,  Mr.  Krohn, 
Director  General  for  Development  and 
Cooperation, stressed  the capital  impor-
tance of the part private operators would 
have to play in  any effective industrialis-
ation.  The  spokesman  for  the  A.C.P. 
negotiators, Ambassador Sanu of Nigeria, 
appealed  to  the  european  private  firms 
to  make  a  dynamic  contribution  to 
industrial  progress  in  Africa,  looking 
forward to a new economic order. 
The  Kingston  memorandum was sub-
mitted  to  a  detailed  examination.  Mr. 
Gates,  in  the  name  of the  West  Africa 
Committee, of which he is Chairman, and 
the East Africa and Mauritius Association 
(Great Britain), spoke of the importance 
of industrial cooperation in  development 
programmes.  Dr.  Van  Beurden  of  the 
Afrika  I nstitut  (Netherlands)  introduced 
the  complex  subject  of  access  to 
european technologies and their possible 
transfer to Africa. Mr. Hansen, Chairman 
of the Afrika  Verein  (Federal  Germany) 
raised  the  difficult  question  of  the 
transfer  of  industrial  activities,  arguing 
that these must be  african extensions of 
existing  activities rather than  reductions 
of such  activities  in  Europe.  Mrs  Sorge 
of  the  lnstitut  italo-africano  (Italy) 
emphasised the importance of the institu-
tions  of  cooperation  to  be  set  up; 
Mr.  Thierry  Mieg,  Chairman  of  the 
Association internationale pour le  Deve-
loppement  Economique  et  I'Aide Tech-
nique (France), spoke of the "investment 
(see  page  VIII) 
IV  CURRENT NEWS 
CLAUDE CHEVSSON: ""At Kingston 
vve crossed the mountain pass. 
The road before us 
is no longer uphill."" 
Claude  Cheysson,  the  member of the 
Commission responsible for cooperation 
and development, reviewed  E.E.C.  aid at 
a  press  conference  in  Brussels  during 
September.  Among  the  world  powers 
providing  aid  to  the  Third  World,  he 
said,  the  European  Community  now 
ranks  as  the  leader,  both  through  the 
increase  in  the  amount  of the  aid  and 
through the original forms of cooperation 
it is seeking to promote. 
The  action  in  which  the  European 
Community  is  engaged  covers  the 
following fields: 
1.  Before the summer break, the cooper-
ation  ministers  of the Nine laid  down a 
"Community"  development  aid  policy, 
an  important  aspect  of  which  is  the 
coordination  of  the  bilateral  aid  pro-
grammes of the Nine. 
2.  Food aid was increased to a value of 
$300 million. 
3.  The  European  Community  has  taken 
over  40% of the  budget  of the  United 
Nations Agency for palestinian refugees. 
4.  The  Council of Ministers of the Nine 
has  agreed  that  the  Community  shall 
contribute $500 million to a fund, to be 
set  up  by  the  UN,  for  the  benefit  of 
underdeveloped countries most affected 
by  the  rise  in  raw  material  prices, 
provided  a total  of at  least  $ 2 500 m  is 
is  contributed  by other  industrial  coun-
tries. 
Since the press conference, the minis-
ters have met as  arranged to discuss the 
immediate  appropriation  of  a  first  in-
stalment  of  $150m.  The  meeting  was 
held  in  Luxembourg  on  October 3;  and 
the  question  raised  at  the  outset  was 
whether  the  commitments  of the  other 
donors  (industrial  and  oil-producing 
countries)  had been duly confirmed. The 
required  guarantees  were  obtained  and 
the  Council  accordingly  decided  to 
release  this first  instalment.  A  fifth  part 
of the sum was to be  put directly at the 
disposal of the UN emergency Fund, and 
the  balance  handled  by  direct  action 
through the Community or the individual 
member  countries.  The  Council  also 
undertook to decide before next February 
on  the  appropriation  of the  rest  of the 
$ 500 m,  the  provision  of  which  has 
already  been  agreed  in  principle. 
5.  In  the  conference  at  Kingston  (Ja-
maica)  during  July,  very  substantial 
political  progress  was made  in  Europe's 
Association  policy. The  European  Com-
munity undertook to provide a new form 
of  guarantee  for  the  export  receipts  of 
the 43 countries in Africa, the Caribbean 
and the Pacific, which are candidates for 
the  forthcoming  agreement  with  the 
Common  Market.  In  doing  this,  M. 
Cheysson  said,  the  E.E.C.  has  made  a 
gesture  in  favour  of  the  "proletarian" 
nations,  comparable with the one made 
by the Europeans in their own countries 
during  the  19th  century,  when  they 
recognised  the  right  of the  workers  to 
unemployment  benefit  and  sickness 
benefit. 
M.  Cheysson  added that it should  be 
possible  for  the  negotiations  with  the 
43  countries  to  be  concluded  before 
December  15,  and  that  Guinea-Bissau 
and Mozambique might well be added to 
the list of signatories. 
6.  The  conversations  with  the  arab 
world, which  began  in  Paris  during the 
summer, are "politically inspired". Definite 
fields  of  cooperation  should  be  found 
during  the  November  discussions;  but 
cooperation  has  already  begun  with  a 
number  of  arab  countries  (Algeria, 
Morocco, Tunisia)  as  part of the  E.E.C. 
mediterranean policy, and Syria, Lebanon, 
Jordan and  Egypt have stated that they 
are interested in this policy. • 
Sea 
lavv conference 
at Caracas 
No  definite  results  yet; 
but problems  stated, 
principles discussed 
and major interests  confronted 
August 29, 1974 
The third  international  Conference on 
Sea  Law has finished its first session. Its 
second session will be  held in Geneva in 
April  and  May  1975.  The  meeting  in 
Caracas was attended by 3 000 delegates, 
and  130 countries sent delegations. 
It opened on June 20. Though it had 
been  expected  to  bring  far-reaching changes  in  international  sea  law,  it did 
not  in  practice  unsettle  anything. Ten 
weeks work was not enough for getting 
rid  of  the  concepts  inherited  trom  the 
Geneva Convention of 1958, the sources 
of  which,  in  fact,  trace  back  to  the 
Dutchman  Hugo  Grooid  in  the  16th 
century,  who was one of the first to lay 
down the principle of free  navigation on 
the high seas. 
Concepts  were,  nevertheless,  intro-
duced  and  accepted,  and  their  effect 
will  be  that sea  law,  after  Caracas,  wil 
not be  quite the same  as  the world has 
known  in  the  past.  The  basic  concepts 
are  the  territorial  waters  extending 
for  12  miles  offshore;  the  economic 
zone  of  each  seaboard  country  which 
extends  for  200  miles;  and  the  wealth 
contained  in  the  high  seas  outside  the 
economic zones,  which is  recognised as 
a  "common  heritage of humanity". 
The  countries  of  the  Third  World, 
especially  those  in  Africa,  had  adopted 
the  idea  of  "patrimonial  waters",  first 
put  forward  during  the  sixties  by  the 
latin-american  countries,  and  now 
amended  to  define  an  "exclusive  eco-
nomic  zone".  There  were,  however, 
differences  of  view,  which  made  it 
impossible to put this concept into legal 
form. 
Different theses were advanced by the 
United  States,  the Soviet  Union,  China, 
the Third World and Nine-nation Europe; 
and,  depending  on  which  was  chosen, 
the  patrimonial  waters  doctrine  might 
have  set  up  specific  rights,  preferential 
rights,  exclusive  and  even  sovereign 
rights,  or  the  waters  concerned  might 
have  become simply a 200-mile stretch 
of  territorial  waters,  as  claimed  by 
Guinea, Peru and Ecuador. 
The  Conference  limited  its  work  to 
listing  the  different  theses  put  forward 
and working out a number of versions of 
.a  Convention, from which the countries 
concerned  will  have  to  make  their 
choice when they meet in Geneva in the 
spring of 1975. The United States, at the 
beginning  of  the  Caracas  discussions, 
introduced  the  idea  of a  "global  nego-
tiation", making it clear that the meaning-
ful conrent of the economic zone concept 
would depend on the effective degree of 
navigational  freedom  allowed  by  all 
coastal  countries, both in  narrow waters 
and on the high seas. 
As regards the "common human heri-
tage", the problem arose of setting up an 
international  system  of  operations  and 
control.  The  idea  was  in  fact  accepted 
that  there  should  be  an  "international 
authority responsible for the exploitation 
of  the  ocean  bed";  but  the  ad  hoc 
committee could do no more than list the 
various conceptions regarding the scope 
and powers of this organisation. 
Under  this  head,  the  Third  World 
would  wish  to  see  an  authority  with 
sovereign powers set up to undertake the 
operational  exploitation  of  the  ocean 
bed.  The  United  States  considered  the 
powers  of  the  authority  should  be 
Jimited to the licensing of operations by 
WHAT ARE THE NODULES 
IN THE SEA? 
The nodules now in the news are 
pellets  consisting  of  many  metals 
which are to be found in the ocean 
bed, where they have been accumu-
lating continuously since the origins 
of  the  earth.  Modern  techniques 
make it possible to mine them to a 
depth of at least 200 metres. 
Comparing  expert  estimates  of 
quantities  with  the  current  (1960) 
rate  of  world  consumption,  the 
nodules suggest that the world now 
has reserves of: 
bauxite for 20 000 years (dry-land 
reserves for only 100 years) 
copper,  60 000  years  (dry-land 
reserves for only 40 years) 
nickel,  150 000  years  (dry-land 
reserves for only 100 years) 
cobalt,  200 000  years  (dry-land 
reserves for only 40 years) 
manganese,  400 000  years  (dry-
land reserves for only 100 years) 
These are only samples of the new 
dreamland.  It seems  that  we  shall 
also be able to find in the sea supplies 
of tin,  coal,  gold,  iron,  phosphates 
and  many  another  mineral.  High 
hopes are justified  about this new 
wealth-provided, of course, it does 
not become a source of new rivalry 
and conflict. 
private  firms,  who  would  be  given 
exclusive  rights  in  the  areas  assigned 
to them. The  Soviet Union supports the 
idea  of strict control  over  private  com-
panies  by  a  sovereign  authority,  but 
rejects  this  system  as  applied  to  state-
owned companies. The  European  Com-
munity  view-and  that  of  Japan  is 
similar-would  share  with  the  national 
States  the  zones  of  exploration,  in 
which  companies  should  operate  under 
the  sponsorship  of  their  governments. 
Differences  of  opinion  about  the 
"economic zone"  prevented  any  defini-
tion  of  the  jurisdiction  regarding  anti-
pollution measures or scientific research. 
In this case, too, the committee in charge 
of the question  had  to  be  content with 
listing  the  different  points  of  view. 
There  seems,  however,  to  have  been 
agreement  on  the  general  idea  of  a 
regional  or "zonal" organisation to deal 
with pollution by ships, mining operations 
or from the land. 
The Caracas Conference clarified many 
ideas,  but decided  nothing. Until a new 
maritime Convention has been drawn up, 
conflicts  can  still  arise  in  relation  to 
fisheries rights, navigation in straits or on 
the high seas  and mining operations fol-
lowing upon unilateral State decisions. • 
European 
Development 
Fund 
Following  the  assent  given  by  the 
E.D.F.  Committee  at  its  92nd  meeting, 
the  Commission  has  made  eight further 
financing  decisions  for  non-repayable 
aid  from the 3rd  E.D.F.,  amounting to a 
total of U.A. 10 656 million. They consist 
of four investment  projects  and a global 
credit  for  schemes  of  technical  co-
operation. 
1.  Republic of Senegal -Building of 
primary schools: F-CFA 417 m,  or about 
U.A. 1.5 m. 
This project relates to the building and 
equipment  of  210  primary  schools  in 
seven parts of the country. It will make it 
possible to provide teaching for around 
10 000  pupils  in  the  best  possible 
conditions. 
2.  Republic  of the  Ivory  Coast  -
Construction  and  equipment  of  the 
Korhogo hospital centre: F-CFA 1 050 m, 
or about U.A. 3.781  m. 
This is for the building and equipment 
of  the  Regional  Hospital  Centre  at 
Korhogo  in  the  northern  part  of  the 
country. It will have 420 beds, and serve 
a  population  of 250 000,  including  the 
area  around the town. 
3.  Republic of Togo - Extension  of 
selected palm  plantations  in  the  Agou 
area:  F-CFA  380  m,  or  about  U.A. 
1.368 m. 
The  project  provides  for  laying  out 
700 hectares of industrial plantations of 
selected  palm  at  Agou  in  the  Plateaux 
region,  to  improve  the  profitability  of 
existing oil extraction units, and includes 
adaptation  of  the  maintenance  techni-
ques for a 3 000 ha  plantation financed 
by the E.D.F. in 1969. 
4.  Republic of Burundi - Develop-
ment of the /mho-interim phase: F-BU 
95 661  m,  or about U.A. 1.007 m. 
This  is  a  continuation  of  a  hydro-
agricultural  scheme  in  the  Ruzizi  valley 
financed  from  the 2nd  E.D.F.  This  new 
phase is aimed to secure the best possible 
use  of the  improvements.  It covers  the 
amendment and extension of the various 
cultivation plans, and the enlargement of 
a coffee plantation by 135 ha. 
5.  All african countries. Madagascar. 
Mauritius  and  overseas  countries 
and territories associated with the 
E.E.C. 
Authorisation of global commitment of 
U.A.  3  million to finance technical  co-
operation schemes. 
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Principal  Comptroller of the E.D.F. lt
is earmarked for financing,  by the so-
called accelerated procedure, the plan-
ning and execution of  schemes  for
technical cooperation  connected with
investment, technical cooperation  in
general, and the planning  and execution
of programmes connected with marketing
aids and sales promotion for A.A.S.M.
products.
***
Following the finance decisions  now
made, the total commitments  from the
3rd E.D.F. amount to U.A.775 693 000
covering  280 decisions since this Fund
began operations  on JanuarV 1 1971.1
Fairs and
Exhibitions
The A.A.S.M. at "IKOFA74",
Mtinich
(1Oth lnternational
Food Industries Fair)
No less than 145 000 visitors-pro-
fessional  buyers and the general public-
went to admire the big range of products
shown in Mtlnich at IKOFA 74. The
exhibition was open for seven days and
the  products shown by the  1 600
exhibitors  covered an area of 80 000
sq.m.
The manystands included those of the
lvory Coast, Rwanda and Senegal,
where visitors found a special attraction
in  the facilities for  tasting tropical
fruits, coffee and shrimps, and that of
Madagascar, which distributed sam-
ples of vanilla and tapioca, which were
also much appreciated.
The A.A.S.M. participation  was part of
the Community programme. The results
were considered extremely  satisfactory,
because of the many new trade contacts
which were made, and a "test" show to
a wide public.
In addition, a large number of meetings
and discussion conferences  were held
during IKOFA, and among these special
mention goes to the discussion  organised
by the Trade and Development  Directorate
of the E.E.C. Commission, in cooperation
wfth the Mrinich and Upper  Bavaria
Chamber of Industry and Trade and the
management of the Fair. The theme of
this was "new openings  for production
,and exp.ort of preserved fruit and fruit 'preparations in and from the african
countries and Madagascar associated
with the E.E.c.".
The target of industrialisation in As-
sociated  countries is assuming  a growing
importance as the Association  system
develops. The Yaound6 ll  Convention
(1 .1 .1971 to  31 .1 .1975) specifies
that industrialisation  in the A.A.S.M.
is one of the priority objectives in the
Association; and a  wide range of
instruments  is provided for  f inancial,
technical and commercial cooperation.
The Commission, seeking to further
industrial cooperation between the Com-
munity and the Associated  countries,  is
endeavouring to promote this approach
by  organising discussions, meetings
and round-table conferences to provide
industrialists in Europe with information
about the Associated  countries,  their
investment programmes and projects,
conditions of establishment in their terri-
tories and other relevant matters.
The discussion  at IKOFA 74was one of
a series of meetings organised this year
in the different E.E.C. countries on the
occasion of  A.A.S.M. participation,
through the Community programme,  in
international  trade fairs. I
Eight Associated
colrntries
at the SOth
lnternational
Trade Fair
at Marseilles
Under the Community programme for
A.A.S.M.  participation in  international
trade fairs, the exhibitors at the 50th
International Fair at Marseilles included
Cameroon, Congo, the lvory Coast,
Upper Volta, Mauritania, the Central
African Republic and Senegal.
The fair included an A.A.S,M. Day,
under the chairmanship of H.E. Aladji
OUEDDO, Ambassador of  Chad and
Chairman in  Office of the A.A.S.M.
Coordination Committee.  On this occa-
sion, at the request of the Associated
countries, the Commission organised an
information  meeting for a  study of
customs problems  arising in connexion
with A.A.S.M.  participation  in trade fairs,
exhibitions  and promotion  campaigns.
The Commission  was represented at
this meeting by Mr. J.E. David. Those
taking part included the delegation of
the Associated  countries and represen-
tatives of the customs service in several
E.E.C. countries (Germany, Belgium,
France, Great Britain, the Netherlands).
The meeting discussed some of the
diff iculties encountered by Associated
countries when they take part in trade
exhibitions. These arise largely  from
misunderstandings of the special regula-
tions in the E.E.C. countries, and from
the fact that these differ from country
to country. I
Under the trade promotion
programme
Refresher course in Brussels
for representatives  of the
19 countries
associated
rrvith the E.E.C.
Since 1968. the E.E.C. Associated
countries in Africa and Madagascar  have
been playing an active part in internatio-
nal trade fairs. This is part of the promo-
tion programme  planned and carried
out by the  Directorate General for
Development and Cooperation in the
Infront of the Niger pauillion at the Marseilles Fair.
CURRENT  NEWSE.E.C.  Commission, in  close cooperation 
with the responsible bodies in A.A.S.M. 
countries. 
For the Associated countries participa-
tion in the leading trade fairs and special-
ised  exhibitions  in  Europe  and  Africa, 
if  it  is  to  be  effective,  calls  for  a  very 
considerable effort,  both in  defining the 
commercial  target  and  in  staging  the 
connected promotion campaigns. 
For the most  part,  this work is  in  the 
hands of officials of government bodies 
in  the  A.A.S.M.  countries  dealing  with 
fairs and exhibitions, and more especially 
of those in charge of the supervision and 
operation  of stands  at the  international 
fairs. 
The chosen delegates of the A.A.S.M. 
countries  have  acquired  a basic knowl-
edge  and  experience  of the  work from 
their attendance at european  trade  fairs 
during  the  last  few years.  Beyond  this, 
however,  it  is  indispensable  that  they 
acquire systematic knowledge of modern 
marketing techniques,  and  on the plan-
ning  and  execution  of  trade promotion 
programmes and the preparation of trade 
exhibits. 
At the  request  of the A.A.S.M. coun-
tries, the Commission Directorate General 
for Development and Cooperation is,  for 
the second time, organising a professional 
refresher  course  for  stand  management 
personnel. 
This  is  taking  place  from  October 20 
until  November  8  in  one  of  the  big 
Brussels  hotels.  The  courses  will  be 
given  by  experts  from  the  research  and 
applied economics centre at the Belgian 
Foreign  Trade  Office,  and  by  officers 
of the  European  Commission. The theor-
etical  part of the course will be rounded 
off by surveys by specialists in  importa-
tion, distribution, conditioning and adver-
tising,  and  by  visits  to  big  shops  in 
Brussels,  to  the  Port  of  Antwerp  and 
other places of professional interest. 
The  Associated  countries  are  to  be 
represented  by  38  officials  from  West, 
Central and  East Africa, Madagascar and 
Mauritius. They will  undoubtedly derive 
considerable benefit from the course,  as 
did  their  predecessors  from  the  course 
held in 1971. • 
Black Art 
Festival1974 
A  Black Art and  Culture  Festival  was 
held  in  London  from  September  16 
through  October  5,  1974.  It  brought 
together a great number of Black artists 
in the United Kingdom; and they present-
ed  works of very different kinds, ranging 
from  dramatic  music  and  dancing  to 
films and poetry recitals. 
The  London Festival took place at the 
Commonwealth  Institute,  and  was  or-
ganised  by  the  United  Kingdom  Com-
mittee for the World Festival of Black and 
African  Arts,  which  is  to  take  place  at 
Lagos  (Nigeria)  in  October-November 
1975.  Mr.  Earl  Cameron,  Chairman  of 
the  U.K.  Black  and  African  Festival 
Committee,  stated  that  the  festival  in 
London  should  make  it  possible  to 
choose a team of 1  00 or more artists who 
will  represent  the  United  Kingdom  at 
Lagos.  The  british  participation  at  this 
important artistic event will certainly be 
highly significant,  because  of the  rapid 
and  considerable development in  recent 
years  of art,  music and  literature among 
the Black community in  Great Britain. 
In our next number we shall be dealing 
further  with  the  details  of  the  London 
Festival,  and  the  preparations  for  the 
very important world festival at Lagos in 
1975 .• 
European 
Parliament 
In  a  first  exchange  of  views  on  the 
Community budget for 1975, the develop-
ment  and  cooperation  Standing  Com-
mittee  marked  its  strong  disapproval  of 
the action taken by the Council in reducing 
the draft budget put forward by the E. E. C. 
Commission.  The  parliamentarians  con-
sidered  that  famine  now  threatens  a 
quarter of the  world, which  is  suffering 
dramatic  effects  from  the  rise  in  world 
prices.  They  accordingly  deemed  it 
inopportune and  unreasonable  to  block 
the  second  instalment of the  Cheysson 
Plan,  and  reduce the food  aid  provided 
by  the  Community.  They  propose, 
therefore,  submitting  to  the  budget 
Committee  of the  European  Parliament 
a  formal  statement  calling  for the  rein-
troduction into the budget of the figures 
proposed by the Commission, consisting 
of U.A. 210m for the Cheysson Plan and 
a  further  U .A.  78 m  provision  for  food 
aid.  Mr. Herve Laudrin (France- D.E.P.) 
was appointed rapporteur. 
The  work  begun  under  the  deputy 
chairmanship  of  Mr.  Renata  Sandri 
(Italy  - communist)  was  continued 
under  the  newly  elected  First  Deputy 
Chairman,  M.  Pierre  Deschamps  (Bel-
gium- Chr.  Dem.).  M.  Deschamps thus 
takes  over  from  Mr.  Maurice  Dewulf, 
whom he also replaces as Joint Chairman 
of  the  "Euroafrican  Parliament"  Joint 
Committee, which is to meet in Mauritius 
at the end of October. 
Working with the representatives of the 
E.E.C.  Commission,  and  the  European 
Joint  Secretary  of  the  Council  of 
Association,  the  Parliamentary  Commit-
tee  devoted  a  large  part of its  work to 
preparations for  the  Mauritius  meeting. 
They noted the favourable turn taken  in 
the technical  negotiations, which  are  to 
implement  the  decisions  reached  in 
Kingston  (Jamaica),  and  expressed 
particular  interest  in  the  institutional 
aspects  of  a  renewed  and  enlarged 
Association  .. They count on the Mauritius 
meeting-which  will  call  for  high-level 
representation,  both of the  Council  and 
of the Commission-to provide plans,  in 
agreement with their A.C.P.  colleagues, 
for  forms  of  parliamentary  cooperation 
which will  be  maintained and improved. 
Miss  Colette  Flesch  (Luxembourg  -
Lib.)  will  report  to  Strasbourg  on  the 
negotiations  for  the  renewal  and  en-
largement of the Association. 
The  Parliamentary  Committee  also 
confirmed  the  appointment  of  Mr. 
Renata Sandri as  rapporteur on relations 
between the E.E.C. and Latin America. • 
Meeting of the 
Parliamentary 
Joint Committee 
A  meeting  of the  Parliamentary Joint 
Committee is  to be  held in  Mauritius on 
October  23-25.  The  committee  has 
38  members,  and  they  to  meet  at 
Marne,  near  Port  Louis.  Presiding  over 
the  meeting  will  be  Peoples'  Commis-
sioner Kasongo Mukundji (za·ire), assist-
ed by Mr. Pierre Deschamps (Chr. Dem.-
Belgium). 
At  the  formal  opening  meeting,  on 
Wednesday  October  23,  inaugural 
speeches  will  be  made  by  the  Prime 
Minister  Sir  Seewoosagur  Ramgoolam 
and  the  President  of  the  Legislative 
Assembly, Sir Harilall Vaghjee. 
The parliamentarians from the countries 
associated  in  the  Yaounde  Convention 
will discuss the general report submitted 
to  them  by  Sir  Satcam  Boolell,  the 
mauritian minister for agriculture, natural 
resources  and  the  environment.  They 
will also consider a report by the Congo 
Deputy, Hilaire Mounthault, on the 1973 
accounts  and  the  1975  budget  of  the 
Association Parliamentary Conference. 
The  main  part  of  the  work  will  be 
connected with the current negotiations 
in  Brussels  between  the  E.E.C.  and  the 
44 Associated  and  associable  countries 
in  Africa, the Caribbean  and the  Pacific 
(A.C.P.).  Apart  from  a  study  of  the 
commercial,  technical  and  financial  as-
pects,  it  is  expected  the  parliamentary 
representatives  will  attempt  to  define 
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in the forthcoming renewed and enlarged 
Association.  Among  the  other  subjects 
raised  by  members  of  the  Joint  Com-
mittee,  will  be  the  sugar  problem  and 
conditions in  the Sahel.  Representatives 
of the Council of Association, the E.E.C. 
Council  of  Ministers  and  the  European 
Commission  will  take  part  in  the  dis-
cussions.  It is  expected  the increasingly 
close  links  between  Europe  and  the 
Third  World  will  once  more  be  empha-
sised  by  the  presence  as  observers  of 
representatives from the A. C. P.  countries 
currently  taking  part  in  the  Brussels 
negotiation.·• 
Food and 
Agriculture 
Organisation 
Fall in food production 
in 1974 
It is  now "virtually certain" that world 
food  production  in  1974  will  show  a 
further decline, stated  Dr.  Addeke Boer-
rna,  Director  General  of  the  F.A.O. 
(U.N.  Food  and  Agriculture  Organisa-
tion), at the opening of the 9th European 
Conference  of  this  organisation  at 
Lausanne on October 7. 
According  to  Mr.  Boerma,  the  "two 
main  critical  zones"  are  the  United 
States  and  Asia;  and  he  made a further 
appeal to industrial countries to provide 
aid for developing countries. 
"It is  clear that the position regarding 
world food supplies has grown worse in 
recent  months,  and  even  in  recent 
weeks",  added  the  F.A.O.  Director 
General.  He  also  emphasised  the world 
shortage of fertilizers and pesticides. 
The  wheat crop  in  the  United  States 
will  set  a  new  record,  but will  be  less 
than  sufficient  to  offset  the  previous 
decline in stocks, Mr. Boerma continued. 
He  said,  also,  that  Canada  will  "see  a 
fall  in  its  supplies  of wheat to a  lower 
level  than  at  any  time  in  the  past  10 
years".  The  two  countries  together, 
therefore,  will  not be  able to export  as 
much wheat as had been hoped. 
In other parts of the world, the position 
is also serious. This applies particularly to 
Asia,  which  will  again  have  to  import 
cereals on a massive scale. In the U.S.S.R., 
wheat  production  will  be  below  the 
target, and for the other cereals this will 
also be the case in Western Europe. 
For further information in this connec-
tion, readers are referred to the exclusive 
interview with the F.A.O. Director General 
in  issue  No.  27  of  Association  News, 
on  the  prospects  for  the  World  Food 
Conference  to  be  held  in  Rome  very 
shortly. • 
VIII  CURRENT NEWS 
French 
Cooperation 
Reorganisation of 
the Ministry 
"French  cooperation  policy,  which 
has  in  general  been  successful,  needs 
to be  adapted to the changed conditions 
which  have  appeared  in  the  last  18 
months, and  on  our own side there  is  a 
desire  for  greater  clarity",  the  french 
Minister  for  Cooperation,  M.  Pierre 
Abelin,  said  in  a  recent  statement.  He 
was  commenting  on  the  reorganisation 
of his department and  the  new orienta-
tions  of  french  cooperation  policy,  on 
which  he  made  a  statement to the last 
cabinet meeting. 
M. Abelin  emphasised  that four main 
factors underlay the changes.  In the first 
place  the  rise  in  raw  material  prices  is 
to  the  advantage  of  some  developing 
countries  and  damaging  to  others. 
Secondly, there will be an  increase in the 
number of countries (the English-speak-
ing  ones)  associated  with the European 
Economic  Community  and  its  original 
partners.  In  this  connection,  he  added, 
it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the 
decolonisation  of the  portuguese  prov-
inces  in  Africa  and  various  other coun-
tries  may  bring  further  additions to the 
number of Associates.  Finally, M. Abelin 
mentioned the increase in the population 
of  Africa,  remarking  as  an  "important 
political factor" that the african countries 
are  joining in  big organisations, such as 
the  O.C.A.M.,  and  in  regional  sub-
groups, which do not necessarily consist 
wholly of former french colonies. 
To  deal  with  this  "diversity  of  new 
requirements",  and  to  obtain  "a  more 
assured  cohesion  of  effort",  he  said, 
three  new directorates had  been  set  up 
in  his ministry. These are,  a programmes 
directorate,  which  will  see  to the  con-
sistency  of  french  contributions  and 
their coordination  with foreign  aids;  an 
economic  development directorate;  and 
a  cultural  and  social  directorate.  "What 
we are  seeking to do", said  M.  Abelin, 
"is  to  make  our  cooperation  activity 
really productive". 
The  Minister  emphasised  that  the 
policy  must  contain  no  element  of 
paternalism.  He  concluded:  "It must  be 
carried  on  with  the  initiative  of  the 
african countries, and in agreement with 
them.  For  this  reason,  missions  will  be 
leaving for Africa in  coming weeks with 
a  mandate  to  discuss  and  secure  an 
understanding  of  the  prospects  for 
cooperation,  and  the  methods  best 
conformable to the specific aspirations of 
each  country  or  group  of  countries. 
The  whole  of this  activity  is  made  the 
easier  by  the  long-standing  attachment 
to Africa  of the President of the French 
Republic". • 
O.E.C.D. 
Total aid in 1973 was up 22o/o, 
but public aid in 
real values was down 6% 
Public aid  by the rich  countries to the 
poor in 1973 showed a further shrinkage 
in  its  real  value.  This  is  shown  in  the 
last  report  from  the  Development  Aid 
Committee of O.E.C.D.  (Organisation for 
Economic  Cooperation  and  Develop-
ment). 
The  public  aid  in  1973  showed  an 
increase in its dollar value of around 9%, 
increasing from $8 700 to$ 9 400 million; 
but  in  real  terms  it  was  diminished  by 
6%. The public aid per inhabitant of the 
developing countries amounted  in  1973 
to  $ 4.80,  so  that  the  decline  in  real 
terms,  compared  with  1963, was about 
30%. 
As a  percentage of the gross national 
product  (G.N.P.  of  the  wealthy  coun-
tries,  the  public  aid  was  no  more  than 
0.30 %,  compared  with  0.34 %.  We  are 
thus  getting  a  little  further  away  from 
the  target  of  0.7%  laid  down  by  the 
United  Nations  for  public  development 
aid. 
The  total  contribution  in  terms  of 
financial  resources  to the  poorer  coun-
tries (including public aid, export credits, 
private  loans,  private  investment  and 
donations)  showed  a  vigorous  increase 
of  22%,  from  $19 000 m  in  1972  to 
$24 200m  in  1973.  In  real  terms, 
however,  the  growth  was  only  6 %. 
As a percentage of G.N.P. the proportion 
was 0.78 %,  the same  as  in  1972. The 
U.N. target, it will be remembered, is 1%. • 
(from page IV) 
atmosphere" which would be  a precon-
dition for any permanent commitment by 
private interests in the african  countries. 
The introductory surveys were followed 
by  a  lively  discussion,  to  which  out-
standing  contributions  were  made  by 
(among  others)  the  ambassadors  of 
Cameroon,  Dahomey,  Gabon,  Mada-
gascar, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Uganda. 
Without  seeking  to  obscure  the  great 
differences  of  economic  potential  and 
political  systems  in  their  respective 
countries,  the  african  representatives 
asked  european  private  interests  to 
contribute  to  their  development  in  a 
spirit of mutual trust. • metre or 1.06 metres. In Japan, for example, the 1.06 m gauge is
used for extremely comfortable  express trains, with speeds  up
to 120 kph which, on some of the services, follow one another
at intervals of 3 or even2 minutes.  Moreover,  tests have recently
been carried out on the renewed  track of the Abidjan-Niger
line, in cooperation with the specialised section of the french
railways.  This is an up-to-date track, welded and mounted on
concrete sleepers, using comparatively light rails of 36 kg
per metre. Using a railcar from the normal equipment  of the
line, a speed of 130 kph was reached and neither the engine
nor the track displayed any special difficulty. With a more
powerful locomotive  the speeds reached could have been at
least 150 kph.
It is sometimes  overlooked, too, that in passing  through
mountain country, the characteristics  for the european  lines are
fully as difficult as those of african lines passing through equally
broken country. For example, all the french lines crossing the
Massif Central or the Alps have gradients  of 25 and even 35 mm
per metre and curves which are sharp, when we remember
that the standard  gauge (1.435 m) has difficulty in negotiating
curves of less than 200 m radius, which corresponds  to a curve
of 120/150  m on a metre-gauge line.
Both in the french and the british types of network, technical
innovations introduced  in the european systems  were brought
into the african service  very shortly afterwards. This relates to
locomotives and rolling stock, the permanent  way and methods
of operation  and management.  For example, the Mikado class of
powerful steam locomotives  (a pony-truck back and forward
and 4 driving axles) appeared in Africa as soon as the first
world war was over, whereas it was only just before the out-
break of war that they were brought into the french and british
systems.
Equipment of a highly technical description was specially
designed  in Europe for the requirements  of the african railways.
In 1960, when the railways became the property of the new
independent States, steam traction had already been out of use
for several  years.
In retrospect it is now clear that the total turnover to diesel
operation for the african railways was a decisive step. Not only
did it enable them to survive, but it gave them the means they
needed for dealing with the increase in traffic which most of
them are still enjoying.
In this special field the african railways undoubtedly  acted  as
pioneers for the european railways, which had put their main
effort into electric operation, in line with the modernisation
programme  for the railways of industrial countries.
Dieselisation of course was not carried out without a certain
amount of trial and error; and it was only after long experi-
ments on the relative advantages of hydraulic and electrical
transmission,  that the latter was adopted about 1953. Even
then there was initially some hesitation in choosing between
single and twin engine locomotives.
The thing which it is essential to remember,  is that technical
progress  in traction was introduced  at the same time in Africa
and in Europe. As soon as industry was in a position to produce
dry rectifiers, so that it became possible to use tri-phase  alter-
nators but retain traction locomotives  with a semi-continuous
feed-which offer the best starting couple-the  african systems
were able to use high power locomotives. The 2 400 h.p.
Alsthom locomotive was introduced in 1965 and the 3 600 h.p.
CEM locomotive in 1970, which was in both cases about the
same time that they came into operation in France.
The 3 600 h.p. locomotive is the most powerful in operation
on the african metre gauge railways. lt is at present being used
by Congo-Oc6an  and in Cameroon and Madagascar. In addi-
tion to its power, it has the advantage of being fitted with ar-
ticulated double bogies, which makes the entry into a curved
stretch appreciably easier, diminishing  the wear on the rails and
-+ This included, for example, the famous
Garratt locomotives-an articulated
engine consisting of two chassis under
the same boiler. They were introduced  in
Senegal, the lvory Coast and Dahomey
in 1935-36 and about the same time
on the british african systems. They were
also used on the Congo-Oc6an  line, but
their introduction came somewhat  later.
In some of the new techniques the
french colonial systems were actually
the pioneers. This was the case with
diesel traction, which made its first
appearance on Congo-Oc6an as early s
i@ I as 1936. lt was in the years irr"Oiateiv  &
following the Second World War, that F
the french systems under the responsi- il
bility of the French Ministry for Overseas
Territories were able to complete their
turnover to diesel operation, largely as a
result of the freedom of management
acquired in this period when they were
no longer submitted to administrative
regulation, but became para-official or-
ganisations  of an industrial and com-
mercial character.
.*:-\
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track which can stand up to an axle weight of only 13-17 tons,
depending on the network concerned.
It is worth noting that similar articulated  bogies have been
fitted on the Congo-Oc6an timber trucks. They are giving full
satisfaction  and could be used, also, for ore-trucks.
The african railways  were also among leaders in the technique
of permanent  way maintenance.  At an early stage they gave up
the traditional method of treating it as handwork and dealing
with it by small repair gangs. Instead they used prearranged
programmes carried out by bigger gangs equipped with increas-
ingly sophisticated mechanical  tools, by which they could
precisely localise and assess the faults in the line and the methods
for dealing with them. They were also pioneers in rail-welding,
and as early as 1955 they were producing  continuous  welds in
sections  up to 30 km (from station to station)  at a time when the
european  railway operators were limiting the welds to long
rail-bars of 150-200  m.
The welding problems,  of course, were easier to solve in
Africa than was the case in Europe,  because the temperature
variations are smaller.
The fact nevertheless remains that the first appearance of
station-to-station  welds (Dakar-Niger from 1952 onwards)
created quite a sensation, and even so high an official as the
Director of Fixed Installations for the French Railway System
went to Africa to see for himself.
The railway systems of the british type also adopted diesel
traction, though somewhat later. At present the turnover  is
virtually complete in Ghana and Malawi' in Angola (at any
rate on the Mossamedes  railway),  in Mozambique and in Zaire,
as also is the production of long continuous welds (5).
In the systems of the french type, a further measure of
modernisation  has been taken in the passenger  service. The
use of mixed passenger-and-goods trains, which was the usual
system for many years, has been abandoned in favour of
services by rail-car sets. Two decades ago the equipment in this
class was powered by locomotives of only about 300 h.p., but
this has been successively  raised to 550 and 850 h.p. The most
recent types have electrical  transmission and suspension  bogies
which make it possible  to travel at high speeds on multi-curve
lines. The former coaches, which were heavy and uncomfortable,
have been replaced by more suitable and lighter coaches,  and
the seats in the lower class of compartment  are now upholstered.
The otder type of rail-car sets are used only for some of the
long-distance trains, covering the line from end to end and
containing  sleeping accommodation and restaurant  cars. In
this, too, the other systems, with a few exceptions,  have fol-
lowed suit.
Other innovations require only a brief mention. They include
electronic management aids, which make it possible to keep
closer control over the use of goods-handling material-some-
times even the prime movers-besides such matters as stocks,
(b) The rate at which these systems  turned over to diesel operation depended on the
€xtent to which they still had steam  locomotives  which had not been fully written  off
and whether they had easily operated  supplies of coal.
'  Douhle-traction  train in the station a
statistics, traffic receipts and personnel payments. lt is worth
noting, too, that the railway in Madagascar  applies these
electronic  methods also to the distribution  of tickets, and supplies
to the ticket offices in all the stations between Tananarive  and
Tamatave.
In all the railway  systems  under discussion, there are practi-
cally no twin-track  lines. The only important exceptions are the
go-km section Dakar-Thids in senegal  and the 20-km c6chi-
Anoumaba stretch in the lvory Coast. Everywhere else there
are only single track lines with passing points at various inter-
vals. with the very vigorous increase in the demand for trans-
port, since 1960-65, some of these lines are not far short of
saturation. Some, indeed, are saturated  alreadY, an instance
being the section of Congo-Oc6an between Pointe Noire and
Dolisie, which carries nearly 2 million tons of manganese  ore
and about the same quantity of other traffic, consisting princi-
pally of round or sawn timber from the Congo and the hinterland
served by river transport on the Za\re and its tributaries. Satura-
tion is also reported in Cameroon  on the Douala-Yaound6
section, a parsimonious investment constructed between 1906
and 1925, which is now very hard put to carry the increased
traffic resulting from the opening  of the Transcameroon.
Surveys have been made for the purpose of improving  the
capacity, using all the known techniques  which will make it
possible to postpone the turnover to twin-track operation into
a distant future. The most effective techniques are the increase
in the load of the trains and the use of up-to-date light signals
and concentrated point-control from a central post.
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Railways south of the SaharaTechnical and financial  aid
Among the problems arising from the rapid passage from
colonial to independent  status was the fact that the young
States could no longer rely on the financial resources  of their
former metropolitan  countries, and lacked resources of their
own to cover railway investment, whether for laying new lines
or for increasing  the capacity of what they had. Moreover, the
systems which had hitherto been run under the supervision  of
european  personnel  were some time in finding adequate num-
bers of sufficiently  trained candidates in their own countries.
In order to deal with this situation, the World Bank has, since
the end of the war, been offering big loan facilities to indepen-
dent countries for the purpose of carrying out major projects.
I do not need, in the present context, to dwell at length on the
aid contributed for similar purposes  by the European  Develop-
ment Fund. In addition, some of the european  countries set up
finance organisations on their own, including  the French Fund
for Aid and Cooperation and a similar fund in Federal  Germany.
Canada, also, set out on the same crusade in setting up the
Canadian  International  Development Agency. Mention should
also be made of the United Nations and its development
programme which serves the same end.
Apart from the aid given in the form of loans, some of the
assistance funds contribute grants for projects which rank as
particularly interesting. ln the case of projects of major impor-
tance,. a number of aid organisations sometimes club together
in providing finance. The first operation of this type was under-
taken for the building of the Transcameroon,  for which
purpose there was cooperation between the E.D.F., the
french fund (F.A.C.) and the International DevelopmentAssoci-
ation (l.D.A.), which has the joint sponsorship of the World
Bank and the United Nations.
For the recruitment of supervisory personnel,  most of
the railway organisations have long had apprenticeship centres
and training schools for leading craftsmen. When their countries
became independent they had to embark on training schemes
up to higher levels, so as to find from among their own nationals
recruits for the higher technical and administrative  jobs previous-
ly held by Europeans.
In this field the railways in french-speaking  countries had the
benefit of a long-standing  organisation, coupled with the
unconditional assistance  of the french railways. Three schools
of higher craftsmanship  were set up on a joint basis by the
african and malagasy  railways which had previously depended
on the french administration.
The teaching given in these schools is rounded off by training
courses in french railway establishments; and the best pupils
may be eligible for further training in one of the administrative
high schools run by the french railway company.
The various aid funds are only willing to finance any project
if it has been fully worked out and prepared  and shows clear
evidence of profitability.  The preparation of these surveys  calls
for a full knowledge  of ways and means, and there are consul-
tancy offices specialising in the work and able not only to
draw up the specifications,  but also to provide temporary staff
to look after the execution of the project. Acting on these lines,
the french organisation, OFEROM (Office Centrale des Chemins
de Fer d'Outre-mer),  has entered into technical cooperation
agreements with the different railway organisations  and also
with new railway  systems, such as the various railway admin-
istrations in Zaire. The organisation of training facilities for
senior personnel is one of the facilities provided by OFEROM.
The French National Railway Company  (S.N.C.F.), too, has
had to deal with many requests for help and advice from
railway organisations  in distant countries. For this purpose it
has set up a railway engineering  subsidiary,  known  as
SOFRERAIL  (Soci6t6  Frangaise d'Etudes et de R6alisations
Ferroviaires), which has undertaken  many assignments in all
parts of the world. A number of european and north american
countries have followed suit, the most recent being the organ-
isation CANAC,  set up by Canadian National  Railways.  An
unusual  form of aid is that given by the (British) Crown Agents
for Oversea Governments, which acts on much the same lines
as OFEROM, providing both permanent personnel and aid in
project surveys.
Last of all is the Peoples'  Republic of China, which has made
a spectacular  appearance by f inancing, and for practical purposes
undertaking,  the whole of the survey and construction work
for the 1 750 km Tanzam line linking Kapiri Moshi (Zambia)
with Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania) on the Indian Ocean.
The l.R.U. example
The railway has, from the outset, had an international job to
do; and it was soon seen to be necessary  to create links between
the systems in different countries to deal with problems  of
'turustie  ( Peoples' Rcpublic o/ the Con,qo).
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Locomotives on certain african systems
Electric
locomotives
56
38
16
41
10
12
42
49
38
27
31
6
40
72
s8
102
Rail-cars and
railcar sets
13
3
18
3
10
12
13
11
5
3 (3 sets of 2 units
(1 with engine and
1 coach)
15 (50 h.p. lisht
rail-cats).
2
2
3 (3 rail-car-sets  of
3 fully coupled units).
Senegal
Mali
Abidjan-Niger
:logo
O. C.D.N. Niger-DahomeY
Cameroon
Congo-Oc6an
Madagascar
Franco-EthioPian
ONATRA
C.F.L. (Zaire)
K.D.L. (Zaire)
Nigerian RailwaY
East African RailwaYs
Sudan RailwaY
fares and rates and exchanges of rolling stock. lt was not till
after the First World War that these problems became cruciaf,
and this led to the formation in 1922 of the International Railway
Union.
The l.R.U. is very widely based and a number of the african
railway systems are members of it. These are, the Franco-
Ethiopian  Railway, the Mozambique  Railways, K.D.L. and
ONATRA inZaire, Abidjan-Niger, South African Railways and
the railways  of Algeria,  Tunisia and Zambia.
More recently, most of the railways on the african continent
came to the conclusion that many of their problems are spec:-
{ically african, and it would be to their advantage to set up a
similar african organisation which, of course, would keep
close contact with the l.R.U.
This led to the formation of the African Railway Union
(A.R.U.) which was formed in Addis-Ababa  in September  1972.
Its membership  includes almost all the railway organisations of
northern and inter-tropical  Africa.
This union is still engaged in setting up its organisation,  and its
first Secretary General has not yet been appointed.
Prospects
Even when allowance  is made for the extensive desert area,
the railway density in Africa is low, and is still far below the
limits of its possible development. New lines are under construc-
, tion in a number of regions; but only one country has decided to
scrap its railway system. This is the special case of Sierra
Leone, where the railway system has always been handicapped
by the limited distances covered and by the keen competition
from road transport.
All the african systems are affected by road competition.  lt is
even more disorderly than is the case in Europe, and does not
satisfy the primary requirements of a public service, which
consist of regular departures  and unchanging fares and freight
schedules. The railways putting up the best defence against
this are those covering long distances.  ln this connection  I have
already mentioned the outstanding  results secured by Abidjan-
Niger.
For some of the services the railway administrations , have
organised their own extension facilities by road or water
transport. East African Railways operate connections across
Lake Victoria and Lake Albert and on the navigable reaches of
the Nile, using ferry boats which can carry coaches and trucks.
In the same way, Sudan Railways operate  road feeder services
and an important river transport system, which has the distinc-
tion of being the first in Africa to use the push-convoy technique
(about 1935). Another instance is the mixed road-and-rail
service in Niger, known as (Operation Swallow',  and organised
by O.C.D.N. (the Dahomey-Niger Joint Transport Organis-
ation).Inthe  Peoples' Republic  of the Congo, there is an im-
portant river service which prolongs the Congo-Oc6an railway
and is also run by the A.T.C. (Trans-Congo  Communications
Agency).
New lines. The most recently opened  of the new railways is
the Transcameroon,  which extends the central line of the
Cameroon  network from Yaound6  as far as Ngaound6r6. In the
construction  of this line the first ground was broken on October
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Traffic Carried (latest figures published as of July 1 ,1974)
(thousand)
System R.A.N. Cameroon c.F.c.o.
(incl)
COMILOG
c.F.E. Madagascar o.c.D.N. Senegal Togo K.D.L. Sudan
Railways
Nigerian
Railways
East
African
Railways
Period
Passengers
Number  pass.-km
Goods: tons
Ton-km
(1 s73)
2828
883111
962
553 543
1972-73
1 718
193199
1 146
332772
(1s72)
1 276
1 56 253
1 867
(+1 870
524 171
(+374015
1972-73
368
78734
406
223 217
(1s721
2 586
191 820
809
258 039
(1 s73)
1 373
93419
297
115 720
(1971-72
2760
241 307
I 910
338 31 2
(1s72)
1 373
72 685
66
8 865
(1 973,
1 421
309 39(
5 92C
2 645 08:
(1s72-73)
3 383
1 087 000
2 900
2624000
(1 970-71 )
9 942
( not state(
1 604
1 644 100
(1 970-71 )
4 519
863 1 30
6227
4 496 000
31, 1964. ln April 1969 it was opened to traffic from yaound6 to
B6labo, 294 km from Yaound6, which acted as a temporary
terminus.  since February 4 of this year trains have been running
along the whole system, so that Ngaound6r6 is linked with the
Port of Douala by a railwav 932 km in length, of which 627 km
are of recent laying. The Transcameroon  traffic has been ahead
of estimates and expectations  ever since the tine came into
operation.
For the Abidjan-Niger line the recent work was not really a
new line, but a thorough reconstruction of the 106-km section
between  Agboville and Dimbokro, which was completed in
1973. The authorities concerned clearly regard the railways as
having  a future, for the new line is laid with no gradient of more
than 10 per mille, no curve of less than 500 metres radius, and
uses rails of 36 kg per metre.
Under construction on the other side of Africa is Tanzam,
the 1 750 km line of which we have already  spoken. lt is now
nearing completion, and by early in 1975 it should provide  a
link between Kapiri M'Poshi on the zambian railway main line
and Dar-es-Salaam  on the Indian Ocean. lt is already in
operation in Tanzania right up to the zambian frontier. lt will be
the second interconnection between  the railways of tropical
Africa, the first having been the link between the long line
across Angola from Benguela and the K.D.L. system in Zaire.
The interconnection  has served to show the importance of the
gauges used. East African Railways (i.e. the systems in Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda) run on metre-gauge lines; but the new
Tanzam  track had to be laid with the english 3ft. O in. (1.06 m)
gauge, so that it could be linked up with the zambian system.
lnterconnection is bound to be one of the principal subjects
studied by the A.R.U. for some time to come. lt will not only
necessitate conversion of the metre-gauge line to the 3 ft. 6 in.
gauge, but it will also mean unifying a number of technical
arrangements,  such as the types of buffers and couplings,
heights of buffers, braking systems and loading heights.
In the French-speaking  countries a number  of decisions have
afready been taken for the purpose of facilitating interconnec-
tion. These include the use of metal sleepers which can be
adjusted  from one gauge to another by merely shifting the
bolts holding the clips in position. The new rolling stock is
designed for gauge adjustment  by an easy system for shifting
the position of one of the wheels.
There is already an example of a large-scale conversion on
these lines. lt took place in 1955 on the Great Lakes system  in
Zaire. The lines have been laid on the metre-gauge.  but they had
to be converted to 3 ft. 6 in. (1.067 m), so that they could be
connected  with another  Zaire system, the BCK railway (now
the K.D.L.). The conversion was known as "Operation  Big
Gauge" and it was carried out in only six days, or three days
faster than had been expected. lt affected 800 km of track,
350 points, 38 locomotives  and 47S trucks and coaches, of
which 388 had bogies.
Interconnection will also call for international conventions
on fares and freights, including  conversion from one currency to
another. Consideration  will also have to be given to the type and
tension of electric cilrrent, in case there should be further
electrification of important lines. Not long ago it seemed that
this electrification problem was not likely to become crucial
for many years, because of the big infrastructure  expenditure
for which it calls. lt now seems likely to arise much sooner than
was then expected, because of the oil crisis and Africa's
enormous water- power potential.
Major railway projects in Af rica
Mention  must be made of the great projects  of the past. From
north to south there was the british scheme for a Cape to
Cairo railway; and there was the french project for a railway
across the Sahara. From west to east the Germans had pro-
jected a railway from their colony in the Cameroons  to link it
with German East Africa-the  Tanzania of today.
These splendid projects came to nothing. Progress in ocean
transport and commercial aviation has made them out-of-date;
but-others  on less ambitious lines, and affecting only specific
regions of Africa, are currently a new feature (such as Tanzam),
coming near to reality or in an advanced stage of their prep-
aration.
+
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of existing lines, such  as  Congo-Ocean across the Mayombe, 
or the  Cameroon  system  between  Douala  and  Yaounde.  In 
both these cases the solution amounts, in practice, to building 
new lines. For Congo-Ocean there will be a variant of 104 km, 
to be  built south of the existing  line,  between the stations of 
Holle and  Dolisie. Work on this is scheduled to begin in 1975. 
It will require the shifting of 8 million cu m of earth, the building 
of  12  bridges  (combined  length  1 230  m),  the  piercing  of 
6 tunnels (the longest of 4 600 m and the total length 6 000 m). 
The rails used will weigh 46 kg per metre, which is the heaviest 
yet used for a metre-gauge railway; and the signalling will be 
dealt with from  a centralised  control,  designed to handle the 
traffic until about the year 2000. In Cameroon the modernisa-
tion of the track between Douala and Yaounde is spoken of as 
the "Third Section of the Transcameroon",  for  it  is  the  direct 
result of the construction of the latter. It will not call for a new 
line of comparable length to that of the Congo-Ocean variant, 
but it will call for a great many rectifications of the existing track. 
Among the operations which have been designed to increase 
the carrying capacity, mention must be made of the recent out-
standing improvement carried out by Benguela  Railway. When 
this  line  was  built  in  1902,  time  was  an  important  factor; 
and this led to the acceptance of a system leaving Benguela by 
rack-rail  over  a  distance  of  2 120  metres.  This  peculiarity 
proved  very  awkward  in  operation;  and  in  1971  it was done 
away with by building a 12-km variant with a gradient of 15 
per  mille,  which  provides  an  "on-the-track"  journey  for  the 
whole length of the line. 
Mention should also be made of two important new lines 
projected in  French-speaking countries. 
The  first  of  these  is  the  338 km  line  in  Gabon,  between 
Owendo  and  Boue,  work on  which  was  put in  hand  at  the 
beginning of this year.  Its initial function will be to provide an 
off-take for timber felled  in the area  through which it passes. 
Under the projects of the Gabon government, it is to be extended 
beyond Boue  by two feeder  lines, one of which will run  into 
the  Moanda-Franceville  area,  where  there  are  seams  of 
manganese  and  uranium,  and  the  other  into  the  Mekambo-
Belinga  region,  which  is  potentially important because  of the 
iron ore. 
The Gabon system is breaking with regional tradition, because 
it is to be  laid on the standard gauge of 1.435 m. This rules out 
any future connection with the neighbouring  networks in  the 
Congo and Cameroon. 
The second major project to be  mentioned is the railway to 
connect the  various  systems  in  Zai"re,  and  will  involve  some 
1 500 km  of new line. The first connection envisaged for this 
operation  is  between  Matadi-the  present  terminus  of  the 
railway  from  Kinshasa-to  the  Port  of  Banana.  Matadi  is  a 
river  port,  and  it was chosen  for the  purpose  in  1885 as  the 
closest  approach  possible  to the  Stanley  Pool.  At that time, 
cargo vessels were seldom, if ever,  above 5 000 tons; and the 
port is  now quite unsuitable for the ships of today, despite the 
considerable  extension  works  and  dredging  operations.  It  is 
this which makes it necessary to open up the deep-water port at 
Banana,  which  is  directly  on  the  Atlantic,  and  this  means 
extending to it the railway which now stops short at Matadi. 
The second railway envisaged  will link Kinshasa  with llebo 
on the river  Kasai,  which is the present terminus of the K.D.L. 
main line. 
The  third  section  of  this  very  important  programme  will 
provide  a  rail  link between  the  sections  of the  Great  Lakes 
system, which at present end abruptly at Ubunda and Kundu. 
* 
Railway transport in  Africa therefore has a promising future. 
It is  a great instrument in the development of the countries it 
serves;  and the energy crisis cannot but have a good influence 
upon it,  since it is  by far the most economical in energy, con-
sumption of all  methods of transport.  Moreover, in the present 
state of technical knowledge, the railway is the only transport 
system which can work by electricity. Beyond this, too, there is 
the aspect described by Louis Armand; 
"it is  an  enterprise  of such  scope  in  the  country,  that  its 
future must be  discussed not in terms of its own prosperity or 
its  maintenance,  but in  terms  of the great  imperatives of the 
country's own growth". 
This remark is  as  apposite for Africa  as  elsewhere.  I  hope I 
have  succeeded  in  this  short  survey  in  showing  what  the 
railway has  done for Africa  in  the past,  and  what Africa  can 
expect of it in the future.  • 
P.  PROTAT 
•  Readers  interested  in the african  railways will find considerable 
information  about  them  in  the  monthly  review  "La  Vie  du  Rail 
Outre-Mer", published by OFEROM  (38, rue Ia  Bruyere, 75009 Paris) 
for the past 20 years. 
* * * 
38  DOSSIER - Railways south of the Sahara The rail situation
in English-speaking tropical Africa
The railway systems of the countries in tropical Africa which
were formerly British-administered  have been developed  over
the last eighty years. The original lines were built principally
to meet administrative needs and to make effective the occupa-
tion of the metropolitan  power. ln some cases special reasons
existed; the line from Mombasa to Kisumu on Lake Victoria
was built specifically to destroy finally the trade in slaves.
At the turn of the century only the coastal  fringes of tropical
Africa could be regarded as having exchange economies.
Elsewhere subsistence economies prevailed, to relatively  high
standards in areas favoured  by good soils and reliable rainfall
such as Bugunda. In less favoured areas famines were frequent.
The advantages of exchanging foodstuffs  between areas served
by rail and of exporting local produce to buy imported  goods
were quickly recognised.  The railways were the means by
which living standards  were first raised over vast areas.
With the recognition of the potential of the railways to bring
economic  development,  substantial  extensions  to allthe systems
(')  K.B.E.,  BSc., C. Eng. FICE, General Manager  Sudan Railways 1952-57.
General  Manager  East African Railways 1957-61.
by Sir James FAROUHARSON (.)
were made after the first World War. During the period from
1919 to the onset of the 1930 economic depression,  additions
to the systems were made solely on economic grounds, taking
account of the potential of the area rather than the current
level of production  and trade. The wisdom of building  railways,
ahead of demand, can be assessed by the fact that the major
railways of the region are now either financially sound under-
takings or easily capable of so being. Also few lines have been
closed because of the low level of traffic. The depression of
the early 1930s and the Second World War prevented further
additions to the systems. However, from the end of the war
railways were extended up to the early 1960s. Most new lines
were built very economically using both locally-based con-
tractors and departmental staff. Since then the only major
construction has been the Chinese-financed  line from the port
of Dar-es-Salaam to the copper belt in Zambia.
Though there have been cyclical variations since the 1920s,
the freight traffic on all systems has continued to expand at
an average annual rate of around 6%. This increase, which
still continues, has required continual adaptations  and
improvements to ensure that capacity was kept ahead of
IJ;t,'r'-(ittt1,17  ",1t)" lotottttttii(  t)tt tl!(  Lu.st .llt.it'urr lluiltr.tu'.:.
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meet the increasing requirements of the countries  they serve
both as regards internal  movements and export/import flows.
Though  passenger services are an important  means of medium
and long distance travel, revenues from these services usually
provide less than 1oo/o of the total receipts. The limited  speeds
possible (because of gauge, curvature and grades) will cause
this traffic to decline in relative  importance  though the absolute
volume will probably be maintained.
The reasons behind the current diff iculties (t)
In spite of the favourable  factors-locomotives and rolling
stock well suited to current needs, adequate infrastructure and
rising traffic levels-all the larger systems have, in recent
years, been in major difficulties, sometimes financial, some-
times operational, and often both. What are the reasons
which have caused this situation  to develop since the various
countries obtained their independence  ?
First, nearly all the countries and regions served have had
major internal difficulties which have had serious effects
on the operations of the rail systems. Ghana has had a series
of dictatorships  interspersed  with democratic  rule. Nigeria has
passed through the trauma of a lengthy civil war. Sudan has
had frequent  changes with varying periods of military rule
and parliamentary government.  East Africa has been relatively
stable though the differing policies of the three states have
(as will be discussed later) created difficulties; problems have
been particularly serious  since the advent of a military govern-
ment in Uganda with threats of war between Uganda and
Tanzania.  Zambia has had special difficulty in establishing
its own system after the joint undertaking with Rhodesia
was shared by the two partners. Only the relatively small
Malawi railway has operated in a stable environment.
Second, there has, in most cases, been a faiture to establish
and operate a sound administrative  structure  between
government on the one hand and the railway executive  manage-
ment on the other. This failure has arisen from the lack of
appreciation  of the long-term nature of railway activities and
of the need for sound and consistent policies over a period
of years. Most of the railways are established  as public corpora-
tions with boards responsible to the appropriate  Minister and
below the boards a chief executive is responsible  for the
management of the undertaking.  This general arrangement  is
sound but has, in most cases, operated unsatisfactorily.
The board members  (preferably non-executive) should
be men of experience, integrity and proved good judgment
able to serve the public interest. Such a board can absorb the
factional pressures from the legislature and moderate any
over-readiness of the Minister to give inappropriate directives.
Unfortunately governments  have often failed to appoint
suitable members and the boards have failed to give clear
and consistent instructions  to the chief executive. Moreover
members have often interfered in executive matters. Faulty
operation of the system has led to unsound policies and has
(1 ) Editor's  sub-titles.
diminished  the sense of personal responsibility  which should
influence the actions of board members and senior executives.
Third, the quality of senior and middle management
has not been good enough to deal with the pressures
arising from faulty and changing policies during a period
when the demand for transport services has been increasing
at an above-average rate. Politicians, the public and the staff
themselves have pressed for the rapid localisation of the
management  at all levels. Govdrnments  have, in complying
with demands, failed to realise the heavy burdens which
ineffective management can place on the users of transport
services. The men appointed usually have the basic professional
qualifications  but they have had too little of the practical
experience,  at all levels, necessary to develop the mature
judgment on the best ways of maintaining and operating a
railway and planning its future development. Management
structures  have usually become  unnecessarily  complex,  so
undermining the personal responsibility of individual executives.'
Ineffective management  has led to poor operating performances,
inadequate standards of maintenance, lack of financial  control
and the spread of corruption.
Fourth, during the past two decades competition has
developed from road transport. With improvements  to
roads some short haul traffic was bound to be lost but a
substantial  volume of medium and long distance traffic has,
quite unnecessarily, been transferred to road. In general the
cost level of these railways is such that average costs per
ton-mile are significantly below the level which can be
achieved by road operators. Transfer takes place mostly
because of the failure by the railways to carry the traffic in a
reasonable time or from unwillingness to adjust the tariff to
meet competition. In extreme cases government  agencies
have paid from two to five times the charges by rail to have
traffic moved by road. Better utilization of locomotives  and
rolling stock and more flexible tariff arrangements  could
quickly correct this situation.
Fifth, the past two decades have been a period of increasing
difficulty in obtaining  external capital. In all the world's
financial  centres capital has become  scarce and dear. Con-
tinuing inflation  renders it almost impossible to obtain long-
term loans. Money becoming available  from foreign lenders or
from an undertaking's own resources should be spent with
great care. The purpose of a railway is to carry traffic on demand
as economically  as possible. When capital is scarce and dear
it should be directed to achieving this end if the undertaking
is to fulfil its purpose and remain credit-worthy.  With the
inadequacies  already  mentioned in higher control and manage-
ment, investments  have not always been made to the best
advantage.  With capital likely to remain  expensive  and difficult
to obtain this question needs close attention on all systems.
In one area mistakes are probably still being made. Most of
the rail systems under consideration  originally controlled the
ocean ports. This was a sensible arrangement as a very high
proportion of the import and export traffic was carried by rail.
However, conventional wisdom until recently was that ports
should be separate  undertakings  and governments  have
accepted advice to establish port authorities. This involves
more capital expenditure  on infrastructure,  poor utilization of
expensive equipment (particularly wagons)  and the creation
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calibre are scarce. Yet the modern trend is for the transport
user to require the through transit of goods (carried to an
increasing extent in containers and similar packages) by one
responsible  organisation.
The railways of East Africa
From this review of some of the problems  facing the railways
of states formerly British-administered  a brief account of the
East African Railways may be of interest. This system is the
largest in tropical Africa and serves the three countries of
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania as well as carrying some traffic
to and from Burundi, Rwanda, eastern Zaire and Zambia.
It is owned and controlled by the East African Community
which links the three countries in a network of importdnt
public services.  The relationship between the three governments
and the East African Railways Corporation is, in its present
form, based on the Treaty for East African Co-operation,
effective from 1 December  1967. This railway undertaking was
formed in 1948 by the amalgamation of the Kenya and Uganda
Railway, which served Kenya and Uganda, and the smaller
Tanganyika Railway which served the continental part of
what is now Tanzania. The amalgamation was based on the
assumption that the three British-administered  countries
would move, however slowly, towards a form of federation
with a strong federal government.  As the countries obtained
independence in the early 1960s they all declared  their
ultimate intention to federate but differing ideologies  and
differences on a number of issues have prevented progress in
that direction. Yet periodically  all three states have re-affirmed
their intention to retain the common services. The Corporation's
chief executive is the Director-General  who is responsible to
a Board of Directors. The Board is responsible  to the Communi-
cations Council (consisting of Ministers from each country)
which reports to the East African Authority (thethree Presidents).
The system extends to 3 663 route miles spreading  westwards
{rom the ocean ports of Mombasa, Tanga and Dar-es-Salaam.
Three rail terminals on Lake Victoria (Jinja in Uganda, Kisumu
in Kenya and Mwanza  in Tanzania) are connected by wagon
ferry services  and passenger and cargo vessels link these and
other ports. Services for passengers  and goods are also provided
on Lake Tanganyika.  Road services are provided over 2 516
route miles mostly to south-west Tanzania. ln 1971 (the latest
year for which statistics fiave been published) freight totalled
6.1 million tons and 2 566 million ton-miles.  Passengertraffic
amounted  to 6 million journeys  and 594 million passenger-miles.
After meeting all operating expenditure  including depreciation
and servicing all the borrowed capital, the organisation had
a deficit of 21.7 million shillings. Since then the position has
been deteriorating. By the end of 1972 there was an accumu-
lated deficit of 176 million shillings.
The traffic density over the system varies greatly between
9.5 million gross tons (locomotives plus trailing loads) over
the Mombasa/Nairobi  section to 0.5 million tons or less on
a feqv branch lines. To meet these conditions  the rails used in
the track vary from 95 lbs/yard to worn 45 lbs (say around
40 lbs)/yard on light traffic lines. The standards of tracks and
bridges are well suited to the level of traffic. The system  is
single line thoughout with adequate passing loops. The lines
pass through n.lany types of country at varying elevations.
The main Kenya/Uganda  line crosses the western wall of the
Rift Valley at 9 036 feet, practically on the Equator. In spite
of the great variations in altitude the maximum grades on this
f ine are 1.5% against west-bound traffic and 1 .18o/o against
east-bound traffic. Diesel locomotives have gradually  been
replacing steam and now account for around half the mileage
worked. The oil-burning  steam units left in service are of modern
design and continue to give effective  service. The staff totals
42 000.
In spite of the high volume of traffic and the sound infra-
structure the railway undertaking  has, in the past three years,
slid into a crisis situation.  Traffic has not been carried because
of inadequate  maintenance of locomotives and rolling stock
and poor operating performances. Accountancy systems have
been breaking down. Funds have not been available for
essential spares. Delays have occurred in servicing debts
because of the failure to transfer funds between the three
countries. Bank overdraft limits have been exceeded to an
extent which has prevented wages from being paid when due.
The troubles came to a head with the publication of a very
frank report by a select committee of the East African Assembly
-the 
legislative body dealing with Community  services. The
report was very critical of the conduct and ability of some senior
executives and some members  of the Board of Directors. This
report was later discussed in the Assembly where further
irregularities were disclosed. In the meantime the World Bank
(the principal provider of capital in recent years) has taken
action to assess the situation and find a way out of the present
difficulties in consultation with the interested ministers of the
three countries, representatives  of the Community, the members
of the board and senior executives of the railway.
According to press reports the main results of the discussions
have been somewhat  as follows. First, the three governments
have agreed to provide by November 1974 about 150 million
shillings to meet immediate cash needs. Second, the manage-
ment of the railway is to be decentralised  so that all operations
in each country are to be the responsibility of the regional
management with the central management acting mainly as
a co-ordinating  body responsible for liaison with the Com-
munity. Third, tariff changes are to be made to secure more
revenue.  Fourth, the management  is to be strengthened  by
bringing in a team from Canada to improve financial,  manage-
ment and operational  performances and to plan the arrange-
ments for decentralisation.  lt may be noted that the arrange-
ments now proposed could lead, without too much difficulty,
to the creation of three independent railways.
It is, of course,  easy for legislators to criticise individuals
involved in the working of the undertaking and doubtless many
of the points made are valid. However these legislators
represent the three governments which set up the over-complex
machinery  to deal with railway matters and which were respon-
sible for the appointment  of board members and senior execu-
tives. In fact the failings which have developed are the almost
inevitable  result of the initial decisions  of the three governments.
Earlier .it was stated that in none of the rail systems being
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made between the appropriate  minister on the one hand and
the railway management on the other. The position in East
Africa was made very much more difficult in that three ministers
(forming the Communications Council) were involved and
each minister was bound by the views of his government'
Moreover insofar as the finances of the governments  were
concerned (and all governments individually and severally
guaranteed all loans for railway purposes) each Minister of
Finance had to be consulted. All this had to be done when the
partner states were often, to put it mildly, not on the best of
terms and when two of them were on the verge of war. Also,
lf the new arrangements  achieve no better results than those
now in force there may be no alternative  but to create three
separately controlled systems. Indeed the arrangements
proposed appear to be, at least, halfway on this course. Such
a break-up of the system need not be the disaster it is sometimes
assumed to be. Collaboration between  three connected systems
to deal with standardisation, time-tables  etc. could be arranged
at executive level. Whether as one railway or three it is to be
hoped that the undertaking (o( undertakings)  can be quickly
established  on a sound basis with the responsibilities of bodies
and individuals  clearly defined with the simplest possible
organisational structure. There are no difficulties which cannot
Good.s train cro.s.sin11 the Ruaka riuer in Tattzania.
in addition to the Chairman  and Director-General, each partner
appointed two members  to the Corporation's  board and one
from each state was permanently resident at the railway
headquarters. The intention  seems to have been that these
resident directors should endeavour to safeguard the interests
of each partner,  an interest which was probably seen as more
important  than the health of the undertaking.  These complex
arrangements and the difficult interstate  relationships which
often existed led to interminable delays in obtaining decisions,
to unsatisfactory policies resulting from the necessity for
unrnimity and to a declining sense of personal responsibility
amongst the board members and the executives at all levels.
be resolved  in a relatively short time if there is the will so to do.
For the economic well-being of the peoples  of the countries
of tropical Africa it is of first importance that the rail systems
should be firmly placed on a sound basis and used effectively
to meet the needs of the users. When this has been achieved
consideration  should be given to linking all the systems,  over
a period,  so that there is a complete network south of the Sahara
thus allowing the free movement of people and the fuller
development of interstate trade throughout  the region. European
countries have, in the past, done much for the progress of Africa.
More could still be done to create a continental  rail network. I
Sir JAMES FAROUHARSON
* x x
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Railways in English-speaking  AfricaThe E.D.F. on the track
by Daniel VINCENT (.)
Ten years or so ago, it was the done thing to say the railway was old-
fashioned and that Africa, where it was no more than embryo, could skip this
stage in its transport infrastructure.  ln the past two or three years railway sys-
tems have been re-born, and the energy crisis has given rlecisive impulse to the
change, which is specially to be seen in Africa. This has given the lie to those
visionaries who were so enthusiastic  in their strictures. The European Devel-
opment Fund is proud that it always believed the railways in Africa had a future,
and that its policy has always been to contribute to their extension and modernis-
ation.
Railways began to make their appearance in Africa at
almost the same time as they did in Europe and America.
The surveys for the line to link the Mediterranean  with the
Red Sea were put in hand in 1834, or only four years after
the opening of the line between Liverpool and Manchester,
and the line in South Carolina. The work on this was completed
in 1858. In those days there was no such thing as motor
transport; and wherever waterways  were lacking or impracti-
cable, the only way of getting into the african continent was
to build a railway. Everyone has heard of the dramatic irregu-
larities of the great african rivers, and in the early days one
of the people most impressed was H.M. Stanley, when he
set out (1879-82) to drag a flotilla of four steamers up from
Banana to Kinshasa. After each stretch of navigable river the
boats had to be taken to pieces,  carried by porters to the top
of the falls and then put together again to sail the next stretch.
The great explorer knew what he was talking about when
he said (Nov. 1882) "without a railway the Congo is not
worth a penny".
The african railways built by the colonia! powers in the
first half of the 20th century were no more than penetration
routes, starting from the seaports and leading straight up
into the interior. Such is african topography that many of
them had to find their way from the coast across mountainous
and broken country which made the route survey a matter
of special difficulty. This accounts for the fact that south of
the Sahara the usual thing was for the track to be laid in
metre-gauge, or the english near-equivalent  of 3ft. 6 inches.
Such lines are much better than the standard-gauge lines
of Europe for tackling sharp curves and keeping the train on
the rails. The contractors of those days did not have the earth-
shifting equipment  used today, and this major expense had
(.)  Head  of the division 'General Infrastructure  and Industry',  Commission of the
European Communities.
to be sparbd so far as possible, so that the colonial railways
are apt to meander. Nowadays it is only with difficulty that
we can think back to the toil and sweat which went into their
construction, but the articles of Albert Londres and the notes
of Andr6 Gide provide us with eloquent testimony.
One fifth the energy used on the road5(t)
Competition between rail and road in Africa came mainly
after the Second World War. The permanent way had been
inadequately  maintained  in war conditions, rolling stock and
material had not been renewed and the systems  were unpre-
pared for the sudden post-war leap in their traffic. The roads,
on the other hand, had the benefit of official complacency,
later to be denounced in the United States by Ralph Nader
and in France by Alfred Sauvy. The roads were able to skim
the cream off the traffic and there was no reasoned policy
of transport coordination.  There was virtually no regulation
of road transport. and what there was remained unenforced.
It was an anarchy of competition,  in which it must be admitted,
the small road hauliers were dynamic in getting the better of
the commercial incapacity of the railways. As Alfred Sauvy
so tellingly explains in "Les quatre roues de la fortune."
(The Four Wheels of Fortune), the public interest was far
from being uppermost.
Road transport enthusiasts are vigilant and stubborn in
holding onto their advantagei but in recent years there has
been a new disposition to consider the problems of the
railways.  For obvious reasons, a mode of transport which
uses only a fifth of the energy to carry the same tonnage
as the road haulier, has got to be given full consideration.
(1 )  Editor's  sub-titles.
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the railways were capable of being highly useful to african
countries  for many years to come. Economic  considerations
demand that, in the years ahead, the african railways  should
be brought up-to-date  and extended. There is still much to
be done. Georges  Bernard reminds us in "lndustries  et Travaux
d'Outre-Mer"  (lndustries  and Public Works Overseas) that
Africa, with a population of about 10 inhabitants  per sq. km,
is comparable  with the U.S.S.R., but it has only a single
kilometre of railway track for every 392 sq. km, whereas Russia
has 1 for every 166 sq. km. We can hardly stretch the com-
parison to include the European Community,  where there is
1 km of railway line for every 13 sq. km of territory.
It is a well known fact that the railway is at its best in com-
peting with the roads where it is a question of long hauls and
big tonnages. The immensity of the african continent, of
course, sets up the need for long (often very long) hauls.
On the question of the tonnage carried, it is often said that
there is a threshold of 300 000 tons if a railway is to be worth-
while; and already most of the african systems  show average
traffic figures in excess  of a million tons, and often considerably
higher. Progressively, too, the vast mineral  resources of the afri-
can continent are being brought to market, which calls for
systematic  recourse to railway transport.
Until recently the main effort of the railway authorities  has
been to extend their existing systems so as to provide better
service to regions in the interior. On these lines the R.A.N.
(Abidjan-Niger) system has been extended to Ouagadougou,
the N.R.C. (Nigerian Railways) to Maiduguri,  the Regifercam
(Cameroon)  as far as N'Gaound6r6.  ln recent months these
schemes have demonstrated their usefulness; but they have
also served to show that they are in themselves  insufficient.
This fact came to the surface in the movement of emergency
aid supplies to the populations of the Sahel.
These extensions of course were limited in scope, and were
not on a scale to produce  connections  between the different
national systems, and set up a genuine african network.
They have not broken down the traditional pattern, by which
the main part of african trade is with the outside world and
therefore  through the seaports;' and one consequence is,
that the railway sections which are most overloaded are the
coastal ones, which are the oldest and the least favoured
by the lie of the land, the climate and the crops. Most of the
railway transport, therefore, is carried in the worst conditions.
The railways with insufficient resources and inadequate
aid have not succeeded in converting and equipping their
coastal lines to the extent desirable for the economic handling
of the increased traffic. ln general they have done enough
to moderate  the sharper curves and steeper gradients, and
to renew the permanent way. The need for thorough modern-
isation is becoming specially acute everywhere.
5'1,,, of the crer:lits auvilrcled
The European Development Fund has followed a policy,
in its own sphere, of always being ready to help the african
railways. lt has in fact intervened in Senegal, the lvory Coast,
Upper Volta, Congo, Madagascar, Togo and Cameroon.
In the last mentioned, it made a major contribution  for building
the Transcameroon between Yaound6 and N'Gaound616.
It is the same policy which has led the Commission  to approve
E.D.F. participation in financing the Transgabon  line. Gabon
is one the four african countries which have a seabord  but
. F\t
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E.D.F. railway  policyhave not yet any railway such as exists in all the 28 other
coastal countries.
In the personal  opinion of the writer, it does not seem likely
that this E.D.F. policy will be reversed in the early future.
Some people, it is true, are apt to look askance at infrastructure
projects, and some of the aid organisations systematically
limit their intervention in this field to leave their funds free
for operations classed as "directly  productive". The conflict,
however, looks altogether artificial,  and in matters of develop-
ment it is a risky business to lay down hard and fast priorities,
or to apply with undue strictness the same pattern of con-
sideration to every case arising. A smooth development of
the economic  systems implies that the transport sector must
not be neglected; and it seems to me that there is a big risk
in seeking to abandon the transport infrastructure, and espe-
cially the railways, to their own sorry lot. Having said this,
I must admit the counterpart, which is that we should avoid
excesses in the opposite direction; and the Commission
has up to the present succeeded in this by providing for
raifway transport the reasonable proportion of about 5%
of the total credits awarded. lt would not seem to me to be
disproportionate if this percentage were to be maintained,
or even slightly raised to deal with the big programmes under
consideration.
New lines and modernisation
For the coming decade many of the african railway systems
have formulated  ambitious  investment  programmes, and have
secured  for them a high priority rating in their national  equipment
plans. These programmes include projects for new lines, such
as the continuation of the Transgabon railway across Gabon
to Franceville and Belingua; and the inter-connection of the
various systems in Zaire, giving them access to the projected
deep-water  port at the mouth of the river. Once such project
has already been put forward to the Commission, with a view
to finance from E.D.F. tV. This is the extension in Upper Volta
of the Abidjan-Ouagadougou line as far as Tambao in the
north-eastern part of the country. The two-fold objective
would be, to facilitate operation of an important occurrence
of manganese  and to end the isolation of the Liptaki-Gomma
region, which is an important  part of the sahel region in
Nigeria, Mali and Upper Volta.
The other projects under consideration  are broadly in line
with the need I have mentioned for giving the older sections
capacity enough to handle existing traffic economically,
and enable lines which are nearing saturation  to cope with
the serious increase in traffic expected in the next few years.
In Senegal and the lvory Coast this modernisation  is being
carried out gradually, in some cases keeping the same track
.and in others laying a new one, section by section, a little
way away from the old one but parallel to it. This allows the
investment to be spread over a period and facilitates adaptation
'to the growth in traffic. Cameroon  and Congo, too, have
submitted their projects to the Commission; but here the
approach  is more radical, involving the full-scale  reconstruction
of the old sections of line as part of a bigger scheme calling
for a very considerable investment.  For these countries  there
js a material difference in the physical conditions. The old
tracks have to be abandoned and the projects comprise long
variants some way away from the initial track. In the Congo,
the opening of a completely new section for getting across
the Mayombe  calls for completion in a single stage. ln Cameroon
there is some possibility of dividing the work into five or six
sections; but some of these-especially the "hell" section,
Eseka-Makak-already weigh heavily upon the cost.
In order to defer these investments  to the most advantageous
date, good results may flow from using modern techniques
to increase the capacity of a line without any change in the
track just yet. This can be done, for example, by strengthening
the "armament"  (rails, sleepers and the ballast) so that the
load of individual trains can be increased and the capacity
in the same proportion. Good results may also be obtained
by using better locomotives,  with axles carefully studied for
taking sharp curves and with power enough to haul heavy
loads up steep gradients. The same applies to the signalling,
in which the use of more elaborate  systems instead of the
old "up-and-down" signal, has a direct and immediate
effect on the capacity.  Most important  of all is good manage-
ment and good organisation, which can make a material
difference to operating conditions. For this purpose the
primary need is to extend and intensify the personnel  training,
for good railway men can work miracles even on a bad line.
It sometimes seems as though the african railway authorities
underestimate  the possibilities  I have mentioned. This is a pity;
for an infrastructure project must not be used as an easy way
for securing a result which could be attained at less cost by
better equipment, better management and better
personal training.
Though there is no need to dwell on the many technical
problems connected with the railways, it nevertheless seems
desirable  to mention some of them as being of primary impor-
tance.
The gauge and the rails
There is no need to repeat the reasons which underlie the
generalised  use of metre-gauge railways in Africa south of
the Sahara. Nowadays,  remembering the african  topography,
this choice seems to have been a good one, especially since
the development of railway technique  has been such that
a comparatively  narrow gauge is not now a handicap,  even
for the offtake from mines or other very heavy traffic. The
quality of a railway is not proportional to the gauge used.
For example, the spanish railways are by no means the best
in the world, though they do in fact use a gauge of 1.676 m.
The O.A.U. has expressed the wish that all the african railways
south of the Sahara should use the "english  metric" gauge
of 3ft.6in. (1.067m). Any modernisation or extension of
railways using the "normal" metre gauge must accordingly
be designed for a subsequent change in the gauge. lt should
be noted, of course, that as between two gauges so close to
one another,  conversion  does not raise major difficulties.
When this had to be done on the Great Lakes system in Taire
in 1955, the operation took only 6 days for 800 km of line.
The progressive  standardisation of the gauge will facilitate
future interconnections  between the systems of different
countries and thus help to set up regional  networks  and
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The track material is developing.  Rails below 30 kg per
metre are no longer used. The desire to allow heavier axle-
loads is leading to the use of 36 kg rails, and in some cases
even 46 or 50 kg. Metal sleepers are being superceded  by
timber or concrete sleepers of local manufacture. The use of
sleepers made from tropical timber, which had excellent
results on the Transcameroon,  is now called in question
by the considerable  increase in their price. ln the circumstances
it might be preferable  to export the timber and come back to
local concrete. The development in Africa of many small
plants producing  manufactured  cement of excellent quality
tells in favour of a more generalised  use of the concrete
sleeper, which has good credentials for railway use. For some
years the welding of the lines has been a systematic practice,
and a partial shim is only maintained  in rail sections  laid on
wood sleepers. The welding of rails in Africa is well in advance
of the european practice, partly because the temperature
variations are smaller.
Stearr, diesel and electric traction
ln all the countries within the E.D.F. sphere of influence,
railway traction is entirely done by diesel. The only exception
is in Zaire, where 850 km of the K.D.L. line are electrified,
and this line and the G.F.L. still possess a few steam locomotives.
The conversion to diesel traction was largely responsible
.for increasing the efficiency of the railways during the last
few years. Further consideration is of course prompted by
the new facts dominating  the oil market. Steam haulage
might perhaps come back into favour in countries  which
have not wholly given it up, such as Ghana, Nigeria, Malawi,
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and also Angola and Mozambique.
There might also be a further drive for all-electric traction,
especially in countries which have considerable hydro-electric
resources  and despite the dimensions of the initial investment
required for this technique.
***
As we have seen, one of the characteristics  of railway
projects is that they necessitate  big investments which exceed
by a wide margin the resources available to the operators
themselves. Not only do the countries concerned find it
necessary to seek external aid, but in most cases it is necessary
to look for funds from several sources. lt is a very real point
of interest in these projects that they encourage international
cooperation in carrying out a common undertaking. E.D.F.
is often asked to be one of a consortium  of financing bodies.
This is partly because the railway organisations concerned
are not in a position to face unduly high finance costs, so
that they have to ask for subsidies or loans on specially
favourable terms; and partly because the E.D.F. has, on several
occasions, shown its capacity to participate in co-financing,
and even to put on foot the arrangements for organising it.
ln this one can see an indication of confidence in the way
the economic, financial and technical aspects of the schemes
is examined in the Brussels organisation.  ln the framework  of
the new Association, the departments of the Commission
concerned in this work are, of course,  ready and willing to
continue this effective and sympathetic cooperation.l
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The second main section came into operation in 1974:
now for the re-laying of the Douala-Yaound6 section
The Transcameroon  line is now the name used in Cameroon
for the whole of the railway linking Douala, the business
capital, with Ngaoundere,  the chief town in the big department
of Adamaoua.  The line is built in three main sections.
The story dates backto 1907, to a journey in Africa made by
Herr Dernburg,  head of the Colonial Office of lmperial Germany.
This led to the framing of an enormous railway construction
programme  for Central Africa. lt included the Mittelland Bahn,
or central line, which was to link the port of Douala with
Yaound6. The necessary borrowing  was provided for in the law
of May 18, 1908, and the contracts for the work were awarded
to the Lenz Company, dated February 5, 1909 and January 4,
1914. The outbreak of the First World War six months later put
a stop to the work when the line had reached Eseka, 173.6 km
from Douala.
ln 1922, when the war was over, work was put in hand for
extending the Douala-Eseka line to Yaound6. On August 15,
1927, the station at Yaound6  was opened tocommercialtraffic.
This was not the end but the beginning. The french authorities
regarded Yaound6  as only the first stage, the starting point of a
great arterial railway through Cameroon which was to go as
far as Garoua. Unfortunately the franc crisis made it impossible
(') Secretary-General  of the Transcameroon Railway Office,
by Luc TOWA FOTSO (.)
to lay the plans for the northward extension from Yaound6;  and
it was only as the result of a press campaign that the decision
was taken in 1930, to send out a party of railway experts to
Cameroon and the Chad basin. lt was led by Colonel  Milhau,
and its mission was to consider what ought to be done next.
The mission remained  in Africa till the end of 1932 and put in a
report recommending that the railway system be extended
northward. Soon afterwards came the economic  crisis of
1930-33,  and after this the Second World War. Once more the
project had to go into cold storage.  lt was not till 1952 that the
scheme  for extending the railway as far as Chad came before
the public. By then the Milhau report had been adapted and
brought up-to-date and the project was known as the Douala-
Chad-the first name given to the Transcameroon.
Successive champions  of the scheme were Pialoux,  Nicolas
and Collorec; and it was under the aegis of the Cameroon
government  and the Chambers  of Agriculture, Commerce  and
lndustry that their efforts culminated in October 1958 in the
formation of the Soci6t6 Civile d'Etudes du Chemin de Fer
Douala-Chad  (SEDOT),  the head of which was Paul Darnault,
the Engineer-General.
SEDOT called in the help of specialist  firms and it had before
it the outline project from the Milhau report and economic
studies compiled by the Planning  Organisation SOGEP
-l/  I uotrtrtlt;  .vlttlittrt.
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material it submitted to the Cameroon government a complete 
file  designed  for  use  in  seeking  the  necessary  funds  from 
friendly governments and potential lenders. 
New possibilities were opened  up through the formation of 
the Common Market and the European Development Fund, and 
by the  decision  of the  United  States  in  1961  to  set  up  the 
Agency for International Development (A.I.D.) and give a new 
flexibility  to  their  conditions  for  long-term  lending.  The 
Cameroon  government  was  convinced  of  the  exceptional 
possibilities of railway transport for economic expansion in the 
central  part of the country and  economic development in  the 
north. It now had new doors on which it could knock. 
A  finance programme  was eventually settled,  with  external 
aid contributed by the E. E. C., the United States and France. The 
work was to be carried out in two phases: 
- First section: Yaounde-Belabo (296 km) 
- Second section: Belabo-Ngaoundere (327 km). 
Apart from the surveys and other work carried out by SEDOT 
before 1961  and the indirect help from the Cameroon govern-
ment  (by  way  of  customs  franchise,  special  tax  conditions, 
expropriation  costs,  availability of land,  requisitions,  etc.)  the 
total investment funds contributed up to the time of completion 
of the second section were divided as follows: 
E.E.C.  (E.D.F. and E.I.B.)  F-CFA 
U.S.A. (US-A.I.D.) 
FRANCE (F.A.C. and C.C.C.E.) 
GERMANY (K.F.W.) 
CAMEROON 
12 238.0 million 
5 169.3 million 
4 038.9 million 
1 088.7 million 
3 691 .6 million 
Apart from the  surveys  and  planning  work,  the  operation 
gave rise to the placing of nine contracts. These were for: 
infrastructure construction  (2 contracts) 
supply of wood sleepers  (2 contracts) 
supply of steel sleepers  (1  contract) 
station buildings  (2 contracts) 
telecommunications  (2 contracts). 
The construction of the infrastructure both for the first and 
for the second  section,  was by far the  biggest contract,  both 
in  regard  to  the  quantity  of  the  work  and  the  number  of 
people engaged. 
The number of people actually engaged on the second section 
was 2 600, of which 2 400 were Cameronians. A  labour force 
such as this could not fail to raise welfare and social problems 
which  had  a  very  marked  logistic  effect.  The  unspecialised 
manpower was recruited locally and given a quick training as the 
work  advanced.  The  specialised  personnel-engine  drivers, 
masons,  office staff,  welders  and  others-moved  along  with 
the work. The first concern was to provide housing and board 
for the personnel and their families.  Camps were put up every 
50 km,  consisting of wood hutments with metal roofs, each of 
which  accommodated  about  500  people  (work-people  and 
their  families).  Each  camp  had  a  first-aid  post,  a  steward's 
office and a regular supply of drinking water. 
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On  the  social  side  the  outstanding  achievement  was  the 
hospital  built at  Ngaoundal,  which  was  initially  built for the 
workers and their families and has  became the hospital for the 
regional  population  within  a  radius  of nearly 100 kilometers. 
Provision  was also  made  for leisure  occupations,  including a 
number of football grounds, cinemas and other facilities. 
*  *  •. 
The  first  section  was  brought  into operation  in  successive 
stages during 1968, and the station at Belabo was opened to 
traffic in May 1969. 
The results went far beyond the expectations recorded in the 
SEDOT  preliminary  surveys.  All  along  the  line  there  was  a 
remarkable  growth,  both  in  passenger  traffic  and  in  timber-
carrying.  Between  1968-69  and  1972-73  the  passenger 
traffic on the Transcameroon  line  (at that time  only between 
Douala and Belabo) rose from 120.9 to 145.2 million passenger-
kilometers  and  the goods traffic  rose  from  186.5 to 310.8  m 
ton-km. In 1967 a sugar mill was set up at Mbandjock, using the 
savannah  country  suitable  for  the  purpose  and  reasonably 
close to the railway. 
For the second section, Belabo-Ngaoundere, the contractors 
kept within the stipulations of the plan and were slightly ahead 
of  the  time  schedule.  The  terminus  station  at  Ngaoundere 
has  been  open to traffic since February 4,  1974. Even  before 
this, however, complete goods trains with cargo for Ngaoundere 
and  beyond  (northern  Cameroon  and  Chad)  were  already 
using  the  line.  Passenger  trains  running  twice a  week  had a 
great  success,  both  with  private  firms  and  with  tourists  and 
holidaymakers. The same applied to the traders in Ngaoundere, 
who were able to save time and money by travelling at night. 
These are only a few of the economic results of the extension 
of the railway from Yaounde to Ngaoundere. Another was the 
contact between the populations served,  which  is  a factor of 
unity. This is  all  preliminary to the bauxite mining operation at 
Minim-Martap. 
Since  1969,  when  the  first  section  was  completed  and 
traffic  could  flow  by  rail  through  Belabo,  there  has  been  a 
marked  increase in the proportion of imports into and exports 
from  Chad  and  the  Central  African  Republic  passing  through 
Cameroon. 
From  the  very  beginnings  of  the  Transcameroon  project, 
access  to  this  firm  and  assured  highway  of  communication 
has  always  been  one  of the  aspirations  of  the  land-locked 
countries bordering  Cameroon.  For a long time, of course, the 
Transcameroon  was  known  as  Douala-Chad;  and  for  the 
Central  African  Republic surveys  have  been  made for a con-
nection  between  Bangui  and  the  Transcameroon  with  three 
possible  variants-Bangui-Belabo,  Bangui-Yaounde  and 
Bangui-Nbalmayo. Chad, it seems,  has already chosen to use a 
road  which will take the traffic to Ngaoundere, for which the 
route  would  lie  through  Tchollire-Moundou  and  for  which 
surveys  have been  financed through the E.D.F.  In  Cameroon, 
too, road work has  long been in progress to complete the road 
and rail artery between the north and the south. 
The great Trans-African road project (Lagos-Mombassa) will 
pass through  Cameroon,  crossing  the  Transcameroon  not far 
from the station at Ngaoundal. 
* 
*  * There is one fly in the ointment. Cameroon and its neighbours 
who depend on the  Transcameroon  will  not  be  able to take 
full  advantage  of the  big  investment  between  Yaounde  and 
Ngaoundere until the old portion between Douala and Yaounde 
has  been brought up to the same pitch as the newly-built line. 
It  is  308  km  in  length  and  at  present  it  is  struggling  rather 
ineffectively  to  deal  with  the  expansion  in  its  traffic.  Its 
characteristics and equipment are  old-fashioned, and the line is 
fast deteriorating under the increase in the number of trains and 
the higher axle-weights. The lenders who financed the Trans-
cameroon,  when  they  were  considering  the  first  section, 
already  recognised  and  recommended  that  by  the  time  the 
Transcameroon  was  complete  the  old line between Yaounde 
and  Douala  should  have  characteristics  as  least  as  good  as 
those of the new line. 
Technical surveys for this purpose were commissioned by the 
cameronian  government  from  the  Transcameroon  Railway 
Office entirely at its own expense. These have now been com-
pleted. 
The economic analysis and profitability study was put in the 
hands  of the  companies  O.C.C.R.,  lnterg  and  Sofrerail,  with 
finance  provided  by  the  World  Bank.  The  profitability  study 
was made on the lines required by the World Bank, subdivided 
into estimates of the effect of modernisation on each of the three 
subsections  (Douala-Edea,  Edea-Otele  and  Otele-Yaounde) 
as well as for the whole line. 
The Cameroon government is armed with a full economic and 
technical  dossier,  with  execution  plans  fully  defined  and 
worked out. Thus equipped it has already begun its approaches 
to  other  governments  and  finance  organisations  in  quest  of 
funds for what it already calls the third section  of the Trans-
cameroon. 
For this purpose a meeting was held from July 25 to August 1, 
1974, for the specific purpose of finding finance for extensions 
in  the  port  of  Douala  and  the  improvement  of the  Douala-
Yaounde  line.  Besides  the  Cameroon  government,  it  was 
attended  by  representatives  of  the  European  Development 
Fund,  the  European  Investment  Bank,  the  World  Bank,  the 
french funds F.A.C. and C.C.C.E., the US-A.I.D., the Canadian 
International Development Agency, the corresponding german 
body (K.F.W.), Italy and others. The potential lenders set up a 
committee  of  experts,  which  recognised  the  validity  of the 
Douala-Yaounde  project as  a  whole,  and  agreed  to its  being 
carried  out  in  sections  as  the  funds  are  made  available  in 
conformity with the programmes of the various lenders. 
The first funds will come from french, german and canadian 
aid,  supplemented  by  a  contribution  from  the  Cameroon 
government itself. As soon as these are available it is agreed that 
a  start  will  be  made  on  a  first section  of the work.  This will 
consist  of  the  main  telecommunications  system  between 
Douala  and  Yaounde  and  the  relaying  of the  line  between 
Otele and Yaounde (49 km, including stations). 
The meeting at the end of July can thus be  regarded as  the 
birthday  party  for  the  third  section  of  the  Transcameroon. 
The country can  look forward to the reasonably early accom-
plishment of the task of relaying the line between Douala and 
Yaounde,  which  is  now so  necessary  and  which  will  be  of 
benefit not only to Cameroon's own economy, but also to that 
.of the countries which are  its friends and neighbours.  • 
Luc  TOWA FOTSO 
THETRANSCAMEROON 
CELEBRATED 
IN  POSTAGE STAMPS 
The  Transcameroon  Railway  now  links  the 
country from  north to south.  Perhaps  one day 
it may also provide a link from east to west. The 
completion in its present stage is a great event in 
Cameroon's  development  and  in  bringing  its 
population closer together. 
The  occasion  has  been  celebrated  by  the 
national  Post  and  Telecommunications  Office 
by a new issue of stamps, pictures of which are 
shown  above.  Collectors  will  get  a  further 
knowledge of the flora of Cameroon; and they 
will  also  be  able,  from their stamps, to follow 
the economic advance of the United Republic  . 
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gets up stearrl
by M. UNGURAN  (.)
Gabon produces timber, oil, uranium,  manganese
and also has a very important iron ore seam. The
Transgabon railway will enable these resources to
be brought into use, and it will also provide better
penetration into the interior, most of which is
covered with dense forests.
As far back as the beginning of the century, plans were under
discussion  for a road-and-rail  highway to penetrate the heart of
Equatoral Africa. These were in fact the beginnings of what is
now the Transgabon railway project, but we do not need
to go back so far to show how chequered  has been the story of
a project on a scale which has often scared away Gabon's
financial backers.
The country has enormous economic potentialities  and
people are increasingly  aware of the world scarcity of raw
materials. This, however, is not the whole story; for the project
is equally a necessity for the country's economy.  The infra-
structure will not only provide an offtake for various mineral
resources, but it should also bring important changes in the
distribution of population and thus facilitate an adequate
administrative and health infrastructure.
These factors in favour of building the railway should out-
weigh any inconvenience arising from the scale of the invest-
ment required.
The story so far
The project for the Transgabon Railway has only a short
history, and the Head of State, President Bongo, has had
manifold difficulties, some of them almost insurmountable;
but he has always been keen to see the project through, and
it is only his persistent  activity which has brought it to a
successful conclusion. Long before he was born the Trans-
gabon project had already been the subject of a battle of
experts and politicians. This was not only on technical points,
such as the gradients, track, width of the permanent way and the
gauge to be used. Nor was it entirely about the estimated cost
of the first section from Owendo to Boou6 which the govern-
ment intends to construct  so as to hasten the construction  of
other sections to B6linga and Moanda  by way of Franceville.
There were disputes, too, about the economic profitability  of the
330 km of track through the forest, mainly intended  for
carrying over a million tons of cargo annually to its seaward
outlet.
The first project, set on foot by Foley Brothers, was intended
to connect Owendo, south of Libreville, with B6linga, which
lies in the heart of the iron ore area in the north-western  part of
the country. Because of the disputes I have mentioned,  this
was superseded by a more modest project for a connection
between Owendo and Boou6, lor which new surveys were
made by Foley/Sofrerail, with the economic study in the hands
'of S.E.D.E.S. (Soci6t6 d'Etudes  Economiques  et Sociales).
This might be thought to have been in reality a stimulus for
operating the iron ore mines, the concession for which had
been disadvised by the World Bank, with the suggestion that a
system of roads be constructed for the offtake of timber, leaving
the railway project till some years later. In February  1973,
after the World Bank had the project under consideration
for several years, it withdrew its promise of finance; but
Gabon was still keen on the railway project and decided to
accept the proposal  of the European Development Fund, which
would have the effect of reducing the cost without compro-
mising the future of the mines. At the same time work was put
in hand, with the use of bank credit, in building what has come
to be known as the "reception  infrastructure".  This consists of
the administrative building of the Transgabon Railway
Office, which had been formed in 1972; and a housing scheme
and a road from the future station at Owendo to the new port
which has just been brought into operation in 1974.
The fact that Gabon was anxious to get on with the iob is
explained  by the existence of a Railway Investment Fund, which
had been set up in 1969, and fed from taxes on wages, drinks,
tobacco and similar sources. lt is easy to see why a country
which had been working for four years to set up such a
reserve should want to see its project carried into execution as
quickly as possible.
The tenders for the 10 operations of which the railway will
consist were therefore to be opened in July-August 1974, and
the contracts will probably be awarded during the final quarter
of this year.
Economic advantages
This will be no more than the beginning  of the work in two
distinct fields: construction and finance. But before taking a
look at the future, we must ask why a railway is needed  and,
more especially, why this first section of it ?
Help came from the interest in the project expressed  by the
European  Development Fund. On May 28,'1974 its committee
assented to the project, and shortly afterwards the E.E.C.
Commission  took a favourable financing  decision.
lf we consider the mineral wealth of the Ogoou6 basin, it is
quite easy to see that they could not be adequately  exploited by
a road system which could not carry traffic of several  million
tons each year. The iron ore reserves at M6kambo/B6linga
would suffice for an annual production of 40 m tons for over
50 years, consisting of high-grade ore of up to 64 Yo ferric
content.
The manganese mine at Moanda in the south-east  of the
country already produces 2 m tons of first-class ore every
year. Unfortunately  there is no suitable  infrastructure, and the
production has to be evacuated  first by 75 km of cable railway,
then by a privately-owned railway and afterwards by Congo-
Oc6an, which is the link between Brazzaville and Pointe-Noire.
Here again, the reserves are sufficient  to guarantee  operations
for 50 years or longer. So there can be no doubt that Gabon
should have a railway for heavy traffic if it is to get these ores to
market. Only a passing reference is necessary to the mine at
Mounana near Moanda,  because the traffic it will occasion  is
comparatively small. The question remains, why should the
railway to be built stop short at Boou6?
We found that conditions in the iron ore market were not
good, so that it was not possible to forecast the date when the (')  Economist in the Transgabon Railway Office (O'C.T.R.A')'
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government therefore took the view that the building of a first
section of the railway would be an adequate inducement
to secure the opening of the mine. Whether or not this was a
winning bet, time alone will show. Meanwhile  it was necessary
to make it clear that the first section by itself would be viable.
Here again, there was a conflict-often  a very vehement one-
between  the experts on essential  points, such as the density of
exploitable timber in the Gabon forest (between 6 and 13 tons
per hectare); but underlying  this quarrel was the problem  of
promoting different species of timber.
In Gabon all types of timber are classed as miscellaneous,
except for okoum6. This is because the latter is a timber which
floats and which peels easily; and until the oil wells came into
production, it was Gabon's chief economic resource. Yet
the forests are extremely rich in woodworking timber, and in
species which peel easily. This is another point on which the
European Community provided help not only to Gabon, but
to the other principal timber producers-the lvory Coast,
Cameroon and Congo.
An operation is currently in progress aimed to familiarise
importers with the various species of timber which have the
qualities needed for industrial use.
There was therefore a good deal of controversy  about the
otftake of exploitable timber, but in time the views of the
optimists gained the upper hand. The prices of timber rose in
parallel with the demand,  and there is now a definite tendency
towards  d iversif ication.
On the other hand, the concluding months of 1973 were to
deal a severe blow to the railway project, and indeed to Gabon
itself. The astonishing rise in oil prices accentuated the world
inflation and it was evident that building costs were likely to
increase rapidly. The immediate problem in considering the
economic profitability of the first section of the railway is the
balance of timing between the growth in income from exported
products  and the cost of imported goods and services.
These are the two unknowns in the equation; and since the
relationship between them was uncertain, problems had to
be put to the computer and a great number of possibilities
brought into consideration.  ln the position as it now exists,
the building of the first section is found to be largely justified.
This decision  having been taken, Gabon will be faced with
the two difficulties already mentioned-finance  and the work
of construction.
Finance and manpower
At present the finance is based on multilateral  aid (E.D.F.,
B.A.D.), bilateral aid (US-A.1.D., F.A.C., R.F.A., ltaly and
others), export credits (EXIMBANK,  COFACE, Canadian  S.E.E.
and others) and a participation from Gabon itself of F-CFA
15 000 m, which is equivalent to half the external aid and
therefore  a third of the total investment  at 1972 values.
Wlth the present continued inflation Gabon will certainly be
obliged to increase its participation,  but this will probably  be
facilitated through the increase in its income from oil. lt also
seems likely that a serious problem will arise for the actual
work of construction, owing to the shortage of manpower.  lt
may be necessary to look for workers from other countries, and
the government is seeking to negotiate conventions with other
african countriesthrough  which immigrant workers will be given
various advantages.
These two factors are both matters of concern, but it can
be estimated that the first section will come into operation  in
1 979.
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The Transgabon railway conslsfs
First section. -
Li brevi  I le- Owendo- Boou6 :
332 km (21O miles)
o Approximate cost: 45 000 m francs
CFA, or about $140 m.
o Timber port at Owendo.
o  Eight stations along the line.
o Three million passenger/km  per year.
e  1 200 000 more tons of wood a year
' (double present  production).
o  Opening up three million hectares to
the timber industry.
.  30 000 tons of fuel and 20 000 tons of
goods transported  annually.
o Work due to start at the end of 1974.
r  Work due to take five years.
Second section. - Boou6-M  oanda- Francevi I le :
375 km (234 miles)
o  One and a half million more tons of
Moanda  manganese moved out of.
Libreville per year.
r  Opening up of the third forestry area
(rich variety of wood).
Third section. - Boou6- 86linga  :
229 km (144 miles)
r  Libreville-Santa Clara mineral port
(cape  Est6ria).
o  Expf citation of iron ore seams at
B6linga: 20-25 million tons a year.
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sea, the project also includes 400 km of roads and a port for
round timber at Owendo.  These are to be completed  in good
time for the timber operation to get going in the initial years at
the adequate  rate of a million tons per annum.
The future
Before the railway gets as far as Boou6 (which, it should  be
mentioned, may become an important tourist centre), the
governmentwill  have to take a decision about the other sections.
For Boou6-Moanda-Franceville,  the plans are at a very
advanced stage. They have already covered the route, the soil
studies, the traffic estimates and the value to the community  of
building these 300 km of additional track. Even if the traffic
through the Congo is taken as remaining at the same level as in
the past few years, it would be to the country's advantage to
make this investment, the cost of which will be of the same
order of magnitude  as Owendo-Boou6.
For the Bobu6-B6linga branch, the plans and surveys are
also in an advanced state, but will need bringing up to date.
The completion  of the two projects in about 10 years time will
give Gabon a railway from the coast with two main branches
and a total of some 950 km of track. This will necessitate
building a wharf at Libreville to handle the big ore carriers.
Once the Owendo-Boou6  line comes into operation, the
prospects ahead for Gabon seem extremely favourable.
Social and economic impact
While the profits the railway will bring are a welcome
influence in a developing  country, there are others to be
expected,  including changes in the face of the countryside
and a strengthening of national unity. By organising economic
life around this central communications  artery, the government
expects centres of activity to spring up progressively around
the stopping places, consisting of small production units,
various forms of service trade and transport, with others to
follow.
The rural population of the region is likely to gravitate towards
the railway, and it will thus be possible to set up social equip-
ment to an extent that is not feasible when the population is
very dispersed.
The strengthening of national unity will be considerable.
The country is at present divided into comparatively  isolated
centres of economic activity. The rainy season lasts for six
months and the roads are often impracticable, up-country
transport is very difficult and the victualling of the capital
is highly precarious.  The only mode of transport which can be
used in the rainy season is the aircraft.
This is a serious state of things politically and it is one to
which the railway will be an ideal solution. This explains the
determination  of the Head of State to construct a fast and
reliable transport  system.
On the political side, a problem to be emphasised is that of
the manganese production. This comes entirely from Gabon,
but the whole of it is now evacuated through foreign countries.
The railway can thus be seen as a progress factor, both on the
economic and social side and as an instrument of national
unity and independence.l
Nigerian railvvays:
rrvaiting
for rnodernisation
The Nigerian rail network, one of the biggest in Africa
with 3 500 km (2 100 miles) of track, is no longer adequate
for the country's needs. Railway construction in Nigeria
began in 1898 and the network now poses a problem that
might be unexpected  in a developing  country's infrastruc-
ture: it is out of date.
The archaic track width (1.07 m) limits maximum speed
to about 65 km/h (40 mph), and trains are further slowed
by the many curves (1 600 at more than 4o); the journey
from Lagos to Kano,112O km (700 miles) to the north,
sometimes  takes 30 hours by train.
Run by the Nigerian Railway Corporation,  the railway
has made considerable  financial losses over the past 10
years. And under the current national development  plan,
far more funds are available for the maintenance and
reconstruction  of the roads than for the reconstitution of
the rail system.
The deterioration of the network can be attributed to
several factors. The rolling stock is inadequate and in short
supply, despite the introduction  of diesel engines. High
interest rates make it difficult to raise capital, and fares
were frozen for eight years. Agricultural  rail freight has
considerably diminished and road transport is a strong
competitor. The civil war involved still further problems.
The most important of these factors is the reduction of
agricultural freight transport, which used to bring in 85 % of
the railways' revenues, 50 % coming from the transport  of
export products such as cotton and groundnuts.  The
drought in the north of Nigeria is only partly responsible  for
these cutbacks. Agricultural  rail freight in 1971'72 was
little more than a third of what it was in 1963-64, as the
following figures show:
Agricultural  exports by rail (tons)
1958-59  849 500
1963-64  880 900
1968-69  767 467
1970-71  400 000
1971-72  350 000
Yet the railways have been closely associated with
Nigeria's economic development  from the start. Their
initial role of opening up the interior made it possible to
exploit such natural resources  as coal and tin as well as to
transport agricultural  exports from the north to the ports of
the south. This function  remains valid, especially with the
new export possibilities now offered to the Nigerian  coal
and steel industries and with the introduction in West
Africa of thti standardised container  system, which should
greatly improve the efficiency of freight transport.
The responsible ministries seem well aware of the impor-
tance of the rail network and of the economic advantage  of
rail over road freight.  Studies recently completed should lay
down the guidelines for a considerably  improved rail
system under the third national development plan.l
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The Trans-Equatorial Highway is a system of communication
some 5 000 km in length, and of interest to four Associated
countries-the  Peoples'  Republic  of the Congo (1), Cameroon,
the Central African  Republic  and Chad.
It falls into five parts :
6  The port of Pointe-Noire (Congo) which is its seaward
outlet.
@ The Congo-Oc6an Railway (C.F.C.O.), which links Pointe-
Noire with Brazzaville (Congo) which takes the place of the
river route in this section,  because of the Congo rapids. The
railway  has a northern branch to M'Binda, which is at present
used for the offtake of manganese from Gabon.
(1 ) TheDirectorGeneral  oftheTrans-CongolaiseCommunicationsAgency(A.T.C.),
gave a substantial account of this organisation  (covering  its rules,  its communications
systems, its regional characterand itsfuture) in Association  NEws,  No. 13 (May-
June  1 972).
The E.E.C. at rwork on
Timber transport  Congo-Ocian.
@ The port of Brazzaville (Congo), the re-shipment point
between river and railway transport.
@ The river transport network, consisting of:
-  the Congo river and its tributaries of the Congo basin, a
production  area for coffee, cocoa and palm oil;
- 
the Sangha and the northward extension  (the Ngoka into
Cameroon  and the Upper Sangha into the Central African
Republic) which serve for evacuating timber from south-east
Cameroon  and south-west Central Africa;
- 
the Ubangui linking Bangui with Brazzaville and its tributary.
the Lobaye, which serves a forestry  area in Central Africa.
O The road system in Central Africa and Chad serving the
cotton growing in Central Africa (Bossemb6l6 and Bambari)
and in Chad (Moundou and Sahr).
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.l  2 guay betths
I quay berth: infrastructure
I guay berth: superstructure
I fishing quay (study)
I tug
I dredger
7 reinforcement of the -  DolisielMont-Belo  line
5O timber wagons
realignment being studied
3  extension  oftheport:
in f  ra stru ctu re a n d s u pe rstru ctu re
4 maintonance eguipment  for
the river channels
$ port infrastructure in
the Congo  bcsin
4 ports financed by the EDF
6 ttpper Sangha  river fleet
7 'Nota port
8 work on the
Lo baye-  O u ba n g u i iu n ction
9 work on the port (being studied)
l0  Damara-sibut  road
The Trans-equatorial.
For all the four states concerned, this system is extremely
important. tn 1970, the Trans-Equatorial  carried exports of:
- 
1 275 000 tons for Congo (100 % of the total);
- 
260000 tons for Central Africa (98o/o of the total), the
remainder transiting northern Cameroon);
- 
75000 tons for Chad (35o/o of the total, while 30% goes
out via Cameroon and 35 
o/o via Nigeria);
- 
30 000 tons from south-eastern Cameroon.
In addition,  1 510000 tons of manganese from southern
Gabon used a small section of the C.F.C.O.  and the port of
Pointe-Noire. Even without this part of the traffic, the Trans-
Equatorial carried 1 640 000 tons of merchandise.
At the request of the Associated countries, and in line with
their communications  development policy, the European
'Community provided finance for improvements in the system
from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd European Development  Fund, and
iointly with other aid sources.
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The total Community finance solely concerned with the
Trans-Equatorial Highway in the Central African Republic and
Congo, had amounted by the end of 1973 to U.A. 38 977 000.
This was divided as follows:
Non-repayable aid  E.D.F. I  U.A. 9 230 000
Non-repayable aid  E.D.F. ll  5 020 000
Non-repayable aid  E.D.F. lll  22 675 OOO
Loans on special terms E.D.F. lll  2 052 000
The map shows the detail of these financings and where the
corresponding work was undertaken.
In addition, the E.D.F. departments are at present studying
various  other Central African and Congo projects, the execution
of which would add to the previous interventions. These
include: improvements  in the port of Bangui; superstructure
in the port of Pointe-Noire (following  the,financing of infra-
structure in 1972\; Pointe-Noire  port extensions, especially as
a fishing poru and the re-laying of the C.F'C.O. permanent  way
on a joint basis with local users of the line and the world Bank,
the UN Development Programme  and the F.A.C. fZaire railways
by M. KANYAMA (-)
Zaire is charactgrised by its enormous area,  The provision  for the railways includes the gradual  renewal of
covering 2 343 000 sq.km, which is 8% of the area of  locomotivas, the acquisition  of new coaches (140 of theso are
thg african contin€nt  and twice that of the European  now in course of delivery) and rail-car sets.
Common  Market.  Zaire has 9 4.00 km of land frontisrs  In parallel with this, sleps will be takon for th€ better adap-
with ten different countrios, but its ocean coastline tation of the equipment to operational requirements.  These
is only 45 km,  include:
Tho rich mining area of Shaba is 2 800 km from th_e .-  track renewals (30 km p.a.) and strengthening of bridges
only major seaport at Matadi, which lies on the left  (raising  the capacity load from 16.5 to 18 tons per axle);
bank of tho river Zairo, 138km from the mouth - 
doubling the track on the Lemba-N'dolo  and Kwilu-
of the river, which is Zaire's access to the Atlantic. Ngongo lvlweke sections, to provide greater llexibility  and
These distances give a first idea of the potential oJerational  security;
importance of transport in the economy of the - 
transter to Kinshasa of the locomotive  overhaul and repail
country.  shops at Mbanzs-Ngungu;
- 
better equipment for the coach repair shops at Kinshasa;
- 
improved telecommunications;
-' 
plans for electrification  of the system.
This up-grading  of the line equipment is indispensable,
because  of the traffic outlook resulting from the execution  of
two big projects. These are:
- 
laying out a deep-water seaport in the neighbourhood  of
Banana, and linking it with Matadi via Boma by means of
a 150 km railway, the construction of which was scheduled
to begin in September  1974 for completion  in 5 years;
- 
in the longer term, the construction  of a railway from llebo
to Kinshasa, interconnecting  the K.D.L. and C.F.M.K.  systems.
This will take the northern  and more difficult route, approxi-
mately parallel to the Kasai and Zaire rivers via Bandundu.
The laying out of an ocean port at Banana is called for on
account of the inaccessibility  to modern  high tonnage  vessels  of
the two seaports at Matadi and Boma. Moreover, the port of
Matadi lies hard up against steep mountains  which make its
extension impossible. This is becoming an increasing handicap
for a progressive country such as Zaire, which is being in-
dustrialised-an  industrial complex is also foreshadowed at
Banana-and  possesses  enormous  mineral and forest resources.
The railway from llebo to Kinshasa  will do away with the
inconveniences of the present system of river transport, which
means expeniive trans-shipments and slow travel. The junction
line between the C.F.M.K.  and K.D.L. systems will enable them
to be more productive; and this, linked with the expected
increase in traffic, will lower their costs. A main factor in this
will be the better utilisation of locomotives  and rolling stock
owing to the continuity of the haul for long-distance transport.
O The K.D.L. Railway (Kinshasa-Dilolo-Lubumbashi).
This is the main communication system linking Zaire with
southern Africa by the railway from llebo (the terminus of
heavy navigation  on the Zaire and Kasai rivers) with Sakania
on the zambian frontier, a distance of 1 820 km. The line has
two additional branches:
- 
Tenke-Dilolo (523 km) which takes the system to the
Angola frontier, where it connects with the Benguela Railway
to the Atlantic seaport at Lobito;
The railways of Zaire are all single-track  lines. Starting from
the Atlantic (see map) they consist of:
O The Mayumbe line (C.F.M.) from Boma to Tshela, on
the right bank of the Zaire estuary, consisting of 136 km of
narrow-gauge line (0.615 m).
This line is now liable to become much more active because
of developments in the region. These include the laying of a
new railway from Matadi to Banana; the building of the new
hydro-electric  power station at lnga; the project for industrial
development at Banana, including an aluminium works; and
the existence of an important  bauxite seam at Sumbi (80 km
east of Lukula). lt will be necessary  to review the equipment of
the line, and especially to re-lay it in 3 ft. 6 inch (1.067 m)
gauge.
O tlre Matadi-Kinshasa line (C.F.M.K.), known as the
"f ungs of Zaire", linking the estuary of the river with the river
transport system and thence with the other railway systems. lt
consists of 366 km of 3 ft. 6 inch track.
The C.F.M.K.  links the port of Matadi with Kinshasa,  through
which all goods bound for or from the interior must necessarily
pass along the Zaire National  Route, which is being more and
more used. The equipment of the line will have to be improved
to deal with traffic requirements, estimated as rising to 2 485 000
tons by 1980.
The traffic is already increasing, owing to the setting up of
the national  cement works at Kimpese (capacity of 300 000
tons p.a.), the impending  entry into production of the steel-
works at Maluku (capacity 250 000 tons p.a.) and the develop-
ment of the Kinshasa industrial areas.
'ONATRA has drawn up an equipment programme for
1974-80, with an estimated total cost of 50 million Zaire,
including material on order for the railways, waterways and
ports, besides the material included in outstanding surveys.
(')  Dilector General of ONATRA.
(Extractsfrom  a major report  by Mr. Kanyama  on -Land transport inZaire').
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Lines in
operation  (km)
Passengers Goods Traffic
Number  Passenger-  km
(million)
Tons  Ton-km
(million)
ZAIRE
c.F.M.K.
c.F.M.
K.D.L.
c.F.L.
c.v.z.
Total
404
137
2642
1 085
842
1 257 749  154
79710  5.1
1 334 681  284
343 61 1  57
84 469
1 622136  474
62 953  4.9
4 840 439  1 017
317 860  144
67 263
5 110 31OO22O  500.1 (2) 6 910 651  2 539.9 (2)
SENEGAL
TOGO
O.C.D.N.  ( Dahomey-  Niger)
R.A.N. (Abidjan-Niger)
REGIFERCAM (Cameroon) (1 )
A.T.C. (C.F.C.O.  and C.O.M.l.L.O.G.)
MALAGASY
FRANCO-ETHTOPTAN  (1)
I 034
442
579
1 173
839
720
860
701
2 760 000  241.3
1 373 000  73
1 290917  80
2 595 000  777
1 879 000  221
1 276 000  156
2 695 000  192
361 100  76
1 910 000  338.3
64 000  8.5
280996  111
872 000  480
1 113000  307
3 737 000  898
897 000  258
397 800  212.6
(1)
(2)
Figures  for July 1971 through June 1972
Excluding  C.V.Z.
- 
Kamina-Kabalo,  connecting  with the Great Lakes system to
Kalemia (1 161 km) on Lake Tanganyika, across which it
connects  with East African Railways  across  Tanzania to Dar-es-
Salaam  on the Indian Ocean.
The K.D.L. Railway is the vital element in Zaire surface trans-
port, making the country the turntable of CentralAfrica, assisting
in the economic expansion  of Zaire itself and providing maritime
outlets for the country and its neighbours.
The junction railway between llebo and Kinshasa  will add
to the importance of the railway system and improve  its
productivity.
The combined operation of a junction between the K.D.L.
and C.F.M.K.  systems,  and the continuation of the latter from
Matadi to the great new port of Banana will make the National
Route the main artery lor Zaire rail transport.
@ ttre Great Lakes Railway (C.F.L.), which has been
under the management  of K.D.L. since January 1974.lt  consists
of two separate sections:
- 
Kisangani-Ubundu,  a distance of 125km laid in metre-
gauge line, bypassing the rapids which prevent navigation  on
this part of the Zaire river (known as Lualaba in its upper course);
- 
Kindu-Kabalo-Kal6mia,  which takes the traffic on 1.067
metres gauge (3 ft.6 in) from the upper end of the navigable
reaches of Lualaba  as far as Lake Tanganyika, across which it
connects with Tanzania and the port of Dar-es-Salaam.
It does not seem that the present goods traffic will expand to
any great extent in the early future.
lmprovement  in the state of the permanent way, including
both renewals and strengthening, has already been begun and
should be continued,  especially on the Kisangani-Ubundu
section.
The laying of a railway between Ubundu and Kindu has
recently  been put under survey.
In the immediate future, the management  of C.F.L. operations
by K.D.L. will improve the profitability of this line of low traffic
density, and reduce the costs of transport.
O ttre local lines in Zaire (C.V.Z.),  the starting point of
which is Aketi, the terminus on the ltimburi river for heavy
navigation. The 842 km of track is laid with a gauge of 0.60 m.
It serves the Uele region as far as Mungbere, with branches
to Bondo and another to Titule.
The C.V.Z. serves a very big region, the economic develop-
ment of which is expected to continue under the influence  of the
current extensions in coffee plantations, the World Bank plan
for the development of cotton growing, and the projected
iron ore mine at lsiro. These factors suggest  a further growth in
the railway traffic in the years ahead.
With the completion of the railway complex at Bumba,
scheduled for the second half of 1974, and the enlargement  of
the port to give it a 200-metre  length of quay, the extension of
the Aketi line to Bumba will improve the facilities for handling
goods, and so enable C.V.Z. to provide f urther help in economic
expansion,  which will bring it a recovery  in its traffic.
@ Gomparison  of Zalre railway traffic with other
systems in French-speaking Africa
The principal points of comparison, showing  the conditions
in 1972 are given in the table above.
Ey way of conclusion,  it is interesting to compare the
activity  of the Zaire railways with others in Africa.
These figures give a general view of the importance of rail
transport in countries in which, of course, the economic
backgrounds are not identical.
They make it clear that the railway,  besides its primary work
of facilitating the commercialisation  of the nation's wealth,
is also the indispensable transport factor for the economy  of
any country. In Zaire, as in other countries, the modernisation
of its equipment and the construction of new lines will give it a
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new lease of life. r M. KANYAMAThe Tatazam(t):
a llrajor project takes shape
Within a few years, Tanzania and Zambia will  be
linked by rail. The Tanzam is known as the < railway
of  friendship > and will  be the  longest railway
in Africa.
The Tanzania-Zambia Railway Project involves  the construc-
tion and equipping of an 1 860 kilometre (1 162 mile) railway,
linking the town of Kapiri Mposhi in Zambia with the harbour
of Dar-es-Salaam  in Tanzania. Kabwe is already connected by
rail to Kapiri Mposhi 60 kilometres  away.
dream. In the field of communibations,  landlocked  Zambia had
been in the unenviable  position of having to depend for its
main links with the outside world on ports located in territories
ruled by hostile regimes.
With the growing co-operation between Tanzania and
Zambia, links through Tanzania became the most obvious and
logical answer to the problem.
A pipeline was built from Dar-es-Salaam  to Ndola, Zambia, to
bring in vitally required  petroleum products.
t
. :",
*'-' ::r  .
Zambian Information  Services
Inaugurating a section oJ' line.
The construction  of the railway is the largest single project
ever to be undertaken jointly by Tambia and Tanzania. lt is
also reputed to be the largest single economic  assistance
project ever financed by the Government  of the Peoples' Repub-
lic of China.
Its completion will signify the realisation of a century old
Almost simultaneously with this, the Great North Road was
improved and a jointly owned company, Zambia-Tanzania
Road Services  Limited, was established  for the sole purpose of
moving Zambia's  import and export traffic.
The success of these two projects further strengthened the
determination  to develop  communication links between Tan-
zania and Zambia on a more permanent  basis through  the
construction  of a railway. (1 )  From the publication  'Kabwe"  (Zambia information  services).
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The Peoples' Republic of China responded favourably  to a
joint request by Tanzania and Zambia for assistance.
By an agreement  signed in Peking on Sth September' 1967
China undertook  to the Governments  of Zambia and Tanzania to
provide an interest free loan for the construction  and equipping
of the railway, to carry out preliminary  investigations  and to
assist in training technical personnel for the construction,
operation and maintenance  of the railway.
This was followed  by the signing in Dar-es-Salaam on 8th
April, 1968 of protocols relating to the loan, survey and design,
basic technical principles and despatch of chinese technical
personnel.
Soon after the signing of the protocols the chinese survey
and design technicians  embarked on the preliminary  survey.
This consisted of field investigations and extensive recon-
naissance for the purpose of locating the most economical
route, by judicious selection of route length, gradient sizes and
lengths of bridges, tunnels and embankments.
The investigation alsb took into account the patterns of
existing or potential populations  and natural resources in
those areas through which the line would traverse, with the
object of making the railway most beneficial to their develop-
ment.
Simultaneously with these field investigations the other part
of the design and survey work was being carried out-research
7ry
on the gauge to be used, design production and supply of plant,
equipment, materials, locomotives, rolling stock and buildings.
All this was completed  in a record period of less than two
years.
The project covers construction  and equipping of 1 859 kilo-
metres main line of a 1.067 meter gauge railway from Dar-es-
Salaam to Kapiri Mposhi where it will join the existing Zambia
Railways  system which is also of the same gauge.
Of the total length 970 km are located in Tanzania and
890 km within Zambia.
The major engineering works include 88 810 000 cubic
metres of earth works, 2197 culverts with a total line length of
39 600 metres, 300 bridges with a total length of 14 250 metres,
21 tunnels aggregating 8 911 metres, 1200 000 cubic metres
of ballasting and various buildings with floor space of 320 000
square metres.
The longest bridge is about 427 metres and the highest
stands at 49 metres. The longest tunnel is 817 metres. The
maximum ruling gradient  is 2% (or 20 in one thousand) and
the minimum radius of curves is 200 metres. The railway is
built in five sections,  each distinguishable  from a variety of
geographical  and geological factors, which in turn effect the
engineering characteristics.
The most difficult part of the route is the section within
Tanzania where the railway ascends the Mufindi escarpment
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The Tanzamon to the Southern Highlands. Because of the high undulating 
hills,  deep  valleys  and  gorges,  volcanic  or  slushy  soils,  the 
section  embraces,  within  15  kilometres,  a  concentration  of 
major engineering works such as earthworks, viaducts, culverts, 
tunnels and bridges to an extent of nearly 30% of those for the 
whole railway. 
To  meet the demands of traffic,  147 railway stations-with 
ancillary facilities such as workshops, receiving and dispatching 
sidings,  buildings for passenger and  freight traffic,  water and 
power supply stations, signalling facilities as well as houses for 
staff-are being constructed along the line. 
The initial carrying capacity is planned at 4.32 million tonnes 
per  annum  at  the  start  but  is  designed  to  be  developed  to 
7.04  million. 
Main line traffic will be moved by diesel hydraulic locomotives 
of 2 000 h.p. continuous rating with a designed average speed 
of not less than 90 k.p.h. Shunting services will be by 1 000 h.p. 
diesel hydraulic locomotives with a designed speed of 50 k.p.h. 
Initially the number of locomotives is  expected  to  be  102 
whereas  rolling  stock  will  consist  of about  2 100 open  and 
.covered wagons and 1  00 passenger coaches. 
Although  the  railway  is  designed  to  withstand  higher 
capacities, the estimated running capacity of the line is 9 pairs 
of trains a day eventually increasing to 19. 
Regular  passenger  services  will  include  an  express  service 
between  Dar-es-Salaam  and  Kapiri  Mposhi.  The  major 
locomotives and rolling stock repair workshops will be situated 
at Dar-es-Salaam and  Mpika. 
Of the estimated  total  cost of the project slightly less  than 
one  half is  for import content and technical services,  and the 
remainder is for local costs. The latter relate to the employment 
of  local  labour,  the  cost  of  local  transport  and  purchase of 
local materials.  Because of the magnitude of this project, these 
expenses are  very  high and would have considerably strained 
the economies of the two recipient countries. 
The  Chinese  Government  therefore  agreed,  as  part  of the 
loan, to enter into Commodity Credit Agreements under which 
China  is  to advance to the recipient countries various chinese 
commodities and the local sales proceeds of these commodities 
are to be used to defray these local costs. 
As a result of this railway Zambia  will have a reliable alter-
native route leading to the outside world which, in comparison 
with any existing outlets, will be  competitive in terms of costs 
and efficiency. The  export and  import trade of Zambia  will be 
placed on a sound footing. 
The railway will also open new opportunities for agricultural, 
and industrial settlements and development in the Central and 
Northern Provinces of Zambia. 
According  to  the  Agreements,  the  construction  of  the 
Tanzania-Zambia  Railway  as  well  as  all  ancillary  works  and 
installations required for the initial operation is to be completed 
by 31st December,  1977, but judging from the progress made 
it is  reasonable to expect that the work may be completed well 
in advance of schedule. • 
.....  .~s 
Dilolo 
TANZAM 
Completed  section in operation 
-·•- Section  under construction 
·a' a ·a  Other  lines 
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The mining railways in Africa are
of recent construction  and their
economic and industrial potential is
considerable  because of the volume
of traffic they canY and the high
technical level of their equipment.
Three such private railways operate
a total 971 km of line, using 52 loco-
motives and 1 941 trucks. TheY
emptoy 2 800 workers and their
traffic in 1972 was over 15.8 m.
tons, and 6 800 m. ton-km. These
orders of magnitude arc materiallY
higher than those of the Public
railway systems. The total invest-
ment to date, at the end ol 1973,
amounted to F-CFA 37 000 m.
The MIFERMA RailwaY came into
operation in April 1963 and figures
among the mining railwaYs on the
international scale. lt carried 9.6 m.
tons, and 6.100 m. ton-km in 1972.
The total investment up to the end of
1971 was about 965 m., of which,
$44 m. wqnt for infrastructure and
permanent way, $12 m. for rolling
stock and $19 m. for workshoPs,
buildings and telecommunications.
To this must be added a further
F-CFA 2 500 million. laid out in
1973 for another 11 locomotives
and 130 trucks, so as to carrY a 1974
traffic of 11.4 m. tons. The MIFERMA
trains are made up of 130 trucks'
carrying over 14 000 tons of iron ore
(gross weight 18500 tons). TheY
are among the longest and heaviest
rail convoys in the world.
The COMILOG RailwaY came into
operation in 1962, and is linked with
the c.F.c.o. at km 285, after taking  a
difficult course at a mean altitude of
600 meters. The 1972 traffic was
530 m. ton-km carrying 1.87 m. tons.
The total investment has been F-CFA
14 000 m., of which the infrastructure
and permanent way accounted  for
F-CFA 9 600 m., locomotives and
trucks for F-CFA 2 500 m. This was to
provide for the annual haulage of
2 m. tons, which is looked upon as the
threshold of saturation  and has now
almost been reached. An investment
programme is in progress to bring
the capacity to 2.3 m. tons. The
offtake of additional tonnage is linked
with the connection of the coMlLoG
with the terminus at Boou6 of the
first section of the Trans-Gabon
Railway.
The COTOMIB Railway has been
nationalised, and in 1974 it ceased to
be a privately-owned  system. ln 1972,
it carried 4 390 000 tons of unpro-
cessed phosphate  rock to the washing
plant at Kpeme, an distance  of 34 km.
Up to 1973, the total investment was
over F-CFA 1 500 m., of  which
F-CFA 500 m. was the additional
investment to prolong the track to the
new mine at Kpogam6, which came
into production  in 1973.
The Swaziland railway handled
3.1 million metric tons of freight up
to the end of July 1973, against
3.3 million tons the previous year.
The reduction was mainlY in the
movement  of iron ore. The Position
deteriorated in the second half of
1973 when the supply of locomotives,
the responsibility  of the Mozambique
State Railway, became  inadequate
as old steam locomotives went out of
service before new diesel engines
were available.
The prospect of early closure of the
iron ore mine has led to an urgent
reappraisal of the railway's future, but
indications  are that, without iron ore
traffic and with a correspondinglY
reduced length of line to maintain,
the project should be able to continue
as a viable carrier of the countn/s
other exports (in particular sugar and
.wood pulp) and of its imports. I
The R.A.N.
Abidjan- N iger
railway corporation
by Lancina KONATE (.)
The R.A.N. (the  R6gie des
chemins de fer  Abidjan- N iger)
is an organisation operated by
two countries  and serving four.
It is now being modernised  and it
has further projects for the future.
The R.A.N. recently broke the
african speed record with a run
at 130 kph.
The organisation and operations of the
Abidjan-Niger  Railway  are governed  by
a Convention between the lvory Coast
and Upper Volta Republics.
The organisation came into being at
the beginning of 1960, to manage and
operate the existing railways in the
lvory Coast and Upper Volta, transferred
to these States after the fragmentation
of French West Africa.
The Convention was not in fact
signed until April 30, 1960. lt is the basis
for the formation of the R.A.N.
The R.A.N. ranks as an industrial  and
commercial  body, with separate civil
personality and financial  autonomy. lt is
administered by a board of 17 members,
made up by equal representation of the
two countries, and by a general manage-
ment board. The Chairman and Vice
Chairman  are nominated by agreement
between the heads of State of the lvory
Coast and Upper Volta. The offices are
held by the Ministers for Public Works
and Transport in the two partner coun-
tries. The General Manager is appointed
by the Board of Directors,  subject to
approval by the heads of State. The
headquarters  of R.A.N. is at Abidian
(lvory Coast), and its general manage-
ment is represented  at Ouagadougou
(Upper Volta).
It has a total payroll of 4 500 people of
all grades, and operates a sYstem of
1 173 km of main line railway, of which
1 147 km comprise the line from Treich-
ville, the railhead to  Ouagadougou,
which is the terminus of Abidjan-Niger.
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(')  Director General  of R.A.N.The railway in the two countries'economies
Since the R.A.N. was formed in 1960 it has continuously
played a leading part in the industrial and agricultural life
of both the countries concerned.
The traffic has accordingly been on an upward curve. One
reason for this is that, though the system is primarily in the
service of only two countries, it also serves Mali and Niger,
so that four countries are concerned in its operations.
This explains  the fact that a major part of the traffic-75o/o  of
the ton-km of goods traffic and 60 % of the passenger-km-
ranks as international.
f n Upper Volta 85o/o of the ton-km carried into or out of the
country, and 50% of the internal  goods traffic using all forms of
transport,  are carried by the R.A.N.
In 1973 the R.A.N. import and export traffic into or from
Upper Volta was up bV 21.25o/o  and 49.54% respectively by
comparison with 1972.
At the same time there was a considerable growth in the
newly introduced container traffic. The increase  under this
head was 50.96 %. These facts all show how important  is the
part played by the railway in the economic life of Upper Volta.
In the lvory Coast the railway traffic in 1971 was 26 % of the
ton-km of goods, and 28% of the passenger-km  carried in the
country. lt should be noted, too, that in 1973 the tonnage  of
merchandise  carried was up by a further 6.95 o/o on 1972.
The volume  of traffic is not the only indication of the important
part played by the R.A.N. in the economic  systems of the two
countries.
The governments of the two countries have used the railway
as a point of departure for initiating a number of industrial
and agricultural operations.
In this connection one of the decisions  taken was to set up a
number of important industrial establishments  in the lvory Coast
along the course of the railway. These include the UTEXI
textile mills at Dimbokro,  COTIVO at Agboville and the sugar
establishments  at Ferkess6dougou.
Other projects include:
- 
at BOUAKE
a) plant extensions at Gongreville. This will necessitate  a
branch line.
b) formation of a company  for processing  oil seeds and refining
vegetable  oils (TRITURAF).  A branch line has already  been
opened for this purpose.
- 
at AGBOVILLE - 
the setting up of:
-  the URASIA knitting mill;
- 
a dyeing mill (project);
- 
a textile school (project).
At KATIOLA  ANd FERKESSEOOUCOU
- 
textile-making-up factories to employ between  6 000 and
7 000 workers (project).
ln Upper Volta the economic importance  of the railway is
illustrated  by development programmes providing  for setting up:
- 
At BANFORA
- 
a sugar production  unit with an outpost at BEREGADOU-
GOU;
- 
thg big Upper Volta flour mills.
- 
at BOBO-DIOULASSO
- 
a number of industrial units including the CITEC oil plant;
the African Tyre Company;  a battery manufacturing plant; other
companies,  such as MAVOCI, and BRAVOLTA.
- 
At KOUDOUGOU
- 
a textile mill (VOLTEX).
There can thus be no doubt that, in future years, the R.A.N.
will have to carry a much bigger traffic than at present. lts
existence has helped towards very considerable  investments,
including over F-CFA 35 000 m. for the lvory Coast textile
industry alone.
The increase in the activity of R.A.N. is also due to the
traffic it carries for Mali.
In 1973 this traffic consisted of:
- 
27 517 tons of goods carried on the line TREICHVILLE-
BOBO- DIOU LASSO;
- 
26 683 tons for TREICHVILLE-OUANGOLODOUGOU;
- 
20 809 tons for BOBO-DIOULASSO-ABIDJAN;
- 
7 952 tons for OUANGOLODOUGOU-ABIDJAN.
Thus the R.A.N. traffic from and into Mali in 1973 amounted
to 82 961 tons.
It should be noted, too, that the reports made for the R.A.N.
by O.T.A.M. foreshadow a doubling of the traffic between
1971 and 1980. For passenger traffic it is estimated the total
wiff rise from 625.6 to 1 23O million passenger-km and the
goods traffic is expected to rise from 404.1 to 785 ton-km.
The following table shows the growth in the same traffic
over the period 1960-73:
It was in the light of this growth, that in 1971 the R.A.N.
drew up its 1971-80  investment  programme, calling for total
expenditure  of F-CFA 38 000 million. This covered not only
improvements in the Abidjan-Ouagadougou  line, but also
the acquisition of new rolling stock and the modernisation of
fixed installations.
In 1973, however, the R.A.N. found it necessary to review
this programme in the light of further traffic forecasts made in
1972, the work which had actually be done in 1971-73 and
adjustment of the cost estimates.
The new investment programme is tor 1974/80, and on the
basis of estimates in December,  1973 calls for a total of F-CFA
41 000 m.
Among the items included are:
- 
infrastructure improvement by track rectifications;
- 
welding and ballasting of the line;
- 
telecommunications  improvement i
- 
adaptation of the railway to a new signalling system;
- 
layout and construction  of stations;
- 
provision of more effective vocational training;
- 
material and rolling stock renewals.
Modernising  the permanent way
a) Track reconstruction
Priority has been given to the reconstruction of over 400 km
of permanent way between Agboville and Tafir6 (km posts  81
and 488).
This is a high-density  section, built between  1 910 and 1927.
Because of its age, its present condition  was no longer in
conformity with security requirements and the handling of the
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Year Passengers Goods traffic
Number Passenger  km Tons Ton-km
1 960
1 970
1971
1972
1973
1 524334
2 564 601
2 630 738
2595 512
2827 827
219 344 924
625577 494
700 923 418
777 539 260
883110693
561 467
755 660
800 91 2
480 070
945 887
216 192 091
404 1 38 438
448 413 232
480 068 1 36
547 575 269
R.A.N. traffic. As was the case with the Agboville-Dimbokro
section (106 km) which was wholly rebuilt, the work is
intended to provide better technical characteristics  over the
whole section.
The aim of the reconstruction is to facilitate profitable oper-
ation without load-breaking and make it possible to increase the
train speeds.
The Agboville-Dimbokro  section, which has already been
reconstructed, includes a double track for 15 km between the
stations at C6chi and Anoumaba. The rectification  of this
section enabled a 550 h.p. rail-car to set up a speed record of
130 kmph.
These works cost about F-CFA 3 000 m., of which, F-CFA
1 670 was financed by an E.D.F. loan of F-CFA 1 670 m., while
the remaining F-CFA 1 330 m. was found by R.A.N. itself.
Under the current modernisation programme,  the recon-
struction work on the Dimbokro-Bouak6 section (13a km)
will be put in hand about the end of 1974.
The reconstruction of the Bouak6-Taf ir6 section (1 75 km) will
come immediately after this. Discussions for the financing of
this part of the work are now in progress  between the R.A.N.
and the various.finance organisations.
The total cost of the work between Dimbokro  and Tafir6 is
estimated at about F-CFA 17 000 m., and completion is
expected in 1978.
b) Welding and ballasting
The programme  provides for welding  the lines and ballasting
the track. The welding is intended  to eliminate the joints, which
are the weak points of the line, and strengthening it by adding
the necessary ballast.
The welding, which is aimed to secure economies  in the
upkeep of rolling stock and permanent  way, will also have the
effect of providing greater passenger comfort.
A schedule has been drawn up for carrying out this welding
work over a period of about two years, between July 1974 and
December 1976. Work has been put in hand on six separate
sites, two in the lvory Coast and four in Upper Volta. The credits
needed for the completion of the welding  programme  are
estimated at F-CFA 260 m.
The ballasting will cost F-CFA 380 m'
These works are scheduled for completion  in December
1976. The ballasting on the part of the line in the lvory coast
was completed in 1972.
. 
U p-to-date signal ling
Priority  has also been given for putting in an electric  system of
signals to provide a higher level of operational safety. The work
will make the traffic increasingly  fluid owing to the greater
capacity of the line and the speed of the trains.
The planning for the signals system has been put in the
hands of the french company  SOFRERAIL.  Discussions  of
financing plans are in hand between the R.A.N.andtheAfrican
Development Bank and have now reached an advanced  stage.
The total cost of the works will be about F-CFA 3 000 m.
Equipment
The expected increase in traffic inevitably means that the
R.A.N. must have more locomotives and rolling stock.
1. Locomotives
At present the numbers of locomotives are as follows:
20 locomotives of 1 000 h.p.;
8 locomotives of 1 500 h.p.;
8 BBB locomotives of 1 800 h.p., or two more than in 1973;
5 locomotives of 2 4OO h.p., or one less than in 1973;
28 shunting engines, of which 17 of 150 h.p., 3 of 400 h.p.
and 8 of 450 h.p.;
17 rail-cars (against 18 previously,  one rail-car having been
scrapped), of these, three are air-conditioned.
2. Rolling stock
The rolling stock consists of 1 385 units, made up as follows:
96 passenger coaches;
663 covered goods trucks;
179 platform trucks;
185 open trucks;
60 special goods cars;
10 service vans;
64 leased goods trucks;  and
100 tank trucks.
A glance at the list of locomotives and rolling stock available,
makes it easy to see how difficult it is for R.A.N. to meet its
traffic requirements, which are growing at an annual rate of
12o/o against the 6 % allowed for in the plan.
The R.A.N. thus finds it necessary to double the train service
between Abidjan and Ouagadougou, bringing it to two
departures  daily in each direction.
With this in view, the plan is to run a fully air-conditioned
train between Abidjan and Ouagadougou,  and extra trains
between the big towns, Abidjan-Agboville,  Abidjan-Dimbokro,
Adidjan- Bouak6 and Ferkess6dougou- Bobo- Dioulasso.
In addition, the modernisation programme will make it
possible to provide a higher standard  of comfort for passengers,
owing to air-conditioning  and coaches  better designed  and
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withstand the strains of acceleration.
For this purpose the 1974-80 plan calls for the purchase  of:
- 
11 rail-cars of 925 h.p., four of which to be acquired  in 1974.
Of these four, orders have already been placed for three.
-  19 locomotives, including 15 of 1 800 h.p., the 4 others
having to be replaced  bV 2 BBBB locomotives of 36 000 h.p.
The immediate provision is for 9 locomotives of the 3 B type
(1 800 h.p.) to be acquired in 1974. Among the 9 there will be
5 acquired through the finance of F-CFA 900 m., provided by
the European Investment  Bank.
The other 4 are to be purchased through finance facilities
provided jointed to the R.A.N. by the Caisse Centrale de
Cooperation  Economique and the Cr6dit de la COte-d'lvoire,
the amount required being found by R.A.N. from its own
resources.  The cost of these 4 locomotives will be F-CFA 72O m.
The 1974-80 programme  also calls for the entry into service
of 5 express  trains, each of which will consist of 2locomotives
of 925 h.p. at either end of a train of 7 coaches.
Each of these train sets will be able to take 600 seated
passengers (1 04 1 st class).
They are for delivery to the R.A.N. between June 1976 and
March 1977. They will be entirely air-conditioned and will be
financed partly through  Caisse  Centrale de Cooperation Econo-
mique and Cr6dit de la C6te-d'lvoire,  and partly from R.A.N.'s
own resources. The total cost will be F-CFA 3 700 m.
A further 3 trains are to be acquired between 1970 and 1980.
In addition, underthe 1974-80 plan, purchases will include:
- 
30 shunting engines  of 450 h.p. and 7 oI75O h.p. Of these,
20 of the former and 3 of the latter are for acquisition in 1974;
- 
53 passenger coaches of 1st and 2nd class and one luggage
van (of which, 4 1st class and 10 2nd class coaches  are to be
bought in 1974:
- 
525 covered goods trucks of 40 tons capacity;
- 
10 platform trucks of 40 tons capacity, with 2 bogies for
acquisition  in 1974; and
- 
7 self-loading  special trucks for carrying earth for the roads
and buildings department.
Personnel training
With new and more powerful  locomotives,  increasingly
intricate mechanisms,  and the new signalling and new manage-
ment methods, it is clear that the R.A.N.  must think out a more
effective and more thorough training and retraining policy.
It has accordingly been decided to set up new vocational
training centres to provide  refresher  courses for existing staff
and a fuller training in railway operation  for newly recruited
personnel.
These training centres should make it possible to provide
instruction facilities of various kinds. For this purpose, it is
proposed to set up a railway centre, consisting  of a principal
centre at the Abobo station, to which the R.A.N. workshops
.will be transferred, and two secondary centres at Bouak6 and
Bobo-Dioulasso.
The cost of these centres is estimated (1 973) at F-CFA 700 m.
Workshop transfer to Abobo Station
Under the main town-planning scheme for Abidjan,  the
present site of the R.A.N. workshops is part of a district classified
for government, administrative, cultural or commercial use.
Arrangements  are therefore  scheduled for transferring the
railway technical  facilities to the neighbourhood of Abobo
Station.
This is an urban area which will have a population  of about
80 000 by 1980, and it is here the produce markets  are to be
established. lt will be an industrial zone, in which the railway
will probably have a number of sidings.
In this new urban area, the R.A.N. is to build a station for
suburban passengers, a marshalling yard and a station to serve
the produce  markets.
This transfer will also involve the re-housing of all the
administrative departments  and general management of the
R.A.N. in a projected new building. Studies have been put in
hand for planning the R.A.N. operations  at Abobo Station.  They
are being prepared by SOFRERAIL  (Soci6t6 Frangaise  d'Etudes
et de R6alisations  Ferroviaires).
Line extension and construction
Under this heading there are two important projects to be
mentioned.
- 
In the lvory Coast a new railway is planned in the south-
west region to cafiy iron ore from Mount Klahoyo (Man
department in the western area of the lvory Coast) to the ocean
port at San-Pedro.
-  In Upper Volta it is planned to extend the line northward
from Ouagadougou  towards Niger for a further 350 km. The
new terminus will then be at Tambao, near an important
manganese seam which is to be mined.
E. E. C. contribution to R.A. N . operations
No list of R.A.N. projects could be complete without mention
of the help given by the European Economic  Community.
This help, through the European Development  Fund, goes
back as far as 1962, when subsidy of F-CFA 546 m, was pro-
vided for the purchase of:
- 
16 rail-car sets;
- 
9 passenger coaches;
- 
20 livestock trucks and the modernisation of metal bridges
in the system.
The E.E.C. also financed the reconstruction of the Agboville-
Dimbokro section by a loan on special terms of F-CFA  1 670 m.
made to R.A.N. in 1968.
ln 1974, too, R.A.N. had several loans from the E.E.C. These
included the finance through the E.D.F. and the European
Investment Bank for modernising the Dimbokro-Bouak6
section, and the acquisition of 5 locomotives of the type
381800h.p.
These loans amounted to F-CFA 5 300 m. The contracts
were signed on April 19,1974  in Brussels and consisted of the
following:
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The E.E.C. not only committed the E.D.F. resources for a
loan on special terms of F-CFA 1 400 m., but also made a
non-repayable grant of F-CFA 612 m. to provide a rebate of
2yr% on the interest on the loan made to the R.A.N. by the
European  Investment Bank.
As a result of these two transactions, the E.E.C. will have
contributed F-CFA 2012 m. from the resources  of the E.D.F.
In addition, another E.E.C. finance institution contributed
finance for the R.A.N. modernisation and renewal ooerations.
This was the European  Investment Bank. Through this organ-
isation a loan of F-CFA 3 900 m. was made to the R.A.N.,
including F-CFA 3 000 m. to finance work on the Dimbokro-
Bouak6 section, and F-CFA 900 m. towards the acquisition  of
5locomotives.  This isthe loan on which the E.D.F. subsidised  a
2/, o/o 
i nterest  re bate.
This was not the first R.A.N. transaction with the E.l.B. ln
December 1972, it had provided finance amounting to F-CFA
833 m. for the purchase of:
- 
7 light 2nd class coaches;
- 
7O covered goods trucks;
- 
30 open goods trucks; and
- 
8 shunting  engines.
***
It can be seen from the above, that the European  Economic
Community, through both the E.D.F. and the E.l.B., has made a
most encouraging contribution to the execution  of the R.A.N.
projects.
It is also clear that the railway is playing an increasingly im-
portant part in the economic life of the countries it serves; and
this calls for big investments, which the R.A.N. can only
provide with the continued help of finance organisations
such as those of the E.E.C.
Only this way can the R.A.N. continue  strengthening its
support to the economic activities of the lvory Coast and Upper
Volta and make it increasingly effective. I  L. KONATE
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in the economic and social development
of the country
by Raymond RANAIVOARIVELO  (-)
Though the work suffered from a violent cyclone in 1905, it
was brought to completion in 1909. The need for two load-
breakings proved very inconvenient in practice; and before
the end of 1909, further work was put in hand to take the line
to Tamatave,  which it reached in 1913.
This line was scarcely finished before it was decided to build
two important branch lines, and the work on these continued
despite the 191 4 war. They were:
- 
The M.L.A. Line from Moramanga to Lake Alaotra, 168 km
in length, which was built between 1914 and 1923. lts purpose
was to link the main T.C.E. Line with a very fertile rice-growing
area, which was to be intensively developed;
-  the T.A. Line from Tananarive to Antsirab6, 154 km in
length, on which work was begun in 1913 and completed  in
1923. This line serves a very populous area; and today it is still
more populous, with a  great variety of profitable crops,
many thermal springs, a pleasant  climate and a number of
tourist resorts.
At the same time surveys were put in hand for linking the
fertile plateaux around Betsileo with the East Coast. This proved
to be an "acrobatic" line, the like of which is not to be found
Frci,ght trun.tport in llrc .same perittd-
After the conquest in 1895, the occupying power had no
time to lose in consolidating  its supply lines with metropolitan
France. This meant providing means of communication  between
Tananarive and one of the ports on the main island. The
principle of building a railway was accepted at the outset, for
there could be no question of building a heavy-duty road for
these purposes at a time when motorised  transport scarcely
existed. The route lay through difficult country, and between
1896 and 1901 a great number of projects, with which we need
not concern ourselves, were brought under consideration. The
solution  ultimately adopted was the route of the existing T'C.E.
Line (Tananarive-East  Coast), whith its initial terminus  at
Anivorano,  but which was extended, while it was still under
construction,  to  reach Brickaville. From here, passengers
would travel by boat on the Pangalanes Canal to lvondro,
which lies 12 km south of Tamatave, in the delta of the river
of the same name. From this point the capital, Betsimisaraka,
was reached by another railwaY.
(')  Director-General of the Malagasy National  Railway System'
Before the railwaY
A traueller arriues at Tanariue in a filaniana  ( 1899).
tt
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Madagascar railwaYsexcept in some parts of the Cordillera  of the Andes. lt is known
as F.C.E., and runs for 163 km between  Fianarantsoa and
Manakara. Construction was in 1927 /36.
C ha racterist ics
The topography of the island necessitated the building of
railways with very severe characteristics.  This applies, par-
ticularly, to the T.C.E. and the F.C.E.
The T.C.E. line starts at Tamatave, 4 m above sea-level,
and its other terminus at Tananarive is a tan altitude oI 1 245
metres. lts highest point, 40 km from Tananarive,  is in the G6nie
tunnel at an altitude of 1 430 metres.
Some idea of the difficulties facing the builders of this
367 km Iine can be had from the fact that some of the gradients
are as much as 25 per mille, some of the curves  have a radius as
small as 50 metres; there are 93 bridges or viaducts, 392
aqueducts, 149 cuttings and 30 tunnels. The original Vignole
.rails of 25 kg to the metre were replaced during the fifties by
30 kg rail mounted on metal sleepers; and in view of the
continued increase in the traffic load and the weight of the
locomotives, the line is currently being renewed with 36 kg rail.
Since the line was brought into operation,  the following very
important improvements have been made:
- 
rectification of many curves of between 50 and 80 metre
radius, substituting  radii of between  100 and 1 50 metres.
Unfortunately there are still a number of sharp curves, but
provision has been made for their progressive  rectification;
- 
construction  in 1955 of an important variant, with financial
help from FIDES. This is in the lvondro delta. lts purpose was to
move the track away from marshy and unreliable ground,  and
from the coastal mist and, most of all, from the disastrous
effect of cyclones and tidal waves. The main works in the
delta have been several times damaged by these disasters, and
in 1949 the 246 metre road-and-rail  bridge over the Rianila at
Brickaville was swept away. The construction of the variant
had to provide, in addition to the reconstruction of the Bricka-
ville bridge, for the following:
- 
the lvondro bridge (4 spans of 73 metres);
- 
the Nossy-Ve  bridge (2 spans of 72 metres);
- 
the Vorinkina bridge (36-metre span);
- 
the Lohalakana bridge (26-metre span).
- 
another important  variant between the stations  at Ambila and
Brickaville. Work on this is now almost finished,  thanks to a
participation of $6 m. (about F-CFA 1 500 m.) by US-A.|.D.
This covers a distance of about 15 km, considerably moderates
the gradients  and thus avoids the need for resorting to multiple
traction for this small sub-section of difficult route on a section
of the line which is virtually flat for over 100 km.
- 
at the same time, this deviation  also involved rebuilding the
Ambila  bridge over the Pangalanes  canal, and taking the line
over a viaduct at a height of nearly 40 metres. The effect was to
bypass two exceptionally  difficult tunnels, which were them-
selves located on curves of 50 metres radius. The two latter
improvements were brought into service in 1971 and 1974
.respectively.
Thq M.L.A. Line: No special gradient difficulties. In
exceptional cases there are curves of 80 metres radius and one
'gradient of 15 per mille maximum.  There are only 56 bridges, the
longest of which is 60 metres across. The line is 167 km in
length at an altitude of 911 metres at Moramanga  and 756
metres at Ambatosoratra (Lake Alaotra).
The Tananarive-Antsirab6 Line: This goes across very
across very broken country. The terminal altitudes  are 1 245 m
at Tananarive  and 1 501 m at Antsirab6, and the highest point
is 1 684 m near the Sambaina station. The highest gradient  is
15 per mitle and the minimum curve radius 125 m. The route is
characterised  by deeply-gashed  l'aterite, and its many major
construction  works include 7 tunnels and 9 bridges or viaducts
of more than 100 m.
The Fianarantsoa-East  Coast Line: The line runs from
sea-level  to a terminal at an altitude of 1 086 m at Fianarantsoa.
In one section there is a 669 m change of level in 24 km of line,
necessitating  gradients of up to 35 per mille. The 163 km of line
contain 49 tunnels, 33 bridges or viaducts of more than 20 m
span.
It should be mentioned  here, that in March 1959, the
infrastructure  of the Malagasy railways  suffered very severely
from five cyclones in a single month. The very existence of the
system was in danger. There were 200 landslides  between
Tananarive and Tamatave,  and several kilometres of track and
embankment were swept away. lt is only fair to acknowledge
that this disaster was mitigated by an emergency gift of
300 million malagasy francs by the E.D.F. in November  1959.
Equipment
Until the fifties the traction material consisted mainly of
52 main-line locomotives and 46 shunters (Mallet: 0-2-0+
O-2-O; Garatt: 0-3-0+0-3-0,  and others). The rolling stock
consisted  of 80 wooden  passenger coaches with 20 or 48 seats,
according to the class and 640 goods trucks, of which 386 were
covered, the useful load capacity being between 10 and 28 tons;
4 Michelin railcars on rubber tyres, 1 Billard rail-car and 2
Brissonneau  and Lotz diesel electric rail-cars.
Since then, the rolling stock has been completely  renewed.
Steam traction  has been done away with altogether  and the
malagasy system  has been wholly diesel operated  since 1954.
There are now 35 Alsthom locomotives  of 625 to 1 200 h.p.,
1 CEM 4 B locomotive of 3 600 h.p., 19 shunters of various
types, 4 Michelin rail-cars, 11 Dietrich and Sou16 rail-cars,
37 breakdown units, 4 inspection units and 18 motor lorries.
The rolling stock consists of 15 modern passenger coaches,
20 wood-frame coaches, 42 rail-car tow-coaches, 520 metal-
covered goods trucks of 10-30 tons, 359 platform trucks and
65 self-discharge trucks of 34-38 tons, used for carrying chro-
mium ore. In addition, there are 181 service vehicles of various
types. The total equipment  thus consists of 127 locomotives,
77 passenger  coaches or and 1 125 miscellaneous  goods
trucks. The maintenance of this material is handled exclusively
in the workshops of the system itself, which are the biggest
and most up-to-date electro-mechanical outfits in Madagascar.
Traff ic
Passengers:  The table below shows that there has been a
consistent increase in the passenger traffic, and in the average
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year of the pre-war decade. This has taken place, despite
considerable road competition, especially for the Tananarive-
Antsirab6 and Tananarive-Moramanga lines, and which currently
represents a shortfall in receipts (passengers and goods) of
more than 300 million malagasy francs.
turnover to diesel traction (1954) improved personnel training,
work reorganisation in maintenance and workshop  operations
and offices.
As a result. the productivity  of the system, measured in
kilometres per hours work, has been trebled during the period
concerned.
Passengers (thousand)
Passenger-km  (million)
Average  distance per passenger (km)
Goods traffic: The carriage of goods consists  mainly of:
- 
agricultural produce for export, consisting of high-grade
rice, coffee, cloves,  maize, manioc and its products, hides,
frozen meat and other products. Since 1968 the traffic has
included chromium ore carried from Morarano to Tamatave
(see map), which now represents  a traffic of 150 000 tons a
yeat;
- 
imported goods, consisting largely of oil, building materials,
iron and steel, machinery,  public works materials, ironmongery,
flour;
- 
local traffic, consisting of urban and industrial requirements
and currently amounting to avout 250 000 tons annually.
The goods traffic is also subject to strong competition  from
the roads, but it also shows a general and consistent increase.
This is shown in the following table:
M anagement organ isation
The organisation comes under a general manager, and is
sub-divided into the same main departments, as in most other
railway systems. These are:
- 
General administration;
- 
Operations;
- 
Traction and rolling stock (which is also responsible  for an
up-to-date timber processing station);
- 
Permanent way and buildings;
- 
General and technical  planning;
- 
Health and welfare.
For some years the malagasy system has been taking  a special
interest in developing the use of its electronic management
material. lt has its own ultramodern  data-processing  centre,
Goods carried (thousand tons)
Ton-km (million)
Average distance (km)
Between 1971 and 1973 there seems to have been a certain
setback. This can be traced to the changes in the country's
economic policy since 1972. These were determined  balance
of payments considerations and were reflected in serious
import cuts, especially for goods which are not wholly in-
dispensable. This accounts for the fall in tonnage and thus
in the ton-km carried, especially  on the T.C.E. According  to the
interim 1974 figures (8 months) the slackening in traffic seems
to be ending, and will ultimately appear as only a transitory
interruption of the grbwth.
Person nel
.  Despite the fact that the traffic has trebled since 1950, there
has been a progressive reduction in the total number employed,
from 5 705 in 1 950 to 5 101 in 1974. This has been due to the
with an IBM 360/30 computer with rapid print-back  and four
disc units. The centre comprises:
-  the planning sub-division which carries out the analyses
and devises the programmes  necessary  for using the material;
- 
the operations  sub-division, which manages the material
for the purpose  of carrying out its different tasks. At present the
centre is used mainly for the following purposes:
- 
personnel management-wages,  increments, taxes, driving
licences etc.);
- 
issue of passenger tickets on perforated  cards;
- 
control of traffic receipts;
- 
invoicing (for administrative and other customers);
- 
stock management;
- 
supply expenditure  accounting;
- 
general accounting  and analyses;
- 
calculation of average and marginal  costing;
- 
miscellaneous statistics.
1 955
181
1 938 1 950 1 955 1 960 1 965 1 968 1971 1 973
280 478 619 642 704 929 1 238 1 001
57 88 144 152 173 217 308 263
200 184 232 245 291 310 335 325
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In all this the outstanding  achievement is undoubtedly  the
issue of passenger tickets, which seems for the moment to be
the only system of its kind in the world.
It results in the almost total mechanisation  of the "passenger"
element  in the operation of a railway of medium size. lt has the
following  special advantages:
- 
quicker supply system;
- 
easier control of ticket sales by dispensing with completion
of many forms, and production of control statements  which are
simple and easily handled;
- 
direct accountancy  entry of passenger  receipts and virtual
elimination of opporti.rnities  for fraud.
This "card ticket" is designed on the principle of the perforated
card with counterfoil  .The counterfoil  is given to the passenger
and the stub goes to the computer  for processing.
Starting with a minimum stock, determined by the commer-
cial seivice in each station, and relating to all connections  and
all fare scales, the first tickets are issued by the computer.  After
this the consumption of tickets is analysed periodically  from
the stubs of the tickets sold. The computer compares the mini-
mum stock requirements and the amount of stock remaining
and decides whether or not to issue further tickets.
Economic function of
the malagasy railway system
In the early days the strategic character of the railway was
more important than the economic;  but the latter soon grew in
importance  and progressively became the sole factor. This is
easily understood in the light of the very considerable growth
in population  (the birth-rate of 2.5 percent is one of the highest
in the world); and of the enormous potential  of the railway by
comparison  with other modes of transport, as a support for
the economic development of a young country such as
Madagascar.
The population of the island in 1 895 can be very approximately
estimated at about 2 million. By 1950 it had grown to over
3.5 million, and now it is of the order of 8 million. lt is important
to note that this spectacular  growth is very unevenly spread, for
the quasi-desert areas of 25 years ago are practically the
same today.
This is confirmed  from the population density shown in the
map. Though the total population has fully doubled between
1950 and 1975, there are some regions where it has certainly
risen 4-fold. This is the case, for example, in the rich plateaux
of lmerina and Betsileo.  This of course has had a major effect
on the railway traffic which, in the period since the first year of
statistical reference in 1938, has shown a 3-fold increase in
passenger  traffic, while the goods traffic has risen 5-fold.
The growth has been regular and consistent, and makes it
impossible not to feel optimistic about the malagasy  railways.
In the short or medium term, it provides ample justification for
the important technical improvements envisaged in the equip-
ment and material; and, in the somewhat longer term, it will
call for the laying of new lines, which will inevitably become
necessary in a future which may not be very distant, when the
population rises to 20 million or over. This leads naturally to
an examination of the future prospects for the malagasy
railways.
Future prospects
As regards the immediate future, and provided total or partial
finance can be found, a number of urgent improvements are
scheduled between now and 1978, both in infrastructure and in
material renewals.
The most important of these are:
- 
modification  of sidings at Moramanga;
- 
modification  of sidings at Brickaville;
- 
extension of the track into the Andasib6  forest;
- 
urgent restoration or reconstruction  of various aquaducts,
metal bridges, drainage  equipment and other works;
- 
acquisition of various earth-shifting, goods-handling and
movement  material;
representing  altogether an investment of nearly 600 m.
malagasy  francs.
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In the longer term, a number of other projects will doubtless
be the subject of thorough studies, and in some cases these
have already  been made.
Among the chief of these I should mention:
- 
increasing  the reception capacity of the main line in stations
and at some of the crossing  points;
- 
interdependent signals and remote control of points;
- 
rectification of the remaining  sharp curves, especially the
50 m curves in the Mandraka  region;
- 
subject to adequate  finance, the big project for a line from
Antsirab6 to Fianarantsoa.
As regards  the last, there are many arguments  in favour of the
undertaking.  These can be briefly summarised  as follows:
- 
the resources of the area covered, the continued  growth  in
.population and its present density;
- 
inherent advantages in unifying the railway system, which
is at present cut into two parts.
3n.
(T.C.E. line, 264 m bridge).
Added to these is the prospect of picking up, not only the
goods and passenger transport  f rom the "dorsal" route
between Antsirab6 and Fianarantsoa,  but also the traffic for the
area south of Fort-Dauphin  and Tul6ar, which at present comes
to Antsirab6 by road, and of course continues to Tananarive
by the same means.
Further traffic potential for this line includes the known
mineral resources  around Ambositra (nickel) and Ambato-
finandrahana, where the operation of the marble quarries
may provide 1 50 000 tons a year of heavy traffic.
The malagasy railways  are a great public service, and they
have a great future. As an economic tool for the country's
development they are irreplaceable, and they hold out the
certain prospect of development in the future. ln every country
in the world, prosperity has always followed in the wake of the
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railway. I R. RANAIVOARIVELOThe satellite: a nerrv tool
by Bernard CLERGERIE (-)
"The children of future generations will all have three parents to bring
them up".
Perhaps this is one of the true reasons for the growing gap between one
generation  and the next. For the first time a generation has grown up
knowing much ryofe than its parents ever did-  in terms of actual knowledgb
in its picture of the world, its consciousness  of the world's dimensions,
and the way people live. The cinema, the radio and, most of all, television,
have borne their part in creating this state of things
This idea of an electronic revolution in education  was bandied about from
Macluhan to Andr6 Malraux. lt made a sensation at first; but now, when it
is only half -way through, it has given place to the combination of television
and the computer. The audio-visual element has thus become the decisive
factor.
s,'
Today a new tool has come to hand,
first and foremost for telecommunica-
tions, also for radio and T.V. Their scope
and flexibility  are thus increased;  and
the radio and television  education
systems, still entangled in the under-
growth, have now the chance  of
coming out into the open with a really
revolutionary  i n novation.
The telecommunications  satellite be-
came a reality in successive  stages.
First we had the geostatic, point-
to-point, satellite which picked up
messages from ground stations and
transmitted to other ground stations,
which relayed them on their own
wavelengths,  thus establishing  connec-
tions between a few distant receiving
points. Because of the low power of the
satellite emissions, these receiving points
were equipped with very big antennae
and very costly apparatus.
Next are the distribution satellites,
for which the theoretical coverage is one
third of the earth's surface.  By using a
somewhat  less extensive area, it  is
possible to transmit stronger signals to
smaller  stations. lt thus became possible
to set up connections  with, or between,
a considerable  number of points of
emission and reception, which might
themselves  be connected up with ground
'television  systems.
Finally came the direct diffusion
satellite, by which a television or radio
programme  sent out from a given ground
station could be broadcast from the
satellite with sufficient power to be
within the range of receiving sets in the
homes of individuals, which will only
need a special aerial.
Theoretically, therefore, it should be
possible for everybody possessing  a
video converter and a small aerial to
Receiuing aerial in a Sahel uillage.
(')  Secretary-General of  AUDECAM  (University
Association for the Development of  Education  and
Culture in Africa and Madagascar).
pick up programmes from a very wide
area.  t
In the limiting case, when the installed
power in the satellite can be brought
up to 10 kW or over, the reception  will
be identical with what can be got from
the hertzian waves used by ground
stations.
The role of the satellite
in education  (1)
The question thus arises as to the
part in education which can be played  by
satellites, more particularly, the distribu-
tion and diffusion  types. This brings a
variety of questions to the surface.
In the first place, are we dealing
merely with an efficiency multiplier, an
alternative and more advanced  technique
which will facilitate the extension and
good functioning  of education by radio
and television  ?
Or should we go deeper, as did
Wedemeyer  and P. Schaeffer,  and ask
whether the use of satellites in the
broadcasting of news, education and
culture, does not set up a second great
revolution, comparable with that which
occurred  in the 20th century, with the
coming of radiophonic and televisual
media  ?
Ought we not to draw up a new set of
rules for the game, a different branch of
international  law on communication
and education, covering the new tech-
nologies of  instruction, ?h  "inter-
cultural" apprenticeship still  unfor-
mulated, if we really want to get the
best out of satellites in their educational
and cultural potential  ?
Without this the situation could
simply become confused. We shall have
the launchers of the programmes,  who
will be the wealthy  and the technocratic;
we shall havethe programme producers,
the pedagogues and the technocrats t'
i
o t
F (1 ) Editor's sub-titles.
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have the users, the teachers and the
taught, seeking, each and all, to be
tele-participants  and not merely tele-
spectators.  In this Babel of incompre-
hension,  we would risk cultural domina-
tion, national indifference and national
rejection.
It is clear enough that an internationally
concerted technological approach  is an
absolute necessity if we are to have a
multinational common market in
school teaching, a law of cooperation
in space, in which the sending and
receiving of messages shall be based on
mutualtrust  and not subject to suspicious
monitoring, making the messages  from
neighbouring countries  precarious and
revocable.  lt is clear, too, that such a
concerted  approach is not a present
possibility.
To understand  this, it may be as wellto
recapitulate the potentialities  and the
limitations  in the use of satellites.
Potentialities
The various technical  possibilities
should not be allowed to make us forget
the essential.
The satellites can provide  an immense
diffusion coverage (theoretically one
third of the surface of the earth), which
cannot be achieved in practice by the
ground-based systems.  Using the hertzian
waves from ground-based  stations,  the
marginal cost of serving remote or
sparsely populated areas, or hilly country,
becomes absolutely prohibitive, on ac-
count of the need for putting up a great
number of retransmitting  stations.  Under
this head, the satellite makes a radical
change of great consequence  for educa-
tion and devefopment in these areas.
Education, in all places and for all
people, on lines which are up-to-date
and promote the up-to-date approach,
cannot be provided, except by using
either distribution or diffusion satellites.
Using this system in rural areas there
could be community  listening centres,  in
which children and adults could have
the benefit, under the guidance  of
monitors,  of education and information
which has not  previously  been
possible (1). For the satellite the cost is
independent of the distance, for it is
quite immaterial where the receiving
station is  located, provided it  is
inside the area covered by the satellite.
This means that the satellite provides
immediate coverage,  or in any case
much quicker coverage by television
than is possible tor a ground-based
installation.
Here again, it is clear that, for the
first time in human history, it should be
possible to correct the fundamental
disadvantage  of the rural areas, which
(1) Special mention should  be made of nomadic
.populations.  In pastoral zones it would  be possible for
them to use mobile receivers, combined with mobile
video units tuned to a small  ground station.
are remote from the T.V. networks  based
on capital cities, and far less well
provided with educational establish-
ments.
Finally, these can be connections
between regional and national networks,
and even between continents.  The
satellites can thus give everybody access
to the best research  workers and the
best educationists;  and they can set up
"common markets in instruction"
which are indispensable  for producing
trans-national  programmes, or at least
common items for broadcasting  in
several countries with sound track in
different languages.
In the general field of information  and
culture in the widest sense, it becomes
possible to use the screen for showing
texts, pictures and diagramg of which
different publics can take advantage  in
turn, overcoming the lack of printed
documents.  In other words, the use, or
the threat, ol a satellite is liable to stim-
ulate innovation by shaking the founda-
tions of existing systems and methods
of formal education, which are always
slow in seeking their own conversion.
Limitations and dangers
On the other hand, there can be no
disguising the limitations and dangers
inherent in too widespread a use of
satellites.
To begin with, it is quite normal in
remote areas for there to be no electric
current available, unless it be by special
and very costly methods, such as solar
or chemical energy or local generators.
More generally the financial limitation
may be decisive. The cost of setting up
a satellite system with the transmitting
and receiving stations runs into many
millions of dollars, to which must be
added the annual cost of maintenance,
personnel training and other items.
Further  reference to this point in relation
to a specif ic case is given below,
indicating the possibility of  finding
hybrid solutions, such as the use of
telecommunications satellites,  hiring
antennae  and striking a balance  between
the educational use and use for profitable
purposes by the post and telegraph
administrations.  The fact nevertheless
remains that in the poorer regions of the
Third World, using the satellite-even
though it brings solutions to problems
otherwise out of range-is impossible
without massive  international  support.
It is the need for aid which explains
the reserved attitude of many developing
countries. The immediate fears and
objections  are embodied in technolog-
ical and cultural imperialism, in the
export of the economic and cultural
patterns of the donors under their control.
Much could be said about the difficul-
ties inherent in securing international
and regional agreements,  acceptable
to all the partners, about laws governing
the use of space. There is the problem of
reserving bands and wavelengths in a
space already crowded by the more
advanced powers. There is the question
of harmonising  the educational pro-
grammes, of the exchange  of cultural and
information programmes, of the use of
different languages and of  settling
copyright claims. These are tar from
being the only problems.
Moreover, the functioning of a satellite
system of information,  education  and
culture implies far-reaching upheavals
in the formulation,  programming, making
available  and management  of the educa-
tional machine. Established  relationships
between formal education and other
aspects will need to be reorganised,
connections will have to be set up
between different professions  and dif-
ferent disciplines.
The boundary lines separating  different
ministries and departments  have to be
made more flexible; the regulations  for
educational administration will have to
give place to scientific management, in
which assessment and control will
flow from the application of regulations
and strict conformity to rule.
Thus, this new "magic carpet"  of
satellite education ought to be ac-
companied  by a redistribution of the
sources of finance, by rationalising  the
centres of decision and making them
more flexible and more international,  by
scientific operation, by freeing individuafs
from their compartments and institu-
tions. Those who have the "benefit" of
the programmes must not be merely
passive and impotent  spectators,  caught
up in a network where everything flows
in the same direction. The gardener  must
not be allowed to water his plants and
tend their growth solely for his own
credit and for his own pleasure.
***
For some years past, one of the most
illustrative discussions  on satellite educa-
tion has been the discussion of its use in
developing  countries.
Since the idea was first launched  by
Gaston Berger in 1961, the chief work of
interesting the countries of the Third
World has been done by UNESCO and
the International Telecommunications
Union. For five years or more, feasibility
studies have been in progress in the
Andean countries of South America,  in
f ndia, Brazil, Indonesia, the Arab region
and Africa south' of the Sahara.  In
Latin America and India, the projects are
more advanced.
The example of Africa
The case of Africa, for which the
cooperation  of Nine-nation Europe is
particularly important, provides a number
of examples  of facts and attitudes.
In the first place, it is noted that
existing education is insufficient in
quantity and quality; that it is ill-adapted
to development requirements,  largely
because it is a copy of imported patterns;
that it is ill-balanced,  in that it benefits
the urban areas and leads nowhere.
With a population growing at ever-
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increasing rates, and despite financial
burdens  already at the limit of what can
be supported, few indeed are the coun-
tries which can provide schooling,  even
at the primary stage, for the whole
population in the age-groups concerned.
This cannot be dealt with by the
traditional schooling  methods. There is
an immense  demand for education and
information,  from adults, young people
and the unschooled;  and some of the
countries-Niger  and the lvory Coast are
examples-have considered  mass com-
munications  media. This is partly to
mitigate the shortage of well trained
teachers, the method being to broadcast
school  programmes  of good quality and
have them explained and expounded  by
teachers and monitors using simple
teaching  manuals. More generally,
however, the object is to substitute
long-distance  teaching for wide area
systems.
Under the traditional  system,  a teacher
has about 40 pupils in his class, and on
the best assumption, he will be dealing
with five classes, or 200 young people.  In
other words, in a teaching career of
40 years, 8 000 people will have been
through his hands; and in a world in
which knowledge and culture are chang-
ing fast, the knowledge  imparted and
the methods of imparting it will have
grown more and more out of date.
Under the new system, on the other
hand, it is possible to reach thousands of
pupils each yeat, by using radio and
television  broadcasts;  and the messages
sent to them will have been compiled by
teams from a number of disciplines,
keenly alive to advances in knowledge
and methods. They can be used in the
classroom  as a teamwork  exercise, in
which'participation  by the pupils them-
selves may well become increasingly
important.
I-elet'i.siorr makc.v school hours more ef/bctiue.
In Africa, there have been experimental
television programmes, and some of quite
considerable scope; and preliminary
studies have been put in hand to assess
the possibilities of  using satellites.
Worthy of special note under this head
are the projects for using the satellite
Symphonie and the Eurospace work
(project  Socrates).
Symphonie
The satellite Symphonie is to  be
launched for an experimental  period in
January 1975, on the initiative of
CNES (the french National Centre for
Space Studies). lts coverage will include
most of Africa south of the Sahara. lt
will provide, as from October 1975, one
picture channel and four sound channels.
It is contemplated that these channels
shall be used full-time, and it is hoped
that the satellite witl be operational  for
5 years, with CNES defraying the cost
of diffusion.
The receiving stations will take only
a few days to install, since they require
practically  no infrastructure. They can
be available by October 1975. They
will re-transmit the video signals from
the satellite, and these can be:
- 
used directly to feed receiving appa-
ratus very close (2O metres). to the
station;
-  stored by magnetoscope for sub-
sequent rediffusion, perhaps after the
reels have been taken somewhere  else
and the programme  amended;
- 
transmitted  immediately to a local
ground station for long-distance re-
transmission  (50-1 00 km).
It is proposed that the experiment
should be carried into six or seven
african countries, and that these should
include different levels of development,
different  types of civilisation and culture
(e.9. savannah tribes, forest tribes, etc.)
and countries of different vehicular
languages. To begin with, the countries
concerned may be the lvory Coasl
Ghana, Niger, Morocco, Zaire and
Cameroon. Each country will have to
have a local television system, even if
it is only in an embryonic  stage, so that
it can multiply and rediffuse the video
signals. There may possibly be an
extension to the Caribbean  (Haiti) and
the experience  could also reach Canada,
in Ouebec.
The cost problem
It is very difficult to estimate the costs
involved  in a large-scale use of satellites
in a zone of this kind.
The best that can be done is to indicate
the order of magnitude by comparison
with other possible  approaches. In a
recent study, five different  systems of
TV diffusion or distribution  were pro-
posed. Diffusion consists of sending
out the message directly to the
user from a given centre; in distribution,
the message is sent to a number of
intermediate points, from which
transmission to the user proceeds.
This results in five possible systems:
Diffusion
System 1 - 
Direct general diffusion by
satellite;
System 2 - 
General diffusion by direct
delivery to  users of  recordings  of
"general public " quality.
Distribution
System 3 - 
Distribution  by satellite;
System 4 - 
Distribution  by earth-based
systems using hertzian waves;
System 5 - 
Distribution by delivery of
"professional" quality recordings;
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diffusing to locaf users.
The total costs are broadly comparable,
at figures between $ 1 000 and S 1 500
million to cover the initial investments  and
10 years operation.
The cost per annum per school for any
of these solutions  works out at the very
low figure of around $ 1 000. By com-
parison, the annual salary of a teacher is
about $4000 or S5000. From the
economic  standpoint alone, therefore, the
setting up of one of these systems might
be found extremely  interesting (1).
These of course are only approximate
indications. In particular,  they leave aside
the quality criteria for choosing the
methods to be used by reference to
priority objectives  and operating condi-
tions.
Diffusion by satellite seems to be
the most economical, provided the
area to be covered is above 7 or I million
sq. km, and provided  there are many
schools to be served, and they are
spread fairly evenly over the  area
covered.
Diffusion by video-cassettes  seems
to be the best solution when the number
of schools is small, and they are spread
over too big an area for ground-based
distribution to be economic.
Distribution by hertzian wave,
which is the'generally  accepted solution,
is of no outstanding interest as regards
cost. lt appears to be cheaper than the
space solutions,  when the areas to be cov-
ered do not exceed 5 or 6 million sq. km.
When the average density of schools is
fess than 4 or 6 per 1 000 sq. km,
however, diffusion by video cassettes  is
a strong competitor.
There is therefore no clear-cut conclu-
sion in favour of any one system.  Each
has an area in which it does best, and
each has specific disadvantages. For
global coverage there is the political
impediment, that there has to be an
agreement between  all the countries in
the area of reference. Subject to this,
it seems that a hybrid system is needed
if the global coverage is to be combined
with the availability of diversified regional
programmes in areas of high population
density, and cheap coverage in some of
the sparsely populated districts.
Such a system, for example,  might use
both a satellite and the delivery of reels
for programme distribution to  local
television stations. The use of the
satellite  could easily make it profitable by
including a secondary telecommunica-
tions assignment, indofar as this was
consistent  with the international  agree-
ments in operation.  Such a system does
pay since it is of a commercial character.
(1 ) According to  estimates  made in  1972, the
Symphonie project, while it is in operation, should
make it possible to cut the cost of a Sth-grade  primary
school-child by 607o, compared  with teaching on the
'traditional lines which, in addition,  cannot  be extended
to cover full attendances in every region without
disproportionately  high costs.
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Starting such projects raises new
and difficult problems. Most of them are
concerned with the software, the "prod-
ucts" to be compiled for diffusion by the
satellite, rather than with the hardware
technology.
It is important that education  should
be considered  as a whole, and as an
accompaniment to social and cultural
development at different  levels. Formal
schooling and university education,  and
the other systems involved, must be
adjusted to fit in with the various stages
in the modernisation of agricultural
production, agro-industrial development
and the service trades.
Knowledge  and training on the voca-
tional, civic and cultural sides are thus
inextricably bound together, and must be
coordinated.
This raises the need for a genuine
communications  policy, conceivgd on a
multilateral basis, and no longer as a
pyramid in which the authority at the top
calls the tune and alone has possession
of the instrument.
It is only on such a basis that the
potentialities of a very expensive tech-
nology can be turned to profitable ac-
count, by the combination  of large-scale
and diversified use. with a general
cohesion of the information and trans-
formation activities called for by econom-
ic, social and cultural development.
This also requires that administration
should be free from the many contradic-
tory restraints of the tradition of rules,
regulations, procedures and categories
prevailing, not only in the charmed
circle of the ministries and services,
but also between the countries which
have to enter into association with one
another, in  cooperative  projects of
installation, production, maintenance,
programme-sharing,  assessment and
feedback to the public, re-loading and
administration in general incidental  to
using a satellite.  These are all fields in
which an adequate capacity to conform
to system is utterly indispensable;  and
it is this which is lacking almost  every-
where.
What is needed  is nothinglessthanthe
forsaking of systems of action and deci-
sion based upon refer@DC@-on pro-
ductivism, technocratic secrecy,  the
juridical element, powers which are not
shared and the keeping back of informa-
tion- in favour of systems which would
be brought to life by a policy of decen-
tralisation,  transfers of  information,
credits, services, messages, in other
words communication  and transla'tion
from one country to another, and from one
sector to another.
The development would then lie at the
point where policies of communication
in every field intersect with permanent
policies of information and training, and
the opening out of social and cultural
relations.
The rest can be left to the dynamics of
technology.  This is one reason the more
for coming down to earth without more
ado.I  B. CLERGERIE
The casherrv
trees of
Dahomey
Most Europeans are quite accustomed
to nibbling a cashew nut, whether  at
cocktail parties or as they sit and watch
the telly; but not many of them know
much about its origin, or its importance
to some of the countries of the Third
World. Readers of the "News" may not
want to be dragged through the mazes of
botany and phytonomy, but they might
yet be interested  in a brief account of this
tree, which is of special interest to
Dahomey.
The official name of the tree is Anacar-
dium Occidentale, and it belongs to the
family known as Anacardiaceae.  lt is
native of Brazil, and was introduced into
West Africa by the Portuguese during the
17th century. lt has a tall stem, and in
good conditions the tap roots go rather
deep.
For many years the propagation of the
cashew was limited to the coastal regions,
around Cotonou. Ouidah and Porto-
Novo. lt was popular not only for the
hlgh nutritive value of the nut kernel, but
also for the refreshing  and rather tart juice
of its fruit.
It adapted itself extremely well to the
hot climate in the Sudano-Guinea  area;
but is was not till 1 948 that the Water and
Forestry Department took an interest in
it. This, however, was only as part of a
reafforestation programme, aimed at
improving land in the big savannah
areas in central and northern  Dahomey,
and the prospect of cropping did not
enter into the plan. lt was only in 1961
that a planting  programme  was launched
in the form of scheduled  forest areas and
private plantations.
The programme suffered a setback
because the growing techniques had
been badly misunderstood.  lt is a fact
that the cashew can live in all sorts of
conditions, and it  had always been
regarded as a common plant which
would adapt itself perfectly well to any
ecological background.  The lesson was
now learnt that there are a number of
factors which impede its growth and
interfere with its productive capacity.
This led to  inadequate plantation
maintenance,  a lack of protection against
bush fires, over-crowded  planting  and
general misunderstanding of the growing
techniques. The planted area progress-
ively declined, the trees lwere stunted
and the production absurdly small.The beginnings of a real policy of
cashew development  came with the
support given from the 2nd European
Development  Fund to a 2400 hectare
industrial plantation scheme,  which was
followed  by finance from the 3rd E.D.F.
for a further scheme covering 10 000 ha.
Dahomey had learnt the lesson of the
previous failures and was able to launch
into a big cultivation programme  with
much better knowledge and improved
techniques.
It is now recognised that success in
such an operation  depends on treating
the cashew as a fruit tree, on the same
lines as the mango or the avocado, and
not as a forest species. This has brought
out the importance  of several factors:
Selection. Selection is always rather
rough and ready. Seed is taken from the
trees with the best vegetable  develop-
ment, the biggest production  and the
biggest nuts.
Climate. lt has been found that though
the cashew can live through  a prolonged
dry season, a cold dry wind, such as the
harmattan, is a factor against good
production. For this reason, production
was moved out of the more northerly
regions in Dahomey. Damp low-lying
reqions, too, were found to be unsuitable;
ant the best climatic area is considered
to be central Dahomey.
Soil. The cashew tree is not very
particular about the chemical composition
of the soil. Shallow hardened  soils,
however,  are to be avoided, because they
tend to prevent the full development  of
the tap root. Preference is therefore
given to light soil with adequate depth.
Maintenance.  Essential factors in se-
curing satisfactory growth and good
production are also the maintenance of
the plantations, maximum exposure  to
the sun and a correct density of planting.
Inter-planting with other food crops is
also found to be advisable.
***
The execution of the two programmes
of 2 400 ha and 10 000 ha, was put in the
hands of SNAFOR (Soci6t6  Nationale
pour le D6veloppement  Forestier). The
present condition of these plantations
is as follows:
- 
Private plantations: 4 500 hectares
- 
Administrative plantations:  3 880 hec-
tares (inc. 2 4OO ha financed  from
the 2nd E.D.F.).
A further 10 000 ha of plantation will
be added. The planting began in 1973
and will cover 3 400 ha of village planta-
tions, and 6 500 of industrial plantations.
When the programme  has been fullY
carried out Dahomey will have 14 000 ha
of cashew plantations.
It is still difficult to estimate  how
much the future plantations will produce,
but it is a fair estimate that the yield will
be around 500 kg per ha.
Thus the Dahomey production may
quickly rise to a normal level of around
' 
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7 000 tons, which will go for processing
to the shelling plant at Parakou (Province
of  Borgou). The construction of this
plant was part of the main project,  and
it was inaugurated in August, 1974.
Uses of the cashew
These plantations have an  un-
doubted forestry interest for the countries
around the  Sahel. For anti-erosion
purposes,  the value of the deep roots is
obvious.
The main object of the plantations,
however, is  the  production of  nut
kernels, which are widely used in the
food industry-cocktail  snacks, patisserie,
biscuit-making, ice-cream and many other
branches.
In addition, a balsam is extracted from
the shell, consisting of  a  phenolic
resin, the properties of which are not
found elsewhere. lt is used in the manu-
facture of  friction materials, special
rubbers and coverings,  insulating mate-
rial and for a number of other uses,
including plastics and in the space
industry. In the african pharmacopia it is
used in the treatment of wounds and
sores.
It is important to recognise, too, that
the pome, though it is not really a fruit
but only a swollen stalk, is in fact
comestible. lt is rich in vitamin C, and
can be used for making fruit juice, jam
and alcohol. Unfortunately,  it  is not
yet industrially used in Dahomey,  but this
may well follow in the future, for the
pome accounts for 90o/o of the full
weight of the fruit. There are thus con-
siderable possibilities  ahead.
Cashew  economics
For a long time the principal  exporter
of cashew nut-kernels was lndia. This
was because, until recently, the main
part of the world's production  was
exported in the form of nuts to India,
where the kernel was extracted. This
practice was based on the cheap and
abundant manpower  available in this
part of the world. The kernels were
subsequently exported, chiefly to the
U.S.S.R. and the United States, which
are the big consumers.
India has lost its importance in this
part of the economic  picture because
the producing countries  are now setting
up shelling plants of their own and
marketing their own production. lt  is
difficult to make a close estimate of
world production of cashew  nuts because
some of the countries,  especially  Brazi|
are big producers  but export only part
of their production.
The following table shows the esti-
mated production of cashew nuts in the
chief producing  countries. The figures
cover that part of the production which is
sold to industry.
As the table shows, the world's
biggest producer is Mozambique, closely
followed by Tanzania.  The prospects  for
Mozambique  seem to be good, for it is
estimated by specialists  that the produc-
tion will be over 400 000 tons by the end
of the present decade.
Brazil, too, is currently very active in
laying out cashew plantations,  whereas
the production  has so far come from the
cropping of wild trees. Over 16 000 ha
of plantations  were laid out and planted
in 1969-72, and the programme aims at
extending  the area to over 100 000 ha.
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In the United States the figure is 173
grams per head, U.S.S.R. 1069, G.D.R.
134 g and Australia 180 g.
This is largely due to the fact that the
E.E.C. is not a homogeneous market, but
is split up into a number of national
markets which are open in varying
degrees  to the outside world. Consumers'
tastes and food habits are very diverse as
between different  countries and regions.
Italy, for example, imports practically  no
cashew nut kernels. In France. the
consumption is small, but comparatively
steady. Federal Germany and Belgium
trade somewhat more actively. There
are, on the other hand, two countries
-Great 
Britain and the Netherlands-
where the consumption is quite high.
Another  factor diminishing  consumption
in the european  market is undoubtedly
the conservatism  of consumers.
In the United States, where the
consumption  is the second largest in the
world, the nuts are very much appreciated
because of their taste, whether served
roast or salted.
In the U.S.S.R. the sole supplier  is
India. lt is probable  that the recent intro-
duction (1956) of the cashew into the
internal soviet market was timed as co-
inciding with the trade balance  having
swung in favour of the U.S.S.R. Never-
theless, the importation of  cashew
nut kernels into the country is part of a
general nutrition programme,  which was
a determining factor in creating a habit of
consumption.
According to expert opinion, and
taking a number of factors into account,
including the rising standard of living
among the world's populations, it  is
reasonable  to expect the world trade in
this product to rise by 1985 to about
150 000 tons. This is equivalent to a
requirement  of new plantations of the
order of 362 500 ha.
World importance  of cashew balsam
Mention has already been made of the
various uses to which cashew balsam  is
put. lt is obtained by processing of the
shell after it has been opened and the
kernel removed;  and there does not at
present exist any similar or competing
product.
World exports of cashew balsam,
though they are still quite small, are
expanding  vigorously. In 1971, the
total exports of 31 500 tons came mainly
from India and Mozambique and went to
the chief countries where it is used
(U.S.A., Great Britain, Japan).
The present trend is very much in
favour of this product, and this seems
likely to continue,  since it is used in the
more dynamic growth industries. The
potential tonnage in 1985 is estimated  at
150 000 tons.I  A. CHAVEZ
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lmports into consuming  countries
A. World imports of cashew nut
kernels
The volume of cashew nut kernels
imported,  depends in part on:
- 
population of the importing country
( U.S.A.-  E.E.C.);
- 
the standard of living (U.S.A.-E.E.C.);
- 
the national import policy (U.S.S.R.).
Nevertheless  it is noticeable that it is
the developed  countries which are the
biggest importers. The 1969 figures are
as follows:
Western Europe.  7275tons
East Europe  2924tons
U.S.S.R. .  25 682 tons
North America  36 992 tons
South America  438 tons
Africa .  354 tons
Asia  2 307 tons
Oceania  2 273 tons
Miscellaneous  154 tons
World total 78 399 tons
The chief importing countries are the
United States (35 200 t),  U.S.S.R.
(25 682t\, East GermanY (G'D.R.
2329 t), Great Britain (2 600 t), Australia
(217Oi) and Federal Germany  (1 4591).
The imports into the E.E.C. countries
were as follows:
Federal
Germany 1 459
Belgium  197
France  899
Italy  113
Netherlands  946
Great Britain 2 600
Denmark  2 600
lreland  9
(24 S per head)
(20 g per head)
(18 g per head)
(18 g per head)
(73 g per head)
(46 g per head)
(46 g per head)
(46 g per head)
E.E.C. total  6 223 t
In the E.E.C. countries, the consump-
tion of cashew  nut kernels is considerably
less than in many of the other countries.
1 962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
1 970
1971
1972
I  fhe  material  used under this heading is taken principally  from the reports of E.D.F. delegates in  the A.A.S.M.
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IRobert S. MACNAMARA. -  A better
life for two billion people.
Collection: Regards sur le Monde - Editions Denoel, 1973.
"A better life for two billion people"
is a challenge which calls for continued
and increasing development effort, which
will necessitate  strictness and efficiency
in the financing  procedures  used. lt is
from this two-fold standpoint that the
Chairman of the lnternational Bank for
Reconstruction and Development  has
planned this book. lt is clearly laid down
that the World Bank is not a charity
institution, or a form of social aid, but "an
investment  organisation for develop-
ment purposes". The scale, the diversity
and the difficulties of the task ahead are
brought within the general scope of
Mr. MacNamara's  vision, which is
focussed on three main themes. The
first is the primary importance  of
agriculture;  the second, the part to be
played in campaigns against  illiteracy;
and the third is population planning.
Realistic lines of policy are put forward.
These include,  the provision of maximum
aid to countries which have already
introduced family planning  schemes
adapted to local circumstances; quicker
dissemination  of new agricultural tech-
nologies; and better coordination  of the
work of everybody  concerned.
In the field of humanistic  and economic
studies, the instruments  of analysis are
becoming more and more refined; and
in the Third World there is a potential for
many profitable projects. This is shown
by the application of strict rules, which
have been worked out by the World
Bank.
ooo
Judith HART. -  Aid and Liberation,
a Socialist study of aid policies. - Publisher: Victor Gollancz, London,
1 973.
International aid is very largely a
political question, and all political parties
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are interested. In its present form, it
comes in for criticism both from the
Conservative and from the Socialist
groups.  The left argues that it serves only to maintain exploitation in the Third
World and the ascendancy of privileged
minorities.  The right sees in it a super-
fluous charity to governments  which
are not firmly established. This study by
Mrs. Judith Hart, the british Minister for
Development,  is based on various lines
of research, and amounts to a pragmatic
reflexion which will give food for thought
to the chief aid-giving countries. lt puts
forward a number of constructive sug-
gestions  about the way in which Great
Britain's bilateral aid might be better
organised from the socialist point of
view. lt does not bypass the fact that the
problem of aid is closely linked with
internal policy, and the sound manage-
ment of the internal  economy.  lts argu-
ments, nevertheless, will not be to the
liking of those who still see aid as an
instrument  for the maintenance of capi-
talism and exploitation in the Third
World, even if the accent is shortly to
be put on income distribution  and the
need for rural development.
A cure for worlo l"".ray  (Gu6rir ta
misdre du monde). - 
Report of a
working party, led by Pierre Dehaye - lmprimerie  nationale - 
Paris, 1973.
This document. drawn up by a
working party led by Pierre Dehaye,
Director in the french Ministry of Eco-
nomics and Finance,  was intended for a
first World Day of information  on devel-
opment questions.
The initiative is largely due to President
Val6ry Giscard d'Estaing,  when he was
Minister for Economics and Finance. In
April 1972, at the UN Conference  on
Trade and Development at Santiago
(Chile), he said: "Opinion in all our
countries must be made aware of the
real dimensions of the problem. I suggest
that a World Day of information on
development should be organised under
the auspices of the United Nations".
This day was held on October 24, 1973,
and 150 000 copies of this document
were printed and distributed in schools.
The first part emphasises  the contrast
between the poorer countries and the
others. The second assesses the efforts
made and the results obtained, and
makes it clear that the gap between the
poor countries and the others is increas-
ing. The third part suggests  that in view
of the insufficiencies of the aid, the joint
effort towards development should be
increased.
The document is well put together. lt
often recalls facts which are alreadv well
known, such as that the less developed
countries contain two-thirds of the
world's population, but have only an
eighth of the world's resources. lt also
brings up other facts which come less
frequently  to our attention,  such as that
the great inequality in standards of
NOTE TO ,,BOOKS"
Many  readers have asked us to send them
the books reviewed  on this page. We regret
that this is a task we cannot  undertake. The
books can be obtained at or through the
nearest bookshop.
living between the peoples scarcely
existed in the middle of the 18th century.
The gap is thus a comparatively  recent
phenomenon, dating only from the 19th
century and the industrial revolution, and
a contributing  factor has been the rise
in standards of living, resulting from
the considerable  improvements  in pro-
ductivity in the agricultural  sector. ln
most of the countries of the Third
World conditions were very different.
"From the beginning of the 20th century,
a notable rise began in the minimum size of  industrial establishments, and in
the amount of the investments  needed.
When industrialisation  began, the equip-
ment per worker represented  no more
than a year's wages; but today it may be
as much as 20 or 30 year's wages. This
gives an idea of the scale of difficulty
which has to be resolved by the countries
which are not yet industrialised".
European o""r,"l-ent  Fund: Finan-
cial and technical cooperation  in
1973. - 
Commission of the European
Communities,  1974.
This document was compiled by the
Directorate General for Development
and Cooperation  in the E.E.C. Commis-
sion. lt deals with the administration  of
financial and technical cooperation
between the European Economic  Com-
munity and the Nineteen Associated
countries (A.A.S.M.) during 1973, the
third year covered bythe second Yaound6
Convention.  The reader will find in it a
well presented  and illustrated account of
the distribution of ' the aid among
different  sectors of 'activity; a recapitula-
tion by countries  of the 1973 financing
decisions; a note on the operation of the
aid (modes of finance, preparation  and
execution of the aid, evaluation of the
completed  projects);  and statistics relating
to the E.D.F. and the social-economic
indicators relating to the A.C.P. coun-
tries.
An interesting fact brought out is that
during 1973 the A.A.S.M. had the benefit
of commitments amounting to  U.A.
183.4 million. In addition, they obtained
ordinary loans from the European  In-
vestment Bank from its own resources
to a total of U.A. 10.9 million, which
brings the year's total of Community
financings in the A.A.S.M. to  U.A.
194.3 million. The document  is available
in Brussels from the Directorate General
for Information  of the Commission, and
in all of the European Community's
press and information  offices.